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The Bulletin of the European Communities gives details every
month (eleven numbers per year) of the activities of the Commission
and of the other Community institutions. lt is edited by the
Secretariat of the Commission of the European Communities(rue de la Loi 200, 1049 Brussels) in the official languages of the
Community and also in Spanish.
Reproduction of the text is authorized on the condition that the
source is indicated.
ln order to facilitate consultation of the Bulletin in the different
language editions, the texts are numbered according to the following
system: the first figure indicates the part, the second the chapter
and the last two indicate the different points in the chapters.
Quotations should be presented, therefore, in the following
manner: Bull. EC 1-1975, point 2108.
The Supplements are published separately as annexes to the
Bulletin. They include the official texts of the Commission (com-
munications of the Council, reports, proposals) of the documents
published under the double responsibility of the Council and of
the Commission. The Supplements arc not published in Spanish.
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1. The British
referendum
1101. March saw a numhr of new develop-
ments in the British Government's position con-
cerning the United Kingdom's membership of the
European Communities.
These were, the results of the meeting of Heads
of Government in Dublin, the decision of Mr
Harold Wilson, the Prime Minister, to recom-
mend to the British people to vote in favour of
the United Kingdom's continued membership of
the Community, when the referendum is held in
June, and the publication of a White Paper on
the outcome of the renegotiations.
On 1 April' and 4 June' 1974, Mr James
Callaghan, the Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth AIfairs, had presented the Bri-
tish Government's position to the C,ouncil on the
terms for the United Kingdom's membership of
the C-ommunity. Some of the various questions
raised could not be setded until the meeting in
Dublin.
Meeting of Heads of Government
in C,ouncil in Dublin
on 10 and 11 lv[ar& 1975
1102. The Heads of Government meetine in
Council in Dublin on 10 and 11 March reacled
agreement on the outstanding issues: contribu-
tions to the C.ommunity budfet and imports of
New Zaland dairy producti. The followine
decision and statement were adopted by thE
Heads of Government:'
B ud getary corr e cting rne ch anism
1,103. 'The Heads of Government meering in
Council agreed on the correcting mechanfsm
described in the Commission Co-mmunication
entitled "Unacceptable situation and correcting
mechanism",o subject to the following provil
sions:
1. The criterion concerning the balance of pay-
ments deficit and the tn"o-thirds ceiling are
dropped.
6
British referendum
2. The following provisions will be incorporat-
ed into the agreed mechanism:(a) The corecting mechanism shall be subiect
to a ceiling of 250 million u.a. However, as
soon as the amount of the Communitv budset
exceeds 8000 million u.a., the ceiling'shafl1rc
fixed at an amount representing 3% of total
budget expenditure.(b) When a moving average drawn up over 3
years indicates that the balance of payments on
current account of the country in ouestion is in
s.ur_plus, the correction shall' only affea any
difference htween the amount of is VAT pay-
ments and the figure which would result from i-ts
relative share in the Community GNP.'
New Zealand
1104. 'The Heads of Government, meeting in
Council at Dublin on 1,0 March, underline"the
importance which they attach to Protocol 18 of
the Aa of Accession, as regards the relations of
the C.ommunity with New Zaland, a traditional
supplier of dairy products to a substantial part of
the enlarged Community.
They invite the C.ommission to present a report
in order to prepare the review provided for in
Article 5 of the Protocol and to iubmit as soon
as practicable a proposal for the maintenance
after 31 December 1977 of special import
arrangements as referred to in that
Artide. They observe that the instittrtions of
the Community have already carried out ceftain
price adiustments in the framework of the Proto-
col. In the same spirit, the C.ommunity, which
remains attached to a fair implementation of the
' Bull. EC3-7974,point 1104.
'1 Bull. EC6-l974,points 1102 to 1107.s For the other resuls of the Dublin C-onferena, see
points 1501 to 1504,2336,2347,24O3 and2420.o Bull. EC l-197 5, poins 2504 to 2510.
Bull. EC 3-1975
British referendum British referendum
Protocol is ready to review periodically and as
necessary to adjust the prices having regard to
the supirly and demanil developments in the
major iiohucing and consuming iountries of the
woild,- and dso to the level and evolution of
prices in the Community-induding intervention
prices-and in New 7*dand, taking moreover
into account cost developments in New 7*aland
and trends in freight charges.
As regards the annual quantities to be esta-
blisheJ by the Communiiy institutions in the
framewori< of the speciaf arangements after
1977, these should not deprive New Zaland of
oudets which are essential for it. Thus for the
period up to 1980, these annual quantities
ilepending upon future market developments,
coirld remain dose to effective deliveries under
Protocol 18 in 1974 and the quantities currendy
envisaged by New 7*alandtor 1975.
They note that Protocol 18 provides that the
exceptional arrangements foi the import of
cheeie cannot be maintained after 31 December
1977, md that this situation and the problems
which may arise from it will be given due
attention with appropriate urgency, taking into
account also the considerations in the following
paragraph.
The Heads of Government note, moreover, that
New Zealand and the Community together pro-
vide the major part of world exports of daairy
products. They, therefore, express the wish
that, in the same spirit with which the Commun-
ity approaches the application of Protocol 18, an
ever doser cooperation be developed betneen
the institutions of the Community and the New
7*alarird authorities with the obiective of pro-
moting in their munnl interest an orderly oper-
ation of world markets. Such cooperation,
apart from its intrinsic value, should provide a
basis from which to achieve, in a wider frame-
work, the condusion of an effective world agrce-
ment such as is envisaged in Protocol 18.'
Bull. EC 3-7975
Statement by lrlr Harold Yilson
(18 March 1975)
1105. In a long speech in the House of
Commons on 18 M]arch, tr Ir Harold Wilson, the
Prime Minister, said: 'Her Maiesty's Govern-
ment have decided to recommend to the British
people to vote /or staying in the C,ommunity.
Last Wednesday, after Dublirr, I told Parliament
that the renegotiations, begun last April, had
gone as far as ihey can usefully go and that while
some of our obiectives-if Britain remains in the
Community-can be pursued in the continuing
meetings of the Cpuncil of Ministers, we have
now reached the point where Government, Par-
liament, and then the country, must take the
decision.'
Mr Wilson then reviewed in detail the seven
renegotiation objectives in his Party's election
manifesto for February 1974, which were reaf-
firmed in October of the same year. He con-
cluded: 'Some (of these obiectives) we have
achieved in full; on others we have made consi-
derable progress, though in the time available to
us it has^ noi bu6n posiible to carry them to the
point where we can argue that our aims have
been completely realized.
It is thus for the iudgment now of the Govern-
ment, shoftly of Parliiment, and in due course of
the British p'eople, whether we should stay in the
European Conimunity on the basis of thi terms
as they have now been renegotiated.
So, I do not believe that in taking this decision
we are entering into a narow regional grouping
to the detriment of our worldwide relationships.
My first regard, ever since I entered this House,
ha's always" been more to the C-ommonwealth
than to Europe. We have to take the fact that
practically the whole Commonwealth, deciding
on the basis of their own interests, want Britain
to stay in the Commot ity.'
British referendum British referendum
The British Vhite Paper
(27 March1975)
1706. On 27 March, the British Government
published a White Paper on the outcome of the
renegotiations ('Memhrship of the European
Community: Report on Renegotiation'). The
report concludes:
'The issue of Community membership is of
fundamental importance for Britain's place and
role in the world... A cohesive Europe is an
essential pillar of the Atlamic.partnership, and a
more cooperative relationship has now been
established benrreen the Nine and the United
States. There is nory a more liberal Community
attitude towards the forthcoming multilateral
trade negotiations.
Better balanced policies of trade and aid are
being developed towards the developing world as
a whole, so that the countries of Asia-benefit as
well as the African countries. This will help to
avoid confrontation benreen the developed and
developing countries, pafticularly on commodity
matters and raw materials. Commonwealth
Governments have made dear their view that
they wish Britain to remain in the C,ommunity.
The Member States of the Community have
dosely related and interdependent economies,
and what any of them decides in the field of
economic policy can affect other Member
States... The United Kingdgm is more depen-
dent on international aade than most countries,
and the Government have been able to ensure
that positions taken by the Community, which
arc ol great importance for our tra&ng and
financial interests, reflect United Kingdom views.
In the Government's view the consequences of
Britain's withdrawal from the Community would
be adverse-and would result in uncertain-ty. This uncertainty could be protracted and
would itself be damaging.
There could be a significant effect on confidence,
affeaing both investrnent in the United Kingdom
I
and our qbillty to finance our balance of pay-
ments deficit. There would be a risk of a
deterioration, for a time at least, both in the level
of employment and in the rate of inflation.
The United Kingdom would have to engage in
the nesotiation of a new tradine relationshio
with tfie Community and with tfie rest of ttie
world this would be bound to be difficult. If it
were not possible to secure special trading
arrangements with the Community, British
exports would tace a high Community uriff on
such products as chemicils, commercid vehicles
and texiles. Even if an acceptable free trade
arrangement could be negotiated this would be
accompanied by conditions which would be
likely to limit the Government's freedom to give
assistance to British industry.
The United Kingdom would no longer paftici-
pate in the Community's institutions, of in the
political cooperation machinery. The Com-
munity and its Member States would still be our
closest neighbour and our largest market, and
Community policies would remain of direct
concern to ns. But there would be the difficul-
ties oI pursuing British interests and of applying
British influence, from outside rather than inside
the Community.
Our withdrawal would limit the potential bene-
fits of interdependence. It would be a serious
setback to the development of doser and more
cooperative relations ri,ithin the C,ommunity, and
between the Community and the wider
world. It would threaten the political stability
of Western Europe.
The Government have always believed that,
provided the terms of membership were right
and fair, it is in the interests of Biltain and-of
Europe that we should be a member of the
Community. The wider considerations set out
in this Chapter confirm the Government's iudg-
ment that continued membership of the Com-
munity is in Britain's interest on the basis of the
renegotiated terms.
Bull. EC 3-1975
British referendum
Through membership of the Community we are
better able to advance and protect our national
interests-this is the essenc of sovereignty. We
are only at the start of our relationship with the
Community: we can now begin to play a full
part in its construction and development. The
Communiw has shown that it is a flexible
organization, which is ready to adapt to the
chinging &cumstances of the world and to
respond to the differing needs of Memhr States.
If our membership of the Community is con-
firmed, the Government will be ready to play a
full part in developing a new and wider Eur-
ope. The decision is now for the British peo-
ple. The Government will accept their verdict."
In the referendum bill on Community member-
ship, the question to be put to the British people
ls:
'Do you think that the United Kingdom should
stay in the European Community (the Common
Market)?' They are to reply'Yes'or'No'.
r The White Paper was debated in the House of
Commons on7 to 9 April. The House t'hen approved
' the United Kingdom's continued membership of the
Community by 396 votes against 170.
Bull. EC 3-1975
2. Regional policy:
a decisive stage
The European Regional
Development Fund and the
Regional Development Committee
1201.. Recognized as a priority by the Heads
of Government at the Paris C.onference of Octo-
ber tgTL,reaffirmed at the Crpenhagen Confer-
ence in December 1973 and given practical form
at the Paris Conference in December L974, the
Community regional policy has iust negotiated a
decisive stage.
Following Decisions adopted by the Council on
18 March,' the C,ommunity, as from 1 January
1975, commands two new instruments to serve
its regional policy: the European Regional Devel-
opment Fund and the Regional Development
Committee. They signify increased financial
means for the benefit of regional development
and fresh scope for coordinating regional action
in the Community.
Reducing regronal disparities
1202. Before describing this new action by the
Commission in the regional theatre, it should be
recalled that the goal of the C-ommunity's region-
al policy is to promote the harmonious grourth
anil development of the regions comprising
Community territory. In praaical terms, Com-
munity action must result in a substantial reduc-
tion of development disparities.
These disparities, already of sizeable proportions
within each State, are even larger when measured
on the scale of tlre whole C.ommunity. Between
the least and most developed regions ther€ is
something like a five to one disproportion in
terms of income.
I Ol L73 ot 21.3.1975.
Regional policy Regional policly
The European Regional Development Fund
1,203. The European Regional Development
Fund will be called upon to play a decisive role
in the new European regional poliry, owing to
the links existing between aid and the configur-
ation to be given to the structrres of recipient
regions, plus the acnral aid which the Fund will
grant.
The Fund will not be confined to granting
investment subsidies. It will ensure that the
investments are consistent with proiects under-
taken in the regions and that they fit into
regional development programmes.
The Fund will be endowed with 1300 million
u.a. for a three-year period, with up to 300
million f.or 7975,500 million Lor 1976 and 500
million for 1977. These resources will be allo-
cated as follows: ltaly 40"/o, United Kingdom
28o/o,France 15%, West Germany 6.4yo,Ireland
6,0o/", the Netherlands l.7o/", Belgium l.5o/",
Denmark 1.3o/o and Luxembourg 0.lYr, Ire-
land will also receive 6 million u.a. taken from
the allotrnents to the other Member States,
except for ltaly.
The regions which may receive Fund aid are
those which, in each Member State, are obtain-
ing their share of regionally targeted aid
schemes. Within these same regions, the
national priority areas will have priority for
grants from the Fund, due account being paid to
the principles for coordinating regional aid
schemes at Community level.
Investment aid
1,2M. The European Regional Development
Fund will also provide subsidies for investments
in industry, the craft trades, services and infra-
struchrres. These operations will supplement
10
those by the States themselves and will be
accorded only at their request and for any
proiect exceeding 50000 u.a. in any of the
stipulated categories.
Investments in industry, the cralt trades or
services will be able to obtain aid from the Fund
in so far as the investrnents are already benefiting
from State regional aid schemes and inasmuch as
they are helping either to ceate at least ten iobs
or to preserve existing iobs; in the second
instance, the investment must be made as part of
a company redevelopment or reorganization
plan. The investrnents will be eligible for a
subsidy of 20o/o of their cost, but not exceeding
50% of the aid granted by the State in applying
its regional scheme. Lasdy, aid will be limited
to a proportion of the investment not exceeding
100000 u.a. per job created and 50000 u.a. perjob preserved. By decision of the State con-
cerned, the Fund aid so determined may be
added to the aid granted by public authorities or
may be retained by them.
Infrastrucnre investments will also be able to
obtain aid from the Fund. They will, for the
most part, be infrastrucnres directly linked with
the development of industry, the craft trades or
services and which have been taken in hand,
partially or totally, by the public authorities or
any other body, with the same responsibility as a
public authority for installing infrastruc-
tures. Aid from the Fund may also assist infra-
strucnre investments in hill-farming regions or
agriculturally handicapped areas, in so far as it is
needed to preserve and develop country life.
Investrnent plans presented for Fund aid may
obtain either 30% of the cost of the ouday (for
investments below 10 million u.a.), or 10-30%
of the cost of the outlay (invesnnents exceeding
30 million u.a.). In the second instance, all or
part of the Fund aid may take the form of a
three-point interest subsidy on loans from the
European Investment Bank.
Bull. EC 3-1975
Regional policy Hegional policy
Investment consistency
and regional planning
1.205. Apart from their sectoral affiliations
and the sums involved, the proiects which come
up for aid from the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund will have to fulfil two basic require-
ments. The first can be defined as consistency
of investment with action put in hand either by
the Memhr State or by the (pmmunity author-
ities. This can be appraised in terms of how
they help the development of the region, improve
the-situation of the 6conomic sector-involved and
tie in with the Community's regional obiec-
tives. Any border implications of the invest-
ment will dso be considered.
The setond requirement is that of regional pro-
gramming, The profects will have to be com-
ponents of a regional development programme
which, when completed, will serve to reCtify the
main regional imbalances in the Community
which can hamper achievement of economic and
monetary union. By regional development pro-
grarnme, is meant a target scheme on paper
detailing the obiectives and means for developing
the region. The Regional Policy Committee will
offer advice as indicated below. The Member
States will each year send in to the Commission
any information which will enable it to evaluate
data on the development of regions and on
proiects going forward there; this information
will serve for a programme until the end of
1977.
Submission, appraisal
and monitoring of proiects
1206. Applications for aid from the Fund will
be submitted to the Commission by the Member
States. They will transmit them at the begin-
ning of each quarter, either as a package, for
investrnents below 10 million u.a. or singly, for
investrnents exceeding that figure.
Bull. EC 3-7975
The Fund Committee, made up of delegates from
the Member States and chaired by a representa-
tive of the Commission, will rule on the proiects
submitted.
The Member States will assist the Commission in
any monitoring which it might require in admin-
istering the Fund, induding any on-the-spot
checks.
The Commission will present a repoft each year
to the European Parliament and the Council on
the stewardship of the Fund and submit its
condusions on any checks it has made.
The Regional Policy Committee
1.207. A Regional Policy Committee has been
formed to act alongside the Regional Develop-
ment Fund. It will be a consultative body,
composed of State representatives drawn from
senior officials responsible for regional policy
and Commission representatives. Committee
members may be assisted by specialists. The
European Bank will appoint an observer. The
Committee will be in a position to obtain the
views of the regional milieux concerned and of
trade union and occupational organizations.
The Regional Policy Committee will act as an
adviser to Member States and the Community on
anything to do with regional policy. The deci-
. 
sion to form the Committee carries a long list of
assignments covering most of the problems of
regional development, such as:
. regional analysis, from the various angles of
regional development and regional policy ways
and means;
. regional programming, including methods of
drawing up regional programmes and comparing
one with another;
. State and C.ommunity financial aid and its
coordination;
11
3. Social Action
Programme 1974-1976
Regional policy
. guidance for investors to help them in decid-
ing where to invest.
A new stage in the process
of European integration
1208. Thus the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund and the Regional Policy Committee
are not merely adiuncts to the existing Commun-
ity institutions and financial mac.hinery.
These new agencies will play a decisive role in
steering the new regional policy.
If, as is often said, finer regional balance is the'
pivot for successful Economic and Monetary
Union, then there is every hope that the process
of European integration will enter a new phase.
lntroduction to the Social
Report 1974,
1301. The general economic and socinl situa-
tion of 7974 was characterized by increasing
inflationary tendencies, rising unemployment in
nearly all Member States and balance of pay-
ments difficulties in most of them. By the end
of. 1974, total unemployment in the countries of
the European C-ommunities had reached a peak
of almost fotu million persons out of work, and
consumer prices increased during the course of
1974 in some countries by nearly 20o/" and even
more. This deterioration of the economic and
social conditions, which to a certain extent has
been aggravated by the new situation in the
energy sector, has been felt particularly by cer-
tain industrial sectors and special groups of the
total and the working populations.
The sectors mostly suffering from the slowipg-
down of demand and activity included the motor
vehide, textile, clothing and building indusries,
and among the categories of workers th,reatened
by unemployment there was an increasing num-
ber of young and older workers, women and
-by the end of the year-also migrant wor-kers. The accelerated price increases, on the
other hand, had a gowing impact on the eco-
nomically weaker groups of the population, and
more especially the non-active people irrespective
of their entidement to social hnefits, such as the
unemployed, handicapped, sick, those suffering
from employment iniuries and occupational
diseases, the retired and others, as well as
workers with lower wages and salaries.
I 
'Report on the Development of th€ Social Situation
in the Community in 1974'(Addendum to the Eighth
General Report on the Activities of tte European
Communities, in accordane with Artide 122 ol the
EEC Treaty).
t2 Bull. EC 3-1975
Social Report 1974 Social Reporl1974
' OJ C13 of 12.2.1974 and Supplement 2/74 
-Bull. EC.
tection at work, and on the extension of the
responsibilities of the Mines Salety and Health
Commission to all mineral+xtracting industries.
As a result of these decisions the progressive
road to the attainment of a comprehensivb social
policy at Community level and of a strengthened
Community solidarity amongst the Member
States has been opened, and the means by which
the road can be travelled have been indica-
ted. The new possibilities, panicularly for the
Social Fund, have provoked immediate reaction,
since they have enabled the C,ommission to carry
out some worthwhile proieas already during the
7974 finanqalyear.
1304. The Council agreed on a further four
proposals of the C-ommission at is meeting on
77 December L974:
. The directive on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to the appli-
cation of the principle of equal pay for men and
women contained in Article 179 of the EEC
Treaty;
. the directive on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to mass
dismissals;
. the regulation establishing a European Crntre
for the Development of Vocational Training;
. the regulation on the creation of a European
Foundation for the Improvement of Working
and Living Conditions.
The first rwo of these decisions are of special
impoftance in that the Council by adopting them
has accepted the princtple of setting minhnnm
standards in certain social fields by the approx-
imation of. national legislatiotrs.ln fact, the first
of the two direaiues agreed on by the C.ouncil
These difficulties underline the need for strong
and uigorous aclion in the social field as foreseen
in the Social Action Programme agreed by the
Council at the end of.1973, for which 7974 was
the first year of implementation.
1302. This necessity has also been recognized
at the Summit Corference of the Heads of
Gouerrment of the nine Member States held in
Paris on 9 and 10 December 1974,atwhich they
dedared that they 'reaffirm the importance
which they attach to implementation of the
measures listed in the Social Aaion Programme
approved by the C,ouncil. in its Resolution of 21
January 1974.' This declaration reflects the
confidence of all Member States in the Social
Action Programme, and.in is potential in the
war against rising unemployment and increasing
prices with all the inevitable side+ffects.
1303. The various reforms envisaged by the
Social Aaion Programme are to b realized in
stdges in the period fuom 1974 to 1976. During
1974 the Commission, together with the other
Community institutions and the Economic and
Socid C-ommittee, endeavoured to carry out the
individual measures according to the timetable
laid down in the abovementioned resolution.
Indeed, by the end of 1974 the Council had
decided on seven of the nine proposals which
had been submitted to it by ihe Commission
before I Apnl D74. At the Council meeting on
70 June 1974 the first three proposals were
adopted concerning:
. The trro decisions and the regulation on
action by the European Social Fund (Artide a)
for migrant workers and for handicapped per-
sons;
. the resolution establishing the initial Com-
munity Aaion Programme for the vocational
rehabilitation of handicapped persons;
I o the two decisions on the setting up of an
Advisory Committee on Safety and Health Pro-
Bull. EC 3-1975 13
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intends to generdize minimum protection stan-
dards for women in respect of their right for
equal pay, not only by layrng down that discrim-
inations still existing in laws or agreements and
contracts have to lh eliminated, and that the
right to pursue equal pay for equal work cannot
be frusrated by dismissal, but also by providing
that supervision of the application of this right
has to be ensured by national law.
The second directive, on the other hand, is aimed
at achieving greater security of employment of
workers by providing that arbitrary mass dismis-
sals cannot be undertaken without a system of
prior consultation and notification that will go
some way to alleviating the consequences of
dismissds.
1305. The establishment of a Ewopean
Centre for the Deuelopment of VocationalTrain-
ing will expedite the progressive attainment of
the principal obiectives of a common vocational
training policy, and in particular the approxim-
ation of training standards in the member coun-
uies. The creation of the Foundation, on the
other hand, will stimulate not only more inten-
sive study and conceftation, but also more pre-
cise analyses and scientific research on all factors
affecting the living and working environ-
ment. Both the European vocational training
centre and the Foundation for the lmprouement
of Woz*.ing and LiuingC,onditions are extremely
useful and necessary instruments for achievin$
some of the main obieaives of the Treaties
within the C-ommunity.
1306. The remaining two proposals have not
as yet been adopted by the Council. They are,
however, already being discussed by the Council
Committees, and it may be e:rpeaed that a
decision on them will be taken at one of the next
meetinp of the Council of Labour and Social
Ministers that will take place in the course of
1975.
74
These two proposals concern:
r tr'recomm€ndation regarding the application
of the principle of the 4Ghour weekind four
weeks annual paid holidays;
. a directive on approximation of the legisla-
tions of the Member States on the retention of
the rights and advantages of employees in the
case of mergers, take-overs and amalgamations.
The proposal for a Council Recommmdation is
aimed at achieving minimum standards for
working hows (the 4Ghoru week by the end of
1975\ and anntul paid holidays (fou weeks by
the end of 19761 throaghout the Commun-ity. It was subsequently examined by the Eur-
opean Parliament and the Economic and Social
Committee. In the light of their contributions.
an amended proposal has been submitted to the
Council and awaits decision.
The draft Direaiue on the approximation of
national legislations on'acquired fights' of the
workers will have far-reaching consequences on
the labour law in some of the Memhr
States. Therefore a very intensive procedure of
consultation with the Community institutions
and others has been an essential prerequisite
before the Council will take its decision.
13A7. In accordance with the priorities laid
down in the C,ouncil Resolution concerning the
Social Action Programme, the Commission drew
up during 1974 a series of new propo-
sals. These were achieved as a result of con-
tinuous consultations, which were both formal
and informal. The deterioration of the labour
market as mentioned above and increasing infla-
tionary tendencies, both of which had a partic-
ular impaa on the more vulnerable groups of the
population, influenced considerably the attitude
of the Commission when drafting the actions to
be proposed.
The malority of this series of proposals will be
submitted to the Council during the first quarter
oL l975.
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1308. In the framework of the first ofiectiue
of the Social Action Programme-'attaintng full
and better employnent in the C-ommunity'-the
main proposals which have been or are being
prepared include:
. The establishment of appropiate cotaulta-
tions between Member States on ther m.ploy-
ment policies and the promotion of better coop-
eration by national employrnent seruices.
The need for an improved system of consultation
and cooperation between the governments and
the employment services has been underlined by
the development of the employment situation in
the course of the year. It is for this reason that
the Commission has already taken initial action
by forming an ad hoc group of Directors-General
for Employment in the Memhr States which has
already met on several occasions to discuss the
most urgent crurent problems concerning
employment.
. On 18 December 1974 the Commission
adopted the Aaion Programme in fauour of
migrant workers and their families.
This Programme deals with all thq crucial pro-
blems coinected with migration, the hving ind
working conditions as well as the social and
educational problems of migrant workers and
their families, both nationals and non-nationals
of the Community. One of the main oblectives
of this programme is the progressive elimination
of all existing discriminations against the
migrants coming from third countries in living
and working cortditions, once they have been
legally admitted to employment in the Commun-
ity. To achieve this, tte coordination of migra-
tion policies of Member States is urgendy
required.
Another obieaive of this programme is the
granting of some civic and political rights to the
, migrants: it proposes that all migrants should
have the right to participate in local elections, at
the latest by 1980, in accordance with conditions
still to be defined.
The Commission will, in tbe course of 7975 and
7976, propose to the Council quite a'number of
new activities in the various fields concerning the
migrant workers and their families (free move-
ment and employment, social security, health,
education and vocational training, social servi-
ces, housing...). This action is now even more
urgent, given the difficult economic circumstan-
ces of this present time. For this reason, the
Commission feels it appropriate that the Com-
mqnity should endeavour to strengtheri migrants'
rights to equal treatrnent.
. A memorandum on measufes to achieve
equality between tnen and wotnefl dt
work. This memorandum is a comprehensive
examination of the whole range of areas where
action is needed in order to improve the status of
women at work. It covers employment, vocil-
tional guidance and training, working, condi-
tions, social security and social services.
Some of the condusions drawn will need a
longer term strategy for their completion. But
as an immediate step, the memorandum is
accompanied by a draft direaive aimed at elim-
inating any existing discrimination of women in
the legislation in the Member States as regards
access to employment and vocational training,
promotion and working conditions.
1309. With regard to the second obieaiue
'Improuement of liuing and working conditions
so as to make possible their harmoniiation while
the improvement is being maintained', the C.om-
mission has prepared-in accordance with the
priorities laid down by the Council in its Resol-
ution-the following activities:
. Appropriate consultations beapeen Mmtber
States on tbeir social prorcaion policies.
The preparatory work has already been complet-
ed: a special working party of 18 highly qualified
individual expefts, nine of whom represent the
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November 1974. Further discussions with the
representatives of both sides of industry are still
to take place before the initial proposal will be
drafted" The memorandum will try to indicate
steps that should be taken in order to offer to the
workers greater iob satisfaction and increased
involvement in decision-making, both in private
enterprises and in the public sector.
1310. Although not induded in the list of
priority actions laid down in the Council Resol-
ution, the C.ommission has communicated to the
Council on 4 Decembr 19742
. the frtst Ewopean Social Budget.
The main purpose of this Social Budget is to give
a grcater knowledge of the present trends in the
Member States up to the end of 1975 in the
development of expenditures (and the financing
of them) for several sectors of social policy, anil
especially social secruity. As the forecasts from
1973 to 1975 have been made on the assumption
of existing legislation and on the basis of the
economic forecasts made before the energy crisis,
the Commission has proposed to the Council to
update the data used in this first Social Budget
by taking into account new legal measures taken
in the meantime as well as the profound econom-
ic and social changes caused by the new &cunr-
stances; at the same time the Budget should be
extended to the year 1976.
1311. The Confercnce on fuune Ewopean
Social Policy, which was held in Brussels on 16
December 1974 and which was attended by the
Ministers of Labour of the Member States of the
Community, representatives of the C,ommission
as well as those of workers' and employers'
organizations, provided a new impetus towards
the third broad obieaiue ol the Social Aaion
Programme, namely to'inoease tbe inuolueruent
of management anid labow in the economic and
social decisions of the Community, and that of ,
the workers in the operation of an enterprise'.
national Governments, is to assist the Commis-
sion in developing a common long-term perspec-
tive and a coherent framework for the diverse
Community measrues being prepared in the field
of social protection. In this context, attention is
drawn to the statement made at the Paris Sum-
mit Conference on 9 and 10 Decemhr 1974,
where the Heads of Government have made it
'their obiective to harmonize the degree of social
security afforded by the various Member States,
while maintaining progress but without requiring
that the social systems obtained in all Member
States should be identical.'
. An initial progromme on health and safety at
work.
The prevention of employment iniuries and occu-
pational diseases is another very important
aspect of the 'quality of life'; the establishment
of an initial programme on health and safety at
work on the basis of and in collaboration with
the Joint Committees and the Advisory Commit-
tee on Safety and Health set up by the C,ouncil
decision of 1.0 June 1974, has been recognized
therefore as a priority action. This programme
will provide the basic framework for the prepar-
ation of specific activities to be carried out in
stages.
. A programme of. pilot schemes and studies to
cotnbat p ouerry in the Community.
The purpose of this limited programme of pilot
schemes is to develop dearel p-rceptions as to
the causes of poverty and to encourage Member
States themselves to develop new techniques to
overcome severe deprivation where it exists.
. Finally, a metnorandurn on'humanization at
work'is to be submitted to the C,ouncil during
7975.
In order to facilitate the preparation of this
memorandum, the Commissionbrganized a con-
ference of experts on 'Work orgailzation, tech-
nological development and motivation of the
Individual' in Brussels over the period 5 to 7
L6 Bull. EC 3-7975
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. One important condusion reached was the
unanimous decision to reactiuate the Sunding
C-ammittee on Employnent as soon as possible
in order to discuss the very urgent problems still
to be solved in the field of employment.
This C,ommittee, in fact, has not been convoked
for more than rro years. A first meeting of the
enlarged Standing Committee of Employment for
the Community of the Nine took place druing
February t975; it had an intensive exchange of
views regarding two Commission proposals for
actions in the field of employment: the action
prograrnme in favour of migrant workers and
the intervention of the European Social Fund in
favour of industries strongly affeaed by the
economic crisis.
. At this Conference, moreover, both the
employers' and the workers' representatives were
encbnraged to hold ioint sectoral meetings so
that they could coordinate their efforts in respect
of problems arising in the various industrial
branches.
The C-ommission, for its part, will shortly submit
a communication to the -Council concerning the
convocation of such ioint meetings particularlyin those branches where the economic activity
has declined.
131.2. It is emphasized that the Commission
considers that the guidelines laid down in the
Council Resolution of 2l lanuary 1974 do not
constitute a limit to the C-ommunity's activity in
the social field and that the Commission always
retains its right of initiative to make proposals as
and when necessary. In the present situation,
where serious employment problems affect cer-
tain regions, industries and categories of wor-
kers, it is proposed to use part of the resources
available to the Eruopean Social Fund (Artide 4)
where the employment situation has been partic-
ularly affected by the present economic cri-
sis. In the opinion of the Commission, this new
measrue should be sufficiendy flexible to allow a
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continual adaptation of the affected industries to
the changing situations.
131.3. By the beginning ol1975, the Commis-
sion had already formulated proposals to cover
almost one half of the aaions enumerated in the
Social Action Programme. The renewed
emphasis on social policy stressed at the latest
Paris Summit Confeience encouraged the C-om-
mission who will endeavour to elaborate con-
crete proposals for the mafority of. aaions still
outstanding during the course of.1975, with the
aim of implementing the complete Social Action
Programme before t-he end of 1976 and within
the stipulated time-limit.
Those actions still to be covered indude the
fields of social security (extension of protection,
'dynamization' of social hnefi$), the employ-
ment problems of special groups of workers
(young schoolJeavers, elderly persons), the social
integrition of the handicapped, incomes and
assei formation, public health, housing as well as
implementing proposals arising from the general
programmes for migrant workers, for women at
wor-k, and for protection against radiation and
of the environment.
731.4. ln 1974 the social problems reached
such dimensions that it has become more than
ever essential that all Community policies arc
directed to the achievement of the three main
social ofiectiues determined at the first Paris
Summit Conference in L972. The main targets
of economic and monetary policy at national as
well as Community level are therefore essenfally
the fight against iillation and rising unemploy-
ment. Furthermore, many social problems
existing in the countries of the Community could
be alleviated by a coordinated regional pol-
icv. The decisi6ns of the Heads of Government
ai the latest Summit Conference to put the
European Regional Development Fund into
effect- from 1 lanuary 1975 werc warmly wel-
comed by the Commission.
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4. European
University lnstitute
Official installation
149.1. The European University Institute offi-
cially came into b6ing in practicil terms on 20
March in Florence, with the first meetins of the
High C.ouncil, the formal appointmeniof the
Princip.al and-the Secretary, and the designation
of the first eight professors.
A long road
1.402. The installation of the strucnres of the
Institute is the dimax of what is now a long
story, s-ince the idea of creating a European
University was born at the C.onfe-rence of Mes-
sina in June 1955.
It was the Heads of Government meeting first in
Bonn on 18 July 196l andthen in The H"azue on
1 and 2 December 1969 who took up thI idea,
dedaring that they had decided, tluough a for-
mal undertaking, to simal their participation in
the intellecnral fue andfinancing of 
" 
E*op.a,
University Institute in Florence. -
The problems involved in establishing such an
institute for research and lost-graduaie studies,
were resolved at the meeting on t6 November
1977 of. the C.ouncil and ihe Conference of
Member States' Education Ministers.r The
Convention to set up the European University
Institute in Florence, which the Vtinisters hai
lgreed in principle at that megting, was ready for
fo_rmal-signatur€, a few months later, on 19 April
797?: by the Member States' representatives.
But it was not until early in 1975 that the last
necessary ratifications were made, sine the three
new Member States had meanwhile asked to ioin
the Instinrte, so that, against the original esi'.''-
Bull. EC l2-t971, Part 1, Chapter Itr.
Bull. EC 6-1972, IntroductoryChapter.
1315. The gradual and successful implementa-
tion of the Social Action Programme which is to
continue throughout 1975 and 7976 is certainly
a maior step towards the establishment of a real
Ewopean Social Union. Social problems evolve
as a result of the ever-changing desires and
demands of society, and it is necessary to consi-
der the effects on the individual as well as on
society as a whole when attempting to find
solutions.
The Commission is already well aware that it is
necessary to consider the important question of
how the C.ommunity policy in the social field is
to be developed after 1976. Initial reflections
have already been made, further consultations
are necessary. The Commission will submit to
the other Community institutions the results of
all these deliberations in good time in order to
permit common discussions leading to decisions
on the future European social policy.
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Eurooe created bv Mr Iean rVonnet. Sina
f9S8, he had heir President of the European
Community Institute for University Studies,
which studies all the social, economic and legal
questions of European integration.
Mr Buzzonetti, before his appointrnent as Secre-
tary, was a Head of Division in the Commission.
On 20 March, the provisional Academic Com-
mittee, which numbers two representatives from
each contracting State, selected the first eight
members of the teaching staff, the professors, of
the Institute, for the four departments:
History and Ciuilization
. Mr Karl Dietrich Bracher, born 13 March
lg3l,Ptofessor of Political Science and contem-
porary History at the University of Bonn.
. Mr Charles Wilson, Professor of Modern
History at the University of Cambridge.
Economics
. Mr Louis Duquesne de la Vinelle, born 22
December \922, Reaor of the Catholic Univer-
sity Faculty of Mons, Professor of Economic
Syitems Tli.ory at th; Catholic University of
Louvain.
r Mr Pierre Salmon, born 15 April 1938,
Doyen of the Faculty of Economics at the
University of Diion.
Law
. Mr Geoffrey Joseph Hand, born 25 June
1931, Rector of the Faculty of Law at University
College, Dublin, Professor of the History of Law,
Constitutional Law and Comparative Constitu-
tional Law.
ates. the Institute will be somewhat hhind
schedule when it opens to students and re-
searchers.
Role and administration
of the University Instinrte
1403. Since the Institute is a post-graduate
establishment, work there will be centred on
research teams and seminars. After two years
studv and havine presented an orieinal research
oroi6a. studens" witt Ue awardeil' the tide of
b"ftoi of the Institute of Florence in their
selected field.
Four departments have been formed: History
and Gvilization, Economics, Law and Political
and Social Sciences. Each deparrnent is at the
moment headed by trn'o permanent professors.
At its first meeting on 20 and 2l March, the
Hieh Council of -the Institute, made up of
reoiesentatives of the Governments of the Con-
tricting States, officially appointed Mr Max
Kohnstimm (Netherlands) Principd and Mr
Marcello Buzzonetti (Italy) Secretary of. the Insti-
tute. Both of them had in fact been nominated
bv the reoresentatives of the Governmens of the
Cbntractii,ng States in November 1973, but they
could not k formally appointed until the C.on-
vention creating the Institute came into being.
Born in Amsterdam on22May 1914, Mr Max
Kohnstamm was Director for European Affairs
at the Dutch Mi"isry for Foreign Affairs, which
he ioined in 1948. He took part in the negotia-
tions which established the European C.oal and
Steel C-ommunity (EGC); in 1952, he was
appointed Secretary of the ECSC High Author-
ity; posts which he held for several years.
He was the first representative in London of the
High Authority anil fuom 1956 was the Secreta-
ry--General, and subsequendy Vice-Chairman, of
the Action Committee for the United States of
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. Mr Ctristopher Sasse, born 5 September
1930, Professor of European Community Law
and International Organizations at the Univer-
sities of Giessen and Hamburg.
Political and Social Sciences
. 
_ 
Mr Jacgues Georgel, Professor in the Faculty
of Law at the University of Rennes.
. Mr Giovanni Sartori, Professor of Political
Science and Director of the Institute of Political
Studies at the University of Florence.
The High Council has set the date for the
opening of courses in the aurumn ol 1976, the
beginning of the nex academic year.
European University lnstitute
5. European Council
First meeting in Dublin
on 10 and 11 March 1975
1502. In accordance with the decision taken
at their meeting in Paris on 9 and 10 December
L974, the Heads of Government of the Com-
munity, accompanied by their Ministers for
Foreign Affairs, met for the first time as the
Ewopean Council in Dublin on 10 and 11
March.' The meeting was chaired by Mr Liam
Cosgrave, the Taoiseich of Ireland. -The Com-
mission was represented by President Ortoli and
Vice-President Haferkamp. The Secretary-Gen-
eral of the Council acted as Secretary for the
meeting, assisted, in matters relating to political
cooperation, by officials from the Iiish Ministry
for Foreign Affairs.
The meeting opened with a dinner offered bytbe President of lreland, IvIr Crarbhall6 Ddlaish.' The Council'proceedines took
place i-n t-he St Patrick room ln Dublin- Castle,
which had been completely redecorated in recent
months. The meetiie. which opened at 3.30 in
the afternoon of 10 March, weirt on until after
midnight, which enabled the Heads of Govern-
ment to celebrate the 59th birthdav of the British
Prime Minister, Mr Harold Wilsbn. The pro-
ceedings wound up at about 9 o'clock in- the
evening of the following day. The working
sessions went on at Head of Government anil
Foreign Minister level. At the request of the
Heads of Government, several meetings of seniorn (l OI trO S E s Ot S ruO
officials, chafued according to the iisues dealtr  rssu
:he Commission or thewith by representatives of tfi
Irish Presidency, took place with the aim of
preparing the decisions of the Eurooean C.oun-
resi,
ri g p
1 Point 3 of the C.ommuniqu6, Bull. EC 12-1974,
point 1104.2 Before his elecdon as President of Ireland, Mr 6
Dilaigh had been a iudge at the Court of Justice of the
European Communities.
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cil. Everyone much appreciated the welcome,
the atmosphere in which this first meeting
unfolded ind the excellent amenities for the
working sessions.
Statement by lrlt Cosgrave
1502. At the close of the meeting, President
Cosgraue, accompanied by Mr FitzGerald, he-
land's Minister for Foreign Affairs and President
of the Council, President Ortoli and Vice-Presi-
dent Haferkamp ol the Commission, made the
following statement:
'I must first say, on behalf of my colleagues, and
myself, how sorry I am that we have kept you
waiting. The issues before the meeting were
complCx. They certainly kept us occupied a
greai deal longer than we had originally antici-
fated. However, I think that the outcome justi-
fied the delay.
This was the first meeting of Heads of Govern-
ment under the new arrangements agreed in
Paris last December. A characteristic of these
arransements is that there should be no formal
Comriuniqu €. after the meetings. Nevertheless,
a number of issues before the present meeting are
of such impoftance and such complexity that my
colleagues and I found it necessary to incorpor-
ate decisions of the meeting in formal declar-
ations or statements.
On the budgetary question' the Council agreed
on the correcting mechanism outlined by the
Commission in its Communication entitled "The
unacceptable situation and the correcting
mechanism" with the following modifications:
1. The criterion concerningthe balance of pay-
ments deficit, and the two-thirds ceiling are
dropped.
2. The following provisions will be incorpor-
ated into the agreed mechanism:(i) The amount of the correcting mechanism
shall be up to a ceiling of 250 million
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u.a. However, as soon as the amount of the
Community budget exceeds 8 000 million u.a.,
the ceiling shall be fixed at an amount represent-
ing3o/o of total budget expenditure.(ii) When a moving avera1e drawn up over 3
years indicates that the balance of payments on
current account of the country in question is in
surplus, the correction shall only affect any
difference between the amount of its VAT pay-
ments and the figure which would result from its
relative share in the Community GNP.
A statement affecting British membership of the
Communiry deals wiih the question of the review
of the importation of quantities of New 7*land
dairy products' to the Community, in accordance
with Protocol 18 of the Accession Treaty. The
Protocol permits of the importation, free of levy,
of certain specified quantities of these products
in the years up to and inclluding 7977. Under
the terms of thi Protocol, these arrangements are
to be reviewed before the end of 1.975. Ou:
meeting decided on certain guidelines to be given
to the institutions of the Community in carrying
out this review. You will note that the Com-
mission's proposals on the subiect are to be
ready as soon 
"s 
practicable and'are to provide
for special import arrangements as provided for
in Ahde 5 of the Proiocol after 7977. The
proposals will provide for price reviews having
iegird to certain defined criteria. A copy of this
declaration is available.
We also had a useful discussion on the Confer-
ence on Security and Cooperation in Europe
which is currently taking place in Geneva. We
have agreed on a statement on this subiect the
text of which is being distributed.'
The subject of energy and the price of energy
occupied the attention of the meeting for a
considerable time today. It was agreed that
I Points 1102 to 1103.2 Point 1104.3 Point2347.
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under the authority of the Council (Foreign
Affairs) a special high level ad hoc CoinmittEe
composed of representatives of the Member
States and of the Commission should be esta-
blished so as to coordinate the approach to this
problem in the interests both of cbnsumers and
producers, and of economic stability in the entire
world. The fust meeting of this Committee is
being artanged for 19 March. The Heads of
Government have incorporated their views on
this also in a dedarationbf which copies are.also
available.
Ve also discussed the world economic situation
with panicular reference to the problems of
unemployment and inflagon following the steep
increase in oil and other raw material pri-
ces. There was generd agreement that this issue
and the views of Heads of Government on it,
should be referred to the meeting of C.ouncil of
Ministers of the Community (Finince)to be held
on 18 March.
On raw materials, there was an extremely useful
discussion. It was decided that this matter,
which was coming before the Heads of Govern-
ment for the first time, should be referred to the
Council of Foreign Ministers on the basis of the
proposals put before the Council by the C-om-
mlsslon.
On Clprus,' the Heads of Government and
Foreign Ministers, recalling the statement issued
by the Foreign Ministers following their meeting
in Dublin on 13 February, expressed the hope
that in the context of thi discussions .rrrenily
being held at the United Nations in New Yorli,
there will be an early resumption of negotiations
on the question of Cyprus. The Nine will of
course continue to keep in dose touch with
developments as regards ihe situation in Clprus.
In condusion I should like to say how gratifying
it has been for rye, qq have hadthe opio.n-iti
to preside over this Heads of GovernmEnt meet-
ing which in addition to deding successfully with
the other items on the agenda, has brouglit to a
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condusion the prolonged discussion of the issues
raised by dr" question of British membership-a
condusion which we naturally hoor thaf the
British C.abinet will feel it can rlcomrmend to the
British people at the forthcoming referendum.'
Mr FitzGerald and Mr Ortoli
at the European Parliament
1503. The Presidens of the Council and the
Commission immediately went to Strasbourg,
where the European Pariiament was holding i6
part-session. Mr FitzCerdd, the Presideni of
the C,ouncil reported to the House on the resuls
of the first meeting of the European C.ouncil.'
The President of the C,ommission, Mr Ortoli
then described what he felt to be the role of the
Furopean Council, namely to discuss, at the
highest level, the maior issues of C-ommunity
concern. This was what happened in Dubliri,
where the subiect matter and the way it was
treated had unquestionably been in accordance
with what was to be expected of such a meeting.
Mr Ortoli went on to emphasize that the Eur-
opean Ctuncil should not turn into an apped or
aibitration authority, and it had avoided'drecise-
ly this pidall in Dublin. The political problems
arising there were to be solved at the level where
they had in fact been solved, which, he added,
did not predude the utmost vigilance for the
futue.
Mr Ortoli then affirmed that the role of the
Commission had been respected in its entir-
etyr The Cpmmission was iaking an active part
in all the proceedings, in both" its legal 'and
policy-making role. It had thus playedits full
part in the whole process which had culminated
' Point2336.2 Point 2403.
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in ttre European C-ouncil's condusions on the
issue of the United Kingdom's membership of the
Community.
Lasdy, Mr Ortoli dedared that the resuls of the
first meeting of the European C.ouncil were a
move in tlrc direction desired by the Commis-
sion, and here he stressed the sauoir-faire of the
Presidency and the efficiency of the organizations
behind the meeting, in which the Council Secre-
taiat and the Community interpreters had
played their part.
The Commission's appraisal
15M. After the meeting of the European
Council, the Crcmmission laid special emphasis
on the importance of the discussions in Dublin
concerning the United Kingdoni's difficul-
ties. On the strength of C.ommission Proposals,
agreement was reached on the budgetary correct-
ing mechanism and imports from New 7*aland,
with minimd changes in each case.
The agreements which wind up the discussion of
the United Kingdom's requests, are of an exep-
tional political significance which transcends by
far the technical nanrre of the issues.
It is highly significant that the decision was made
at the level of Heads of Government, thus
testifying to their personal commitment to keep
the United Kingdom in the C,ommunity.
The C.ommission also noted that the meeting of
Heads of Government had passed off just like a
meeting of the C-ouncil, respecting both the letter
and the spirit of the Treaties.
The discussions opened on the basis of Commis-
sion Communications or Proposds, and the
Commission representatives, President Ortoli
and Vice-President Haferkamp, were able to play
their part to the full in respect of policy momen-
tum and the practical substantiation of C.ommis-
sion Proposals.
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Finally, the C.ommission found that the Heads of
Government had given fresh impenrs to the snrdy
of several maior proiects in the Community
institutions (especially the preparation of the
future C.onference on energy, and the policy on
raw materids) and that their Directives on the
subiea had been strictly in accordance with
Community proedure.
The C,ommission's appraisal of the Dublin meet-
ing is subsantially positive, both as regards is
outcome and its respect for C.ommunity rules.
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2*, PAR'II'
ACTIVITIES
IN MARCH 1975
\
1. Functioning of
the common market
Customs union
Common Customs Tariff
Classification
2101. On 3 March,' the C,ommission adopted
I Rggulation detailing the criteria to be met by
lard md other pig fai, containing small guanti-
ties of other fats, in order to be dassified under
subheading 15.01 A of the CCT.
Nomenclature
2102. On 4 March,'the C.ouncil amended is
Regulation of 28 June 1958'relating to the CCT
and concerning the exchange rate to be applied
in respect of the tariff dassification of cenain
cheeses. The new Regulation stipulates that the
exchange rate to be applied in-converting the
unit of account referred to in CCT heiding
04.04 into national currencies is the representa-
tive rate used under the co-mon agiiculturd
policl,. This derogatory measure was taken to
avoid the risk of distortine trade and a disoarate
classification of the proJucts concerned in the
Member States.
Tarff quotds
210i. Acting on a Commission Proposal, the
Council on 3 March' adopted a Reeulation
increasing-the volume of Community tariff quo-
tas opened, in respect of.1975, for ertain textile
products (CCT headinp 55.05, 55.09 and ex
58.01 A of the CCT), coming from Tw-kty. The volume increases ari intended to
assure Turkey a no less favourable treatuent
than that granted to countries enioying gener-
ahzed tarifl preferences, for whom dheGuncil
raised by 5"/ortor 1975, the volume of preferen-
ces stipulated in 1974 in respect of ihe same
products.
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Customs union
Customs value ond taxes
ol equivalent efleet to customs dutles
21M. On24 March,'the C-ommission amend-
ed its Regulation of 27 February 19696 on tlrc
dedaration of particulars relating to the value of
goods for cust6ms purposes. Tf,e amendment is
intended to streamline the customs formalities
Igquired in_ international trade, by raising thelimit vdue below which the Meirbir States may
not insist on the dedaration of all or some of thl
particulars relating to customs value. Again for
the sake of simplification, this lir,it ualue will
from 1. July 1975 onwards be e:gressed iz
rurttotul curreflcl.
Origin of goods and msthods
of adminisffatlve cooperation
2105. On 12 March,'the Commission adopt-
ed a Regulation on the documenary evidence to
be presented for the importation of raw or
unmanufactured flue-cured Virginia type tobac-
co, originating in the developing countries. The
new provisions adopted will open the preferen-
tial arrangements to certain tobaccos placed in
C,ommunity bonded warchouses before-the quo-
tas have been opened for those products andfot
which a ertificite of origin hai not been estab-
lished.
2106. Acting on a Commission Proposd, the
Council on 18 March' adopted a Reeulation
dedaring temporarily applicible in thi Com-
munit,, until the EEC-ACP C,onvention comes
' OJ L50 o16.3.t975.2 O1L72ot20.3.1975
' oirriiiili.i.lgZb.4 OJ L61 ot7.3.1975.s OJ L76 ot 25.3.197 5.
' OJ Ls2 ot 3.3.1969.? OJL66 ot 13.3.1975.8 OJ L84 of 4.4.1975.
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into force or until at the latest 31 December
7975, a Decision of the EEC-AASM Association
Council concerning derogation from the defin-
ition of the term 'producti originating'. This is
intended to allow for the special situation of
Mauritius with regard to certain products of the
textile industry. But under a Decision taken by
the Commission on 19 March,' France has been
authorized to exempt from this Regulation any
textile products imponed from the department
of R6union.
Customs arranggments based
on economic considerations
2L07. On 18 March 7975,' the Council
adopted a Decision on concluding an lnterna-
tional Conuention on the Simplification and
Harmonization of Customs Procedures and
accepting the Annex thereto concerning customs
warehouses. The Convention, which can effec-
tively help the development of international
trade, was negotiated within the Customs Coop-
eration Council (CCC). The Community
obtained the inclusion of a clause enabling it to
become a contracting party to the Convention.
lnterna! common market
Free movement of goods
Removal of technical barriers to trade
Foodstuffs
2108. On 5 March the Commission proposed
to the Council that an Advisory Committee on
Foodsnrffs be formed, which could advise the
Commission on any problems concerning the
harmonization of laws relating to foodstuffs.
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The Committee, which would consist of nventy-
eight members, would represent industry, the
consumers, agriculture, commerce and wor-
kers. Its job would be to collate systematically
the views of the occupational community, which
would constitute an advance on the Commis-
sion's former procedure of bringing the trade
and consumers together by asking for their views
in writing. The creation of an Advisory Com-
mittee, recommended by the Economic and
Social Committee, will serve to link the business
community and consumers more closely with the
work of the Commission, enhance the value. of
mutual discussion and enable the work of har-
monizing laws to be speeded up.
2109. On 14 March, the Ewopean Parlia-
rflent gave its Opinion on the Commission's
Proposals to the Council concerning the removal
of technical barriers to trade, particularly con-
cerning the approximation of Member States'
Iaws relating to motor vehicles and certain
appliances.
Competition policy
Competition policy
Competition policy report
2110. On 17 March the Commission
approved the Fourth Report on Competition
Policy, annexed to the Eighth General Report on
the Activities of the Communities.
lr
I OJ L96 ol 77.4.197 5
, ojaloo;Izr.i.tgls.
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Restrictive agroomerts,
mergols ald dominant posftions:
specific casos
Retnoual of immunity against fines
2111. In relation to a trademtrk agremrcnt
notified in 1973, the Commission issued a Deci-
sion on 5 March 1975 inlorming the undertak-
ings in question that after a provisional review it
considered that the application terms of Artide
85(1) of the EEC Treaty were fulfilled and that
application of Artide 85(3) was not justi-
fied. This Decision, which was taken pursurnt
to Artide 15(5) of Regulation l7l62lEEC,has
the effect of removing the interim protection
from fines afforded by Anide 15(5) of the
Regulation and of terminating any provisional
validity which the agreement may have
enioyed. The agreement in question concerns
similar, but not identical, aademarks for knit-
ting-wools and obliges each party to refrain from
marketing its yarns under its own trademark in
the Member State of the other party.
Termirution of a standtrd form
of agreement for tbe protection
of designs and models
2112. Following representations by the Com-
miss1on, a standard form of agreement drawn up
by the Stichting Instituut vooi IndustriEle Vorm-
geving (an Amsterdam industrial design insti-
tute), has been terminated by the thirry Dutch
firms party to it.
This was an agreement between competing firms
relating to a number of products-such as furni-
ture, lighting equipment, tableware, heaters-
-which could be protected by registereddesigns. Under the terms of the agreement an
office was to be set up where each of the firms
concerned could register its designs and
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models. The parties undertook not to manufac-
ture, sell or import products similar to the
designs and models they had registered with the
Institute.
Some of the agreement's provisions dearly con-
stituted market-sharing as they protected prod-
ucs which would not normally be protected
under Dutch law, and were therefore inconsis-
tent with the eim of economic integration as laid
down in the EEC Treaty. The agreement also
extended the protection of registered designs for
products which were legally protected to cover
cases which would have constituted hidden rest-
rictions on trade between Member States and
thus distoned the free play of competition within
the common market.
Withdrawal of an action to quash
a Cotnmission Decision
2113. The Dutch company BV Van Olffen has
withdrawn its action in the European Court of
Justice (filed on L1 October 1974) to quash the
Commission Decision in the Advocaat Zwarte
Kip C.ase (taken on 24 Jaly D70. This Deci-
sion' had found against an agreement sharing
out the Benelux market for the liqueur sold
under this mark.
The Commission Decision, which has become
final now that Van Olffen has withdrawn its
action, applies the rule that the restrictive use of
trademark righs is caught by Artide 85, when it
is the obiect, means or effect of an agreement.
Mergers in the steel indtstry
2174. The Commission has adopted a Deci-
sion under futide 66 of the EGC Treaty
authorizing the Compagnie Lorraine lndustrielle
' Bull. EC7 /8-1974, point 2130.
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etFitanciire (CLIF)to acquire control of Marine
FtumirySA.
Under the terms of the agreement between CLIF(which at present holds 19.4% of Marine's
registered capital) and Schneider (which holds
32"/.) CLIF is to transfer all its assets to Mar-
ine. This would mean that CLIF, with more
than 50%, would have sole control of the new
CLIF-Marine holding company, whereas
Schneider's holding would be reduced to about
15"/".
By the same Decision, the Commission has
revoked the interim measures taken against
Schneider and Marine on 5 April 1974 and
against CLIF on 2L December L974. A further
Commission Decision has revoked the interim
measures taken on 21 December 1974 against
Denain Nord-Est Longwy.
The CLIF-Marine merger was authorized for the
following reasons: CLIF and Marine aheady
ioindy control the Sacilor Group, which'
accounts for most of their steel produc-
tion. Marine and Schneider joindy control
Creusot-Loire which has a maiority holding in
Framatome, the largest French manufacturer of
nuclear power stations.
The only effects on competition will be those
arising from the combination of companies con-
trolled by CLIF and Marine, whether separately,
together or with third parties.
The companies controlled by CLIF produce
hardly any steel; they are rerollers-panicularly
of sheet and tinplate. The companies in the
Marine Group produce special steel at the Geus-
ot-Loire plans, and heavy and light plate at the
Dillingen plants. The CLIF/Marine transaction
will therefore bring together complementary pro-
duction lines, which for the most part do not
compete with one another but will help to give
the Lorraine steel industry a more balanced
structure.
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To rnaintain effective competition on the oligop-
olistic steel market, the C.ommission, having
satisfied itself that the conditions of futide 56 oI
the ECSC Treaty had been met, authorized the
transadion on the following conditions:
. Schneider must dispose of its holdings in
excess ol "1,0"/" in the new CLIF/Marine holding
company by 31 Decembt 1976.
. Apart from joint CllF/Schneider control of
Creusot-Loire, no r€present3tiye of either Efogp
may carty out similar duties in companies
belonging to the other EFoup.
. No director of the CLIF/Marine Group may
hold a similar post in any other steel firm.
. No director of. any other steel firm may hold
a management position in the CLIF/Marine
Group.
. Prior C-ommission authorization must be
obtained before the CLIF/Marine Group can
acquire holdings in excess of 70% in firms
involved in the production, distribution or large
scale consumption of steel.
While authorizing the CLIF/Marine merger, the
Commission reserved its position on any result-
ing concentration in industries other than the
steel industry, notably in the metal containers
industry. The CLIF/Marine Group intends to
propose certain reorganization measures which
will guarantee effective competition on the
French market.
21.1.5. The Commission has also authorized,
under Artide 66, MarinelFirminy, Paris (Mar-
ine) to acquire a maiority shareholding in AG
der Dillinger Hiittenwerke (Dillingen), a Saar
company.
Marine and Saint Gobain/Pont i Mousson
(SGPM), who ioindy control a numhr of firms,
have decided to exchange the shares SGPM holds
in Dillingen for those held by Marine in Davum,
Trefilunion, Aci6ries de Micheville and ACTU-
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MA in order to simplify their financial struc-
tures. This ransaction will give Marine sole
control of Dillingen and, as a result of the
current reorganitaion of the Marine Group,
allow Dillingen to be integrated into the Lorraine
steel industry, with which it has always had dose
industrial links.
2116. Also under Artide 56,the C.ommission
has authorize d Guest, Keen and Nenlefolds Ltd.,
Smethwick (GKN) to acquire exdusive owner-
ship of W. Brealey @ Co. Ltd., Rotherham(Brealey). Brealey is a small scale producer of
&awn producs (an EEC product) manufacnred
from wire rod (an ECSC product). GKN is a
British engineering and steel group which manu-
factures a range of rolled steel products induding
wire rod.
Slate aid
Aid to particular industries
Ialy: textiles
2117. The Commission decided on 7 March
797 5 to terminate the procedure initiated under
Article 93(2) of the EEC Treaty against the
Italian Oudine Law (No 1101) of l December
l97l on the reorganizaion and modernization
of the textile industry.
The law contained provisions (in particular those
relating to relief from tax and social security
contributions) which were incompatible with thb
Treaty. Consequendy, the Commission has had
to take tluee decisions on the basis of Artide 93,
one in \970' in connection with the draft law,
and again in 1972' and 7973'on the provisions
mentioned above.
The C-ourt of Justice in is iudgment of 2 July7974 rciected the Italian Goveinment's appeal
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against the third of these decisions, by which the
Commission asked the Italian auihorities to
revoke a measure reducing the social security
contributions which textiles firms would normd-
ly have to pay.
The law has since been gradudly amended in
accordance with the C,ommission ilecisions. As
a result the C.ommission, after a re+xamination
of the amended law has decided that it is
compatible with the Treaty, since it constitutes
an exemption under Artide 92(3(c)).
State monopolies
ol a commercial character
Italy
Manufaaured tobacco
2118. The improvement in the payment of
bills for supplies from other Member States by
the Italian manufacfirred tobacco monooohr' hai
been maintained. Most of the Co'mniuniw
manufacflrrers who e)eort tobacco to Italy havl
informed the Commission that the time taken by
the 
-monopoly to setde bills has once agaiir
reached an acceptable level following the Gm-
mission's action.'
1 Bull. EC 8-1970, Part 2, point 17.
' Bull. EC 9-1972, Part 2, point 23, and 72-7972,point 20.I Bull. EC7 /8-1973, point 2114.4 Bull. EC2-1975, point 2110.5 Bull. EC l2-7974,point 2131.
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2. Economic
and monetary union
Economic, monetary
and financial policy
European unit of account
2201. During its meeting in Brussels on 18
March, chaired by Mr Ryan, Ireland's Finance
Minister, the Council, acting on a Commission
Recommendation, agreed a Decision on defining
and converting the unit of account to be used
under the Lom6 Convention.
The Decision follows on a dedaration adopted
by the Community, in the context of Article 42
of the Convention signed in Lom6 on 28
February 1975 between the Community and 46
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries,' to the
effect that the Community would adopt a defin-
ition of the European unit of account to be used
in expressing all aid mentioned in the Conven-
tion, before the latter comes into force.
As a result of recent developments in the mon-
etary system, where gold-based parities have
been dropped in favour of cenral rates, which in
turn have given way to floating, it was no longer
feasible to go on defining the unit of accouniin
terms of a parity grid, as was done for previous
European Development Funds. For lack of any
reference to a stable numdraire, the unit there-
fore had to be tied to a currency or the average
value of a group of currencies. As the IMF his
solved the problem of calculating the special
drawing rights (SDRs) by using a 'curlency
basket', it was clear that a similar solution, based
solgly on European currencies, would be very
well tailored to the needs of ceftain Community
activities and in particular to the European
Development Fund. The unit's advantagt is
that it iepresents the average value of chanfes in
the Community currencies and therefore reflects
their average performance.
The Council's Decision provides for a 'basket'
unit of account equal in value to the sum of
Bull. EC 3-1975
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various amounts in national currencies. These
fixed amounts have been computed by means of
coefficients weighted according to the GNP and
volume of European trade of each Member State
(e.g., 27.3o/o for the DM, 77.5o/o for { sterling,
l9.5Yo for the French franc and 74"/o for the
lira). The value of the unit of account in any
currency is equal to the sum of the equivalent
value, in that currency, of the nine amounts of
national currency. k will be calculated by the
Commission on the basis of daily market rates.
Commission statement
2202. At the close of the Council meeting of
18 March 1975, President Ortoli welcomed-the
fact that financial relations betrreen Europe and
the countries associated with it called for a
European unit of account. Certainly this was
only a first step towards European monetary
integration, but it was a step forward.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commis-
sion, said that after this Council meeting it was
understood that the European unit of iccount
would be the pivot of financial relations between
Europe and the 45 associated ACP countries.
The Board of Governors of the EIB had adopred
the same unit for the Bank's transactions.2
The choice made by the Ministers met a manifest
need, and European integration in fact meant
ensuring that manifest needs led to political
1 Bull. EC l-1975, point 1101.2 The Board. of Governors of the European Invest-
ment Bank (FIB) meeting in Brussels on 18 March
decided that pending application of a new definition
and new con-'version- m-&hod for the Bank's unit of
account, the conveision rates for national currencies
orooosed bv the C-ommission for the new unit to be
irsei under'the Lom6 C-onvention, should be used to
conyert Member States' national currencies into the
Bank's rrnil and vice versa. This unit will, in particu-
lar, be used in drawing up the Bank's annual balance
sheet.
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choices being made. This suide in defining a
European monetary personality could only be
applauded.
Adiustment of the 1975 economic
policy guidelines
2203. As provided under the Decision of 18
February, tht Council, at the same meeting,
made its first quarterly review of the economic
situation in the C-ommunity on the basis of
various Commission documents and an Opinion
from the Economic Policy Committee. Subiect
to a provisional reservation by the United King-
dom Delegation, the Council agreed the text of a
Decision Cmbodying the guidelines proposed by
the C,ommission for drawing up Member States'
economic policies in 797 5,
These guidelines had been the subiect of a
Commission Communication to the C-ouncil
iarly in March on adapting the economic policy
guidelines, adopted by the Council on 24 Octo-
ber 1974,' to allow for the new economic
situation. As provided under Artides 2 and 12
of the Decision of 18 Februxy L974, the Com-
mission had also forwarded an 'assessment of the
economic policies pursued in 7974'together with
a repoft on the application of this Decision and
on the conformity of policies pursued with the
objectives set.
In the Communication and the proposed Deci-
sion with it, the Commission setbutthe follow-
ing as maior problems of economic policy which
the Community will have to solve in 1975:
reabsorption of the unemployed, the batde
against inflation, restoration of sound payment
balances and the steady elimination of disparities
endangering the cohesion of the Commun-ity. On the last point the C,ommission stressed
the need for short-term economic policies to
complement each other; this responsibility is
shared by the member countries in deficit and
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those in surplus, since the Community has consi-
derable, but none the less limited room for
manoeurre. The C-ommission is awiue that no
such action will yield lasting resuls unless
backed by strucnral changes.
Regarding the economic policy guidelines for the
montls ahead, three groups of countries emerge:(i)those with heavy deficits (United Kingdom,
Italy and in some respects Ireland), who will
have to pursue a globally restrictive shoft-term
policy and accept a slower rise in the standard of
living; (ii) those with a substantial balanceof-
payments surplus (Germany and the Nether-
lands), who will have to attend to the results of
measrues already adopted to restimulate activity;(iii) other countries, in an intermediate position,
where the general economic policy may proceed
with caution.
All Member States must give selective suppoft to
investnent and pursue aaive policies on employ-
ment and safeguarding incomes. At Commun-
ity level, application of all existing instruments
of financial cooperation would eliminate the
danger of aggressive export and protectionist
lmpoft measrues.
European Monetary C,ooperation Fund
22M. On 18 March, the C.ouncil discrssed
for the first time the proposed Council Regul-
ation of 3 April 1973 to set up a European
Monetary Cooperation Fund, a Proposal which
the C.ommission had transmitted on 12 Decem-
ber 1974.' Having received relevant Opinions
from the European Parliament, the Monetary
Commiaee and the C*ntrd Bank's Governors
Committee, the C,ouncil agreed at the end of the
debate to review this question again at a later
meeting.
' Bull. EC l0-1974,point2201.
'z Bull. EC l2-l974,point22O2.
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Abolition of Italian import restrictions
2205. On24 March 7975 the Italian Govern-
ment terminated the protedive measures adopted
in May 1977 in the-form of an import deposit
scheme for certain goods.'
The text of the Commission's official C-ommuni-
qu6 reads as follows:
'The C.ommission appreciates the efforts made
bv the Italian Governfoent which have enabled it
to cope with an exceptional situation, and wel-
.o-ei warmly the de-cision which has iust been
adopted by ih. Italian authorities to discontinue
the impori deposit scheme, the introduction of
which had bedn authorized by the C.ommission
in a Decision of 8 May 1974.
The protective measures adopted ba Italy under
this Decision, based on Artide 108(3)of the EEC
Treaty, were designed mainly to get the ltalian
balance of payments back on to a sound footing
and, combined with national measures, to re+s-
tablish a sound economic situation. In the
Decision, the Commission had stressed that the
authorization was not permanent and that the
economic chcumstances which had led to it must
be carefully monitored.
Since the introduction of the deposit require-
ment, the Commission, working with the Italian
authorities, has kept under ilose review the
balanceof-paymens and economic situations in
this Membir State. This entailed adaptations of
the 8 Mav Decision and in decisions taken in
Iuly and bctober (inter alia), the C.ommission
Exduded almost al[ agricultural items from the
scope of the requirement.
A Council Decision of 17 December 1974 to
erant medium-term financial assistance to the
Ita[an Republic afforded an additiond contribu-
tion towirds restorins the lalian balane of
payments and a return-to the orderly working of
the common market.
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Now that ltaly has at its disposd appropriate
instruments and resources enabling it to cope
with the difficulties which had led to an aPPre-
ciable disequilibrium in its balance of payments,it was naturd that, in agreement with the
Commission, it should discontinue the protective
measures adopted under the Decision of 8 May.'
Moretary Committee
2206. The Monetarv Committee held its
2O2nd meetine in Paris-on 4 March 1975 with
Mr Ortoli in tf,e chair. The problem of the unit
of account was studied with the help of the
deputies' report and a simulatiox exercise pre-
oaied bv dhe Commission departrtents. The
'Commitdee adopted a report on the subiect to
the Council aid C.ommission, e:rplaining the
alternatives and preparing the decisions to be
adopted in this area.' Thi procedure for imple-
menting the Zist Agreement on gold transac-
tions 5y the central banks was also briefly
discussei. The Committee adopted an opinion
on the conversion rates for thi cturencies of
Member States in agriculture.
W orking P arty on Securities Markets
2207. Tire Workine Partv on Securities Mat-
kets met in Brussels-on S-and 6 lvl^rch 1975
chaired bv k D'Haeze. It continued to study
methods to ptotect ownets of fixed income
securities against inflation, and the possible
effect of sucf, adopted measures on capital move-
ments within the C-ommunity. As part of is
reeular studv of capital markes and market
tr""nds, the Group re^viewed the find quarter of
1974 and noted an improvement in most mar-
kets which had spread by th. beginning ol1975.
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Economic Policy C,ommittee
2208. The Economic Policy C,ommittee held
its 14th meeting in Brussels on 12 March 1975
with Mr Tietmeyer, Vice-Chairman, in the
chair. The C.ommission Communication to the
Council on Economic Policy Guidelines for 7975
was studied in detail and an opinion approved
which supported the C-ommission's guidelines for
each Member State and recognized the need to
combat inllation and unemployment and
improve the balance of payments iiniation.
Experts Grorp on Public Firunce
2209. The Group of E:rperts on Public
Finance which the Committee set up at its first
meeting, met for the first time in Brirssels on 10
Marchl975.
Mr O'Horgain was elected Chairman and the
Group 
_ 
made a start on is assignment. The
scope for a prompt information -procedrue on
decisions of budgetary policy and cbnerning the
execution of budges was discussed. -The
expefts agreed on a method of analysis for
instruments of budgeury policy.
Study Group on Inflation Problems
?21q The Study Group on Inllation Problems
held is third meeiing in-Brussels on 21 and 22
March. Inflation asincountered bv the various
Member States was discussed and the Group
then-agreed the plan of the preliminary repoft
which ii intends t6 submit towards ma-igZi.
*
2211. On 13 March, the Euroqean Parlia-
ment adopted a 'resolution on tlie economic
situation in the C-ommunity'.'
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Mounting the Cmmunity regrond policy
2212. At its meeting of 18 March, the Council
formally adopted the basic texts (Rezulations
and Decisions) enabling the Communitylegional
policy to be implemenled.' The Cluncil -meet-
ing of 3 and 4 March, lrad already seen agree-
ment on the texts but their final idoption was
gongngent on 
. $9 Opinio-n of the -EuropeanParliament, which wls forthcoming oi tZ
March.o
Social polacy
'Social Report' 1974
2213. In March the Commission forwarded to
qhe luropean Parliament 'The Report on the
Development of the Socid Situationln the C-om-
munity in 1974 (Addendum to the Eiehth C,ener-
al Report on the Aaivities of the C,ommunities in
accordance with Artide L22 of. the Treaty of
Rome)'.
Each year the Report describes what has been
accomplished and this edition presents the Social
Action Programme for 7974-1976.'
Free movemont of and social security
for migrart workers
2214. The 141th meeting of the Adminbtra-
tiue Committee on Social Security for Migrant
I Point2417.2 Points 1201 to 1208 and 2451to2453.3 Bull. EC 2-1975, point 2206.a Point240/-s Points 1301 to 1315.
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Soclal policy
Social Fund,
ro-omploymert and retraining
Vorkers saw a discussion on social security, on
13 March, which antred on two studies by th.
Internationd Labour Organization.
In is Resolution of 21 January 1974,' the
Council had e:<pressed its resolve to adopt, for
an initid period fuom 1974 to 1976, the neess-
arv measures to enhance the coordination of
rohd se.*ity schemes for self+mployed wor-
kers as part of the freedom of establishment and
the freedom to offer services.
The initial discussions on 13 March focused on
the legal character of the coordination instru-
ment and is range of application.
2275. The Aduisory Committee on Social
Secruity for Migrant Vorkers met for the second
time on 14 March. After adopting its working
rules, the Committee got down to a discussion
on the design and presentation of guidebooks for
.migrant woikers and then reviewed a number of
proposals for future assignments and how to
handle them.
ment will dso contribute an equal sum to meet
this expenditrue.
Voetional training and guidane
2278. Together with CEPFAR and the
Groupemenf des coop6ratives d'6pargrre et de
cr6dit coop6ratif, the C,ommission ran an intro-
ductorv meetine in Brussels on 4 and 5 March in
connection witfi a three-month training period in
various C.ommunity countries for thirteen young
emolovees and nine coutse instructors in the
,..ior'of the Caisses d'Epargne et de cr6dit
coop6ratif of the EEC. The training has been
orginized as part of an initid programme of
young+mployee exchanges. This is the first
occasion since the programme started that train-
ing has been preparei for youngsters in this
sector.
2219. Commission departmens made contact
with the Bundesinstitut fiir Berufsbildungsfor-
schune (Federal Institute for Occupational Train-
ins REsLarch) in Vest Berlin with the aim of
coTlaborating on matters to do with mounting a
common vocational training policy.
Social security and social astion
2220. On 10 and 11 March, the C.ommission
called in directors of the Community's national
associations of qualified welfare workers to
review C,ommunity aaivities requiring collabor-
ation on the part of welfare workers, in partic-
ular the action prograrnme for migrant workers
and the pilot proiects to combat poverty.
The associations have formed a Liaison C,ommit-
tee for Community Velfare Workers whose
main aims ,ue to study all matters relating to
welfare work in the Community, to represent the
Social policy
221,6. On 19 March, the European Social
Fund C,ommittee held a full meeting to vet the
first batch of applications for Fund aid in1975,
on which the C,ommission will eventually
rule. The C.ommittee also heard a report from
Mr Agnew, the Director-General of-the Irish
Industrial Training Authority (ANCO) on the
struchre of vocational training in lre-
land. Lasdy, a favourable opinion was given on
a proposed pilot proiect there.
2217. In applying Artide 56(2) of the EGC
Treaty, the Commfusion decided in March to
contribute up to {52000 in the United Kingdom
to the .ost 6f retraining 180 workers hit fy the
closure of a steelworks. The British Govern-
Bull. EC 3-1975
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welfare workers in relations with the Crcmmun-
ity institutions and to take a special interest in
the free movement of welfare wbrkers within the
Community.
Living and working conditions
2221. Under the second tranche of the seventh
programme of aid to finane low-cost housine
{or- the personnel of mining and iron and steel
industries, the Commission ipproved the follow-
ing building proiects: Denmark (iron and steel):
9 dwellinp for Dkr 350000; France (iron and
steel): 1506 dwellinp for FF 3410000; Germa-
ny (iron and steel): 523 dwellines for DM
5265000 (collieries, as part of a pilo-t prolect for
migrant workers): 160 dwelfnes - foi DM
2379000; France (iron and steel, igain as part
o-f 4- pilot proiect for migrant' w-orkers):^ 85dwellinp for FF 3610000. -
lndustial and occupational relatiom
2222. On 12 March, the Vorking Party on
the Social Action Programme attacfred to the
Joint Committee on harmonizing livine condi-
tions in the coal industry held its Iirst mEeting in
Brussels. After a preliminary discussion, "the
delegates of the various orginizations unani-
Eoqly agreed on the priority items to be consi-
dered.
Health protection
2223. In Luxembourg, on 3 March, a set of
proiects concerning the campaign against pollu-
tion in the steel indrctry was laid before the
Research C,ommittee of tk ECSC C,onsultative
Committee. Four of them were adopted; the
Commission will take a decision. Tfiree .orr-
cern the treatrnent of residual water and waste in
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the steel industry; the fourth deds with dust
sampling in the environment of industrid
sites. Tlre proiects also received the favourable
opinion of the Producers and Workers sub-C.om-
mittee which met in Luxembourg on 13 and 14
March.
2224. The Select Committee and the Mines
Safery and Health C,ommission met on 19 and
20 March 1975, chared by Dr Hillery. Vice-Pre-
sident of the 6-mission. Thev took note of
the results of the investigation int6 the disaster at
Lens-Li6vin on 27 December, in which forty-two
miners lost their lives. and ihen beean to studv
the problems arising.' They also inalysed thl
implementing of the Council Decisions of 27
lwe 1974 on extending the authority of the
Safety and Health Comrrission to all the extract-
ing industries and decided in principle to form
tno Vorking Panies on 'Oil and Gas' and
'Transport'.
The \[orking Party on Electricity met on 5 and 6
March to finalize adaptation to ihe conditions of
gpssy. mines of the Direaive on the design of
electrical apparatus for use in explosive atmos-
pheres.
Environment
and consumer protection
Environment
Aglon taken after the second meeting
of Enuironment Minister s
2225. At its meetingof.34 March, the Coun-
cil formally adopted s?veral texts ageed by the
Environment Ministers when they met foi the
second time on 7 November 1974.i
' Bull. EC 11-7974, poins 1201 to 12O6.
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These indude the Resolution on energy and the
environment, a Recommendation on the charg-
ing of costs and action by the public authorities
in connection with the environment, and lasdy
two Decisions relating to the Paris Convention
for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from
Land-based Soues (pollution of the seas by the
drscharge of dangeibus substances from- the
land). Since the C-onvention is open until 30
June 1975 for siqnature by the States attending
the Paris C.onference and by the C-om-unity, the
Resolution passed by th. C,ouncil calls on the
Member States party to the Convention to sign it
by 31 May 1975 W they have not already done
so), as the C,ommunity will subsequendy have
only one month in which to sign.
European inuentory of sources
of informttion on the emironment
2226. On 5 March, the Commission laid a
Proposal before the C,ouncil to introduce a
common procedue for making and updating a
European inventory of sources of information on
the environment.
Agricultura! policy
The agrico-monetary measutes adopted
in line with the price decisions
2228. Farm prices are set in common units of
value, i.e., the units of account. Originally
these units were converted ttrough rates which
corresponded with the parity of cr.trrencies under
the Bretton-Woods Agreement.
After the system had been set up, the first
devaluations and revaluations occurred in
1969. The adjustments to common farm prices
e;gressed in national currencies,, whiqh should
have derived automatically from the definition of
new parities, understandably posed pro-
blems. 
- They were eventually made, albeit belat-
edly; meanwhile prices remained above or below
their common level and monetary compensatory
atnounts were brought in to offset the discrepan-
oes.
The unicity of the market, re+stablished with
considerabie difficulty, has again been disrupted
by monetary developments since 1971, the end
oi the Brett6n-Woods syste- and the floating. of
currencies. Since 1971, the currency conversion
rates used under the CAP and the market
exchange rates have steadily diverged. This has
created a disparity between the price levels
acnrallv zuarinteed in the various Member
States Lnd entailed virnrally overall application
of the monetary compensatory amounts scheme.
But the Community has been making efforts to
restore the single nature of the market. The
main resource was to replace the conversion
rates linked to the paritiei dedared under the
Bretton-Woods Agreements by representative
rates more in line with acnral conditions on the
exchange markets.
The Proposd fits in with the Community action
programme on the environment, which provides
for a permanent inventory; this would be a
European conribution to the lnternational
Refertnce System planned as part of the United
Nations programme for the environment, or to
other similarinternational schemes.
2227. Druing the part-session of 10 to 14
March, tlrc Emopean Parliammt adopted several
Resolutions and Opinions on the environment,
with specid reference to protecting the Mediter-
ranean Sea, the preservation of international
waterways from pollution, and air pollution
from sulphur compounds.'
Bull. EC 3-7975
1 Poins 2414to2416.
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Table 1
Agricultural policy
This is feasible because the economic conditions
themselves tend to restore equilibrium: all in all,
the overall increase in prices is not so trearry in
countries which have revalued and more pro-
nounced in those which have devalued. It is
thus possible to restore the single nature of the
market and avoid the disparate development of
agriculturd incomes in the C-ommunity.
The attack focused initially on the devalued
currencies: a representative rate was first of all
set for the British and Irish pounds and the
Danish krone, when the CAP was applied in
those new Member States. A rate was ihen set
for the lira and guilder. The new shift in the
Council's Decision of February 1975'was to set
representative rates for all the Member States'
currencies more in line with economic reality.
This was a maior stride towards restoring the
single nature of the market, which, moreover,
followed the basic principles of free movement,
sine r-nonrtaqy cgqperyatory amounts, though
recognized as lawful by the Court of Justice so asto avoid diversions of trade and distortion of
competition, could not be used to actually create
such distortion, which would inevitably 6ccur if
they were not adiusted
The economic impa.ct of adiusting the represen-
tauve rates, thus reduong the monetary compen-
satory amounts, emerged as various increases in
the commog farm prices expressed in national
crurency, while the iommon irices set in unis of
account remain the same tluoughout the Com-
munity. But taken as a whole, the variations
tally dosely with the disparate development of
prices and production costs in the Member States
(see Table 1).
1 OJ L52 ot 28.2.1975.
Germany (FR)
BLEU
Denmark
France
Ireland
Italy
Nethedands
United Kingdom
New
repreeentative rate
1 u.a. :
3.57873 DM
49.64 Bfrs/Lfrs
7.s7831 Db
5.63317 FF
o.537798f,
857 Lit
3.41874 Fl
o.509741t
% Devaluation (-)
or revaluation (*)
+ 2.27
+ 0.725
0
- 
1.40
- 
4.46
- 
2.80
+ 0.725
- 
2.17
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Besides reducing the monetary compensatory
amounts by setting representative rates, the
Council also stipulated a cut of 7.25% in the
amounts for States with depreciated currencies,
who are in fact those States with floating cruren-
cies. For the States within the 'snake', the
maximum difference htween two currencies at
any given time may nrn to 2.25%. For those
States whose currency is floating'independendy',
the difference taken as the basis for reckoning
monetary compensatory amounts is determined
in relation to the arithmetical average of the
currencies in the 'snal(e'. The cut of 1.25%
means that in respect of the floating ctrrencies
the margin of flucnration without compensation
has been widened, thus making the system more
flexible.
The practical outcome of the Council's action in
respect of compensatory amounts is illustrated in
Table2.
Table2
Agricultural policy
Application of these measrues was put in hand
by the C-ommission.'
The new representative rates took effect on 3
March 1975, i.e., the same date for all the
operations under the CAP. The action required
was taken to avoid a d.rop in the amounts
expressed in national currency and affecting the
produers. So for products covered by common
organization of the markets, actual application
of the new rates as far as their impaa on prices
is concerned, has been deferred by means of
coefficients up to the opening date of the mar-
keting year for each product.'
As regards structural policy, to avoid any reduc-
tion of amounts expressed in national currency,
the amounts set in units of account have been
raised by 2.27Y" for all Member States, thus
ensuring uniform amounts throughout the Com-
muilty.
Lasdy, certain specific measrues were
taken. Since the market price for beef and veal
is below the intervention level, the Cnuncil,
under the Management Committee procedure,
allowed the C-mmission scope to adiust, i.e., to
reduce the monetary compensatory amounts
which have hitherto been coirputed 6n the basis
of the intervention prices. The Commission has
not yet taken advantage of this.
For certain products it was possible to do away
with monetary compensatory amounts.3 Their
application was justified solely to avoid disrup-
tions in the farm product trade. Conditions in
the wine sector enabled the amouns to be
discontinued, except for Germany. For proaes-
sed products outside Annex II of the EEC Treaty,
i.e., mosdy trnice-processed products, revision of
the list of items subiect to compensatory
Agricultural policy
Germany (FR)
Benelux
France
Ireland
Italy
United Kingdom
Percentage
taken in
re&oning
monerary
omp€nsatory
amounts
otr
3 March 1975
Reduction
in poirts
of the
peraentage
asa
result
of tk
discussiom
2.0
o.7
2.7s
6.25
4.25
3.7 5
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amounts resulted in the elimination of dl pro-
ducts which could apparently bear the impact of
monetary compensatory amounts on the vdue of
the finished article.
Stoclcaking of the CAP
2229. During its meeting of 4 March, the
Council held a preliminary discussion on the
stocktaking of the CAP presented by the C.om-
mission on 26 February 1975.' The C,ouncil
agreed to ask the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee for their opi-
nions and to instruct the Special Agricultural
Committee and the Committee of Permanent
Representatives to examine the material in pre-
paration for a detailed debate at ministerial level.
.Common agricultural prices for
the 1975fr6 marketing yeal
2230. On 4 March 1975,2 the Council formal-
ly adopted the Regulations covering the common
agricultural prices valid for the 1975f76 mar-
keting year, which it had set during the meeting
of 10-13 February.' This covers all the pro-
ducts concerned except the products of the milk
and beef and veal sectors, for which Regulations
had been formally adopted on 27 February
1975.' The Council also determined the subsi-
dies for hop producers in respect of the 1973
crop.'
Common organization of the markeB
2231. This month the Council discussed the
situation on several agriculturd markets, with
particular reference to wheat, ctne sugar produ-
ced in the French overseas deparunens, pr-oducts
processed from fruit and vegetables, beef and
veal and fisheries.
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2232. The C-ommission had to set e)qort
levies solely on rie and sugar. Vith the aim of
laying down uniform arangements for all farm
products, the C.ommission ailopted' a Regulation
establishing common application terms for
e)eorts levies and taxes on farm products to
supersede the various C.ommunity rules in force.
To maintain security of the C.ommunity's sugar
supply, subsidized impors for a firther 100000
tonnes from non-member countries were autho-
fizcd. This bringp the total quantity to be
imported up to 500000 tonnes since the scieme
of subsidized imports' was introduced.
There are still surplus problems in the wine
sector. On the strength of the Council Regula-
tion of 31 January 1975,'which laid down the
general rules for table wine distilling operations,
the Commission set the total quantity of table
wine allorved for distillation at 4600000 hecto-
litres. The quota for distillation applications
submitted was therefore set at2Do/o. A solution
will probably be found from the C.ommission's
Proposal to the C.ouncil of Novemhr 1974'
which carries a number of amendments to be
made to the Community rules for wine.
Because of the situation on the beef and ueal
market, the C,ommission extended several inter-
vention measures introduced it 1974. At'the
end of March, Community stocks were estimated
at 300000 tonnes, which induded 100000 in
France, 67 400 in Germany and, 63700 in Ire-
land. Since 1 January 1975, purchase^s^by the
intervention agencies have run to 112000 ton-
nes. The situation on the pigmeat market was
1 BuIl. EC2-1975,pont2228 and Supplement2/75
- 
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coloured by a continuing stabilization of prices
at a level iust above the basic price, but still
below the level which activates intervention
measures. Support measures therefore had to
be maintained, such as subsidies for private
storage on the domestic market and the setting
of additional amounts under import arrange-
ments.
In the fisheries sector, where conditions have
recently deteriorated, the C.ouncil asked the
Commission to study both the short-term and
structurd problems and submit appropriate Pro-
posals at the earliest opportunity. Protective
measures applied since 27 February' to the
imports of certain fishery products were exten-
ded'until 15 April 1975 since the French market
is still disturbed.
Gompetition conditions
2233. Under the provisions of Artide 93(3)of
the EEC Treaty, the Commission decided to
invoke the procedure under Artide 93(2)against
the Dutch Government. This involves aid for
the use of natural gas in horticulture.'
In this instance the Commission feels that the
refunding of excise charges to major consumers
and any extension f.or 7975 of a subsidy for
small consumers of natural gas in horticriltue
amount to measures which are incompatible
with the rules for the proper running of the
common market.
Harmonization of laws
2234. Under the procedure of the Standing
Veterinary Committee, the C,ommission on 14
March 1975' took a Decision to make 550000
doses of foot-and-mouth disease senul available
to the FAO as an EEC contribution to the
campaign against the disease in the countries of
south€ast Europe.
Bull. EC 3-1975
In seed marketing, the Commission adopted
three Decisions' in March to meet the needs of
three Member States who have underproduced
as a result of adverse weather in the autumn of
L974. The marketing of seeds under less strin-
gent conditions is thus authorized in France until
31 July 1975 tor monoecious hemp and sun-
flower, in the Netherlands and the UK until 30
June 7975 for runner beans and in the Nether-
lands until 30 April l975 Lor spring wheat.
lndustrial and
technological policy
lndustry
Aeronautics
22i5. During its meeting of. 4 March, the
Council formally adopted the Resolution on
conceftation and consultation between the Mem-
ber States in respect of industrial policy in the
aeronautics sector,'which it had approved on 19
December 1974.'
Technology
Telecommunications
2236. On 14 March, the C.ommission submit-
ted a Communication with a draft Resolution to
I
3
4
5
6
7
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the Council concesning harmonization of tele-
communications services and equipment. The
Commission's suggestions are the result of the
work done by the C,ommission departmens in
dose collaboration with the nationd telecommu-
nication authorities, which culminated in Sep-
tember 1974 n a report on the subiect.'
In the C.ommunication, the Commission suggests
the adoption of harmonitaion measures which,
by removing the partitions of national markets,
would boost the future development of the
European telecommrrnication networks and
enhance the competitivity of the European indus-
try on the world markets. Besides opening up
public contrac$ for telecom-unications equip-
ment, this would involve harmonization of cus-
tomer services, management proedures.for tele-
communicatioili systems, technical standards for
systems and equipment, and technical procedures
and specifications for type approval of equip-
ment leased on contf,act. The effort to harmo-
nize should not be confined solely to the Mem-
ber States, but deployed within the scope of the
European Conference of Post and Telecommuni-
cations Administrations (CEPT) organized in
1959 md embracing twenty-five countries of
western Europe.
Daa-proessing
22i7. On 13 March, the Commission sent the
Council its initid Proposals for priority action in
data-processing, whiih it had -approved on 5
February.'
Technical iron and steel researcl
2238. On 13 March L975, the Commission
formally approved the grant of subsidies amoun-
ting to 6298033 u.a. to carry out thirteen iron
and steel research proiects, and 788966 u.a. to
cover the expense of relaying the resuls and any
42
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related charges. A favourable Opinion from the
ECSC C-onsultative Committee ahd a confirma-
tory Opinion from the C,ouncil had been ob-
tained in respect of financing the subsidies.
2239. On 10 March, the C.ommission decided
to transmit sixty-three technical iron and steel
research proiects, totalling 15 507 872 u.a. (first
tranche 1975), to the C,onsultative Committee .
and the Council for their opinions. The ECSC
Consultative C-ommittee gave a favourable Opi-
nion at is meeting of 14 March.
Science,
research and development,
education, scientific
and technical information
Sciene, research and development
Energy research
2240. The Sub-Committee on Energy
Research and Development of the Commiaee for
Scientific and Technical Research (CREST) held
its eighth meeting in Brussels on 1.3 March
1975. It studied the problem of converting
solid fossil fuels into gaseoulr and liquid hydro-
carbons, on the basis of a technical and econo-
mic study &awn up by the competent depart-
ments of the Commission, and it recognized the
usefulness of C.ommunity action aimed at develo-
ping dose collaboration, embracing the indus-
trial sector. The Sub-Committee laid special
stress on the fact that this field lent itself
I Bull. EC 9-7974, point 2227.2 Bull. ECz-lg7s,poins 1501 to 1507 and224l.
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, particularly well to cg.opelatiqn with coal-produ-
cing countries outside the Community and ,it
recluested the Cnmmission to draw up precise
,proposals with this in view.
The' Sub-Committee dso gave its attention to
comparison of national poli-cies on'energy R and
' D'. i This comparison of national plans, pro-
gr rnmes and budgets should make possible, on
,'tl';d one hand, better coordination of national
fiogrammes and, on the other hand, identifica-
iionof the sectors where Community-level action
would be called for. In order to ptepare the
way for a meeting in CREST for a general
comparison on this subiect, the Sub-Committee
decided to provide the Commission with docu-
ments containing all the national data on the
, 
Problem. 
*
224L. On 13 March 7975,' the Ewopean
Parliament gave is Opinion on the C-ommis-
sion's proposal to the Council on the research
and development programmes in the energy
sector.
Scientific andI Technial Research Committee
2242. At is meeting on 3 and 4 March7975,
under the chairmanship of Mr Schuster, CREST
examined in particular the technical and scienti-
fic aspects of the Commission's Proposal of 8
January 1975 rcgardrng R and D programmes in
the energy sector.2 In a report to the competent
authorities of the Council, it pointed out once
' again that it broadly approved ihe C-ommission's
Proposals and presented some amendments to
the draft Council Decision, as well as to the text
of a &aft Resolution setting up advisory com-
mittees on the management of various activities
proposed. In accordance with CREST's sugges-
tion, t'he total amount of appropriations necess-
, ary for the implementation of this programme
Bull. EC 3-1975
would be increased to 59 million u.a. for the
period 1975 to 1978.
The Committee also approved the creation of a
CREST standing sub-committee on 'energy
researcJr and development', responsible it pani-
cular for supervising the implementation of this
programme.
In addition, CREST examined the scientific and
technical aspects of the Commission's proposds
regarding the data-processing' programme. On
this point it delivered a favourable opinion,
stressing that the indusrial implications of these
proposals did not come within its compet-
ence. The C.ommittee also laid down the new
terms of reference for the standing Sub-Commit-
tee on 'data-processing R and D'.
It also noted, for pqrposes of information, the
steps taken by the C.ommission with regard to
the future activities of the JRC, the 'fusion'
programme and the 'biology-health physics'
programme.
Meeting of Senior Officials on Scientific
and Technicr,l Research
2243. The Cpmmittee of Senior Officials on
Scientific and Technical Research (COST) met
on 14 March 1975, with Mr Silver in the
chair. The Committee discussed the following
subjects in p articular :
Sening-rp of an o ceanographical I meteorological
buoy netutork in Ewopean uaterc (Proiect$)-a, secretary of the Technical Committee
on Oceanography/Meteorology made an assess-
ment of the drafting of, and the discussions on,
the report of the ailviser for this project in the
Technical Sub-Committee.
' Point 2409., Bull. EC 7-1975, points 130L to 1308.3 Bull. ECZ-1975, points 1501 to 1507.
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Elearonic traffic aids on maior roads (Proiect
30)-The C-ommittee orned to the ninth prelimi-
nary &aft international agreement, presented by
the Chairman of the ad hoc Legal C.ommittee,
and took note of a communication from the
Belgian Delegation withholding its acession (for
reasons of substane and of form)and requesting
that the question be referred back to the ad hoc
group and the Technical Sub-Committee for this
proiea.
Yugoslau proposals regarding agricultural
researcl+The Cnmmittee took formal note that
CREST had given a favourable opinion on the
interest to the Community of thrEe proiects in
this sector; the Crmmission is organizing the
first exploratory meeting of the adhoc Agricul-
turd Research Committee, which will be held on
79 Match1975.
Joint Research @ntre
JRC General Advisory Committee
2244. The JRC C'eneral Advisory Committee
held its 17th meeting in Brussels on 18 March
L975. After having noted the status of the
work being carried out as part of the oblectives
of the multiannual programme, the C,ommittee
examined the guidelines of the new draft revision
of this programme.
This revision, called a 'medium-term' revision,
shonld take effect on 1 January 1976. The
Commimee will meet again at Ispra on 27 and28
May 1975 to finalize the relevant proposals.
Multiannual programme
Advisory Committees on
Programme Manage ment (ACPMI
2245. The ACPM concerned with enuiron-
mental research held its ninth meeting on 12
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March 1975, with Professor Passino in the'
chair. The Committee devoted the ereater onrt
of its discussion to the continuatidn and'the
condusion of the examination of the projr:as
which will be proposed by the C,ommis,sion
within the framework of its second multianurud
prognunme (1976-80) on environm$ntal
research. It approved the content of a woriting
paper on this sublect which took into conside'B- r
tion the various suggestions and commenrl
obtained in November 7974 and February
1975. The draft text of the Commission's pro-
posd on its new programme will be placed
before CREST for is opinion at its meeting on
16 and 1l April. The next meeting of - the
ACPM is scheduled for 5 June 1975.
Coordinating Committee on
M.ate ri a I s Te sti ng Re a do rs
2246. The Coordinating Committee on Mate-
rials Testing Reactors held its third meeting at
Brussels on 7 March l97S,with Mr Wood in-the
chair. The Committee examined the cuffent
situation with regard to the utilization of the
installations and assessed future requirements,
relating them to the experimental ficilities of- I
fered by the installations in the Community.
Education and training
E u r o p e a n U nive rsity Institute
2247. The European University Institute-the '
establishment of which was the subiect of an
agreement signed in April 1972-was set up in
Florence on 20 March1975.'
I Points 1401 to 1403.
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'Youth
2248. The Commission has forwarded to the
Council recommendations for the establishment
of a committee on youth questions and of a
'Eyrgpean Youth Forum'. These proposals,
which date from 1972, werc revised afier the
r enlatgement of the Community and then amen-
ded to take the Opinions of the European
Parliament and of the Economic and Sodal
C,ommittee into account.
The committee on youth questions which the
Csmmissiell recommended to be set up would
have the task of ensuring on a permanent basis
cooperation and consultation between the Mem-
ber States and the Commission with a view to
informing the youth more extensively on the
development of the Community, to aisociating
them with the study and the implementation oI
certain forms of action provided for by the
Treaties, to ptomoting new steps associating the
youth with the construction of Europe, and to
take account of the specific interests and pro-
blems of the youth in all walks of life.
I
The 'Forum' would be a body composed of
representatives of youth associationi, which
woul{ be called upon to discuss the political,
social, educational and cultural problems of
interest to the Community. It would be consul-
ted on the initiative of the Eruopean Parliament,
of the Commission or of the-Council on the
forms of action provided for in the Treaties and
the follow-ups to such action, as well as on the
new steps-to be taken to have the youth partici-
pate in the building of Europe. The Forum
would normally meet twice a year, at least one
day per session_ having to be reserved for a joint
meeting with the Community institutions. 
.The
Forum could establish relations and give opi-
,nions on its own initiative.
Bull. EC 3-7975
Sciertific and technical information
and managoment of information
Three-year plan of action
2249. On 18 March 1975,, the Cruncil adop-
ted a tluee-year plan of action in the field bf
scientific and technical information and docu-
mentation, o! tbe basis of proposals drawn up
by the C,ommission in Septembei p7q.,
This Decision is an initial step on the road
towards creating in this field a-'common mar-
ket', which is all the more necessary since the
implementation of C.ommuniry polides requires
that all the available date be used. fhe Council
Decision covers ttree essential points:
. the lettlrlg-llp- 
-of. sectoral information sys-tems. In this field, there has been a documenta-
tion and information centre for metallurry since
1971. Similar systems will be set up"in the
environmental protection, biomedicine ind agri-
culnue sectors;
. the creation of a ioint information net-
w9rt. [n this case, a system will h established
which enables the information systems of the
Member States to be linked to eacliother;
. the implementation of new information tech-
nology and methodology. The main problem
here is to overcome linguistic difficulties and
those resulting from the use of different systems.
The cost of the thnee-year plan of action to the
Community budget is estimited to be 6.6 million
u.a.; this C-ommuniry-scale action would have to
be accompanied by commensurate spending at
the nationil level.
1 OJ L100 of 21.4.1975.
2__OJ Cl26 ol 17.10.7974, Bull. EC9-7974,point
2236,and Bull. EC 4-7974,points 1201 to 1205.
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Committee on lnformation
and Documentation
for Sciene and TechnologY
2250. The C-ommittee on Information and
Documentation for Science and Technology
(CIDST) met at Luxembourg from 19 to 2l
March and elected as its Chdiiman Mr C. Giles
(United Kingdom) and as Vice-Chairmen tt-Ir J.
Delorme (Frince).and Mr W.L. Renaux (Nether-
lands) for the period March 1975 to March
1.978. The discussions covered the following
main poins:
. the options and strategy to be used for setting
up a network;
. action to be taken on the rePorts from the
sectoral groups;
. preparation of a preliminary &aft budget for
r976;
. creation of an ad hoc group to examine the
legal problems concerning information and
documentation;
. adootion of a recommendation addressed to
CREST and to the Crmmission regarding the
limited contribution from Community funds to
the conversion operations associated with the
European scientific and technical information
network;
. preliminary negotiations, conducted mainly
with the direitors 6f nSnO and the national posl
and telegraph administrations;
r second provisional technical agreement for
the system- of documentation and information
for metallugy (SDIM).
Automation of legal documentation
2251. The Commission par-ticipated in several
meetings of the specialists group-composed of
represehtatives of the Member States and repre-
sentatives of the Community institutions-set uP
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bv the Council Resolution oL 25 November'
\i)74' on the automation of legal documenta-
tion. This erouo has first to define the require-
ments of the"potelmial system users; this wilf then
enable it to ditermine the technical aspects of the
leeal documentation system, which could serve
thi institutions of jhs Community and of the
Member States before becoming accessible to a
wider public. The possibility oI linking up this r
systenl with a European information network,
such as that envisagef by the C,ouncil Resolution
of. 24 lane 197 l, was also discussed.
Energy policy
Preparing and imptemerting
a Communfi energY PolicY
Satement on energy by the Heads of
Crovernment meeting in Dublin
2252. The Heads of Government meeting in
Council in Dublin on 10 and 11 March devotedpaft of their proceedings to energy pro-
-blems. The statement on energy published at
the end of the meeting, which bears mainly on
oreoarins within the Communiw for the produ-
Lr-l-^fi-.r dialogue,' reads as iollows:
'The Heads of Government, meeting in Council
in Dublin, examined the problems connected
with the International Energy C,onference.
They agreed that the Community should under-
take iniensive preparation for ihis Conferene
without delay. - Priparation will involve listing
the various iroblems, concerning both matters
' Bull. ECll-1974, point 1108.2 The preparatory meeting of the International Ener-
gy Conferene opened in Paris on 7 April.
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specifically relating to energy and direcdy con-
nege{ questions concerning economics, finance
a-nd the developing countries, to be deali with at
the Conference and the Dreparatory meetine forit. Preparatory work will ilso 
"tte-pt to dEfinethe ioint responses to be made depen?ling on the
p_osiqions adopted by the other participanls at the
Conference.
The preparatory work will be carried out under
the. authority of-the Council (Foreign Affairs) by
a highJevel ad hoc Committee iomposed of
representatives of the Member States- and the
Commission. It will be based on the inventorv.
to be drawn up by the C-ommission, of probleniito be dealt with at the C.onference -and the
preparatory meeting, any proposds which the
Commission submis to-the Council on these
problems. and suggestions and requests made by
the Member StatJs.
The C,ouncil will take the appropriate decisions
on this basis and in paniculif wifi determine the
content 9f an{ arrangements for the dialogue tobe conducted with -the other consumei and
producer countries.
The Council has apreed to meet at the level of
Heads of Government in good time to prepare
for the C.onference.'
Energy problems and the Council
225i. At its meeting of 3-4 March, the C,oun-
cil discussed the two Gmmunications forwarded
by the Commission on 24 February,, with the
"i-. pf .!elp!ng-tq determine the Community'sposition_in the dialogue with the producer coun-
tries within the International Energy Agency.
The C.ouncil agreed to adopt the following five
principles to g[ride international cooperati6n in
developing energy resoruces:
. the consrtmer countries mutually recognize
each country'l rigtt* of acess to 
"rrrrgy 
resour-
aes to be developed;
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. they forbid any discrimination uis-d-uis tlrc
consumers of the participating countries in prices
and conditions of acess to energy resoruces;
. they will set up, by common accord, all the
objectives for the production and conservation of
energ:f, destined to guide their national policies;
. they_ will establish a procedure for reviewing
regularly the progress made and the obstades
encountered in applying these principles and
pursuing these obiectives;
. in the cooperative development of additional
e-nergy resources, the means used to bring such
development about shall h shared by the p-africi-
pating countries according to the benefits
accruing to each country.
Qommissisn proposal withdrawn
and superseded
2254. On 2l March, the Commission laid
before the C,ouncil a dtah Resolution 'on fixing
a short-tgrm obiective to reduce oil consump-
tion'. This cancels and supersedes the proposed
Directive on 'energy economy-fixing a short-
term obiective', approved by the C.ommission on
31. January.' Since problems arise within the
appropriate authorities of the Council over this
proposal, in respect of setting target figrues and
the nature of the intended legal dloorment itself
(Directive), the Commission withdrew the pro-
posal and replaced it with a draft Resolution
covering only t97S,and noting the mathematical
details provided by the national authorities.
1 Bull. EC2-7975. point 2258.
, Bull. EC l-197i, polurrt2256.
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Transport policY
Secoral probloms
Hydrocarbons
2255. In a C-ommunication published in the
Official Iournal of the C.om-unities,' the C-om-
mission Llled on the Member States to transmit
then 1975 import forecasts per quarter and by
comPany.
Coal
2256. The C"ommission sent the Council a
Memorandum on supplementary financid action
in 1973 bv the Meihr States'in favour of the
coal indusiry and on their financial action rela-
tirne to 7974. After conferrine with the C-oun-
cil,"the C-ommission will officidly approve the
aid measures covered by th. Memorandum.
*
2257. On 13 March,' the Ewopean Parlia-
mettt passed a Resolution on the C-ommission's
Propoial concerning the obiectives of the Com-
munity energy policy.
Transport policy
Funstioning of the market
2258. On 24 March, the C.ommission appro-
ved the fourth repoft of the specialized C,ommit-
tee formed undeiArtide 11 of the Regulation of
30 
.lulv 1968 on the introduction of a system of
brahit tariffs lor the carriage of goods'by road
betrreen Member States,' and decided to trans-
mit the reDort to the Council and the Member
States. It'deds with the problems involved in
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rating international road haulage due to the
current monetary disparities.
Harmonization
2259. On 11 md 12 March, the C.ommission
ran an informatory meeting on rates for the use
of fufrastruawa. The main aim was to explain
t6 the new Member States the principles of what
had already been done in this area over previous
years. In'the light of developments since the
bommission sublnitted its ltdemorand,''tt in
March 1977, the delegates were able to e:(press
their thinkine on how the work should continue
and on whet[er the present scheme was likely to
attain the obiectives. A meeting of senior trans-
port officials to ded with this question will be
held in the second half. of 1975.
2260. On 13 March, the Commission ran a
meetine of eovernment exDerts which reviewed
the resilts oI calculations 6y the Member States
of the marginal cos* of the use of road infra-
sttuctures and of the minimum taxes on com-
mercial vehides.
2261. The Luxembourg C'overnment consul-
ted the Commission on a national regulation
implementing the C,ouncil Regulation of 20 July
1970 onthe inroduction of recording equipment
in road traffiport, which was amended on 25
lrurlre 1973.
The C.ommission found that the draft of the
Grand Duchy regulation ensured the full applica-
tion of the C-ommunity Regulation without any
additional measures and gave a favourable Opi-
nion.o
Transport policy
OJ C56 of 8.3.1975.
Point 2410.
OILt94 ot 6.8.1968.
OJ L90 ot 11.4.1975.
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2262. Government experts, meeting in Brus-
sels from 3 to 5 March, reviewed a proposed
Regulation to amend the Council Regulation of
20 July 1970' on the introduction of recording
equipment in road transport (tachometer).
Agreement was reached on most of the proposed
amendments and a new Proposal, taking account
of the remarks by th. delegations, will shortly be
prepared by the C.ommission departments.
Safety
2263. An initial meeting attended by govern-
ment experts, representatives of the c-ommission
and the international organrzaions, took place
in Brussels on 10 March to discuss problems
arising from the transport of radioactive material
within the C,ommunity. The next meeting is
scheduled for May.
Ocean and air transport and port policy
2264. On 17 March, the Commission sent the
Council a proposed Decision 'concerning com-
mon action by the Member States in respect of
the United Nations Convention on a C-ode of
Conduct for Maritime C-onferences'.
Tlre Proposal urfes the C.ouncil to adopt, within
a year, the lines of joint action to be implemen-
ted in respect of the Code of Conduct. To help
in defining this action, the Member States shoulil
try to discbver common ground enabling them to
settle the contentions underlying their differences
regarding the C.ode.
Tramport Advisory Gommittee
2265. The Transport Advisory C,ommittee
formed under Artide 83 of the EEC Treaw held
a full meeting on 20 and 21 March, when it
Bull. EC 3-7975
started to review a dtak Opinion on the funre
of the railways in the Community transpoft
system. Ou'it g to the size and complexity of
the problems involved, the Committee decided to
devote a special full meeting, set for 22May,to
a further review of the draft.
*
2256. During the sitting of. 74 March, the
European Parliament issueil its Opinion on the
Commission's Proposd to the C,ouncil'to amend
the Regulation on aid granted for transport by
road, rail and inland waterway, with the aim of
harmonizing the Regulation with the Decision on
puning the railway companies on a sound foot-
ing, which the C.ouncil had agreed in principle
on 11 Decembr 1974.'
OJLL64 ot27.7.197O and OJ L110 of 27.4.L973.
OJ C1s8 of 17.12.1974.
Point24l7.
3. External relations
M ultilateral negotiations
2301,. As agreed at the meeting of the Trade
Negotiations Committee (TNC) inFebruary,' the
four negotiating groups met during March. Af-
ter informal talks, it was agreed that three of the
six groups set up by the TNC (non-tariff meas-
ures, agriculture and protective measures) would
be chaired by the GATT Secretariat and the
otherthree (tariffs, sectors and tropical products)
by national delegates.
Non-uriff ruedsures
2302. The group on non-tariff measures met
hom 4 to 7 March and drew up a list of eleven
measures which could be matter for negotiation:
quantity restrictions, import licences, subsidies,
compensatory rights, standards, labelling and
packaging, marks of origin, crstoms .value,
import documents and consular formalities,
nomendature, and customs procedures.
Four study groups were formed to examine these
measures and their work schedule was
approved. The group on non-tariff measures
intends to meet from 23 to 27 June to prepare its
report to the TNC and to try and reach iondu-
sions on the procedrue to be followed for
measures outside multilateral scrutiny.
Tropical products
2303. Meeting from 10 to 14 March, this
group agreed the procedure to be followed in
this departrnent: the developing countries should
put in their lists of requests iI possible by 16
May this yed; the requests should be vetted by
th9 Grogp at a meeting scheduled for 16 Junb
when the terms for submitting initial offers
should be set, with the understinding that the
negotiations in this sector regarded as a special
50
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and priority issue should be wound up as swifdy
as possible.
In contrast to what happended during the Ken-
nedy round the Group aggeed that the negotia-
tions would start without any preconceptions as
to what may, or may not, be considered a
tropical product.
Tartffs
23M.. 
. 
Meeting fuom 17 to 2l March, the
negotiating group on tariffs succeeded in setting
out possible lines of agreement on the following
issues involving the basic premises of the negot-
raflons:
. basic rates: a solution will be sought which
would retain the bound rates, where ihey exist,
and in other instances the rates acnrally applied;
on this score, countries such as Canada, Japan or
Australia, which have gone for unilateral short-
term suspensions in 1973 or l974,will naturdly
want to work from the rates prior to the
suspensions.
o- /ears of statistical reference: it was agreed
that basic statistical material will cover the years
1970-1972, with the option of collating more
recent data as soon as it comes to hand.
. unit of statistical reference: owing to monet-
ary flucnrations since the dollar was devalued
and floated, the EEC proposed that, as a unit of
statistical comparison, a more stable unit of
account be taken than the current dollar and that
this should be the 1971 dollar.
Agricuhure
2305. The group on agriculture met on 24
March to define the procedures for multilateral
' Bull. EC2-1975, point 2301.
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'trade negotiations, with respect to the tasls
assigned io the gFoup. Owing to aertain differ-
enes of opinion, which require more time for
thought, the group decided on 27 March to
breali off work until 15 April.
Commercial policy
Preparing and implemerting
the common commercial policy
imports from non-member countries, particularly
Japan, whicJr poses a thneat to C,ommunity
producers. This has proved necessaty to enable
the C,ommission to follow market developments.
2309. On 13 March' the Commission also
introduced a posteriori control of imports of
shoes to the Community. This decision has
been taken on account of the considerable
increase in exports from non-member countries
(mainly South-East Asia and Eastern Europe)
which is affecting a Community industry at
present highly sensitive, particulady in lreland.
Specific measures
ol commercial policy
Textiles
Negotiations with Hong Kong and Brazil
2310. Substantial progress was made in the
first round of negotiations with HongKongona
bilateral agreement to cover trade in textiles held
in Brussels from t7 to 20 March.l97|. Theie
will be a further round in May.
The Council has authorized the Commission to
start trade negotiations with Brazil on behalf of
the Community on an agreement to cover trade
in textiles. Like the negbtiations already under
way with India, Pakistan and Hong Kong, these
will be based on Artide 4 of the so-called
Multifibres Agreement, the arrangement govern-
ing international uade in textiles.
I OlL99 o121.4.1975
, oi -l--rss- if-tr.1zigt4 and Bull. EC r2-1e74,
point 2335.3 OJ L 19 of 26.1.197O.4 OlL67 ol14.3.1975.5 OJ L90 of 77.4.1975.
Common import arrangements
2306. On 27 March 197 5' the Council adopt-
ed a Decision on autonomous import arrange-
ments for goods from State-trading countries for
L975. This replaces the C-ouncil Decision of 2
December L974' layrng down the provisional
import arrangemens applicable in the Memhr
States to imports of produas subiect to quantita-
tive restrictions from Stete-trading countries.
2307. At the same time, the Council adopted
a Rggylation to discontinue certain. quantity
restrictions on imports from State-trading coun-
tries and to indude new products in the annex of
the Regulation of 19 December 1.959' establish-
ing common rules for imports from those coun-
trres.
Trade protedion
2308. On 13 March 1975' the Commission
decided to introduce Cotnmuniry surueillance oL
imports of. ap fasteners. This step has been
i- taken because of the considerable increase in
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Protectiue tt edstres for lreland
2i1L. On 25 March' the Council adopted a
Regulation introducing a licensing system for
imports into Ireland of certain texile products(stihs) from South Korea. This measuie, based
on the provisions of the international arrange-
ment on cotton textiles, is on the lines of a
similar licensing system introduced by the C,om-
mission in February.'
Rernoual of quantiutiue restrictions
2312. In accordance with the 'Multifibres'
arrangement the C-ommunity has informed the
textiles surveillance body in Geneva of its pro-
gramme for removing existing quantitative re-
srictions. The arrangement allows countries to
achieve its aims by including existing unilateral
restrictions in a step-by-step programme for their
removal within a period not exceedine three
years from the entry into force of the 
"ir"rg.-mentr, taking into account bilateral agreements
already in force or being negotiated.
The C,ommunity's programme distinguishes
between non-C,ommunity countries which are
parties to the arrangement with whom the Com-
munity does not intend to condude bilateral
agreements, and where the programme is already
applicable, and countries with-which the Com-
munity has offered to negotiate (these are the
Community's main suppliers). The programme
for the removal of unilateral restrictions will
have to take account of the results of the
abovementioned negotiations with the second
group of countries.
EEC I Switzerland arrangement on te xtiles
2313. The Joint Committee provided for in
the- arrangement concluded by ihe C,ommunity
and Switzerland on processing traffic in textilei,
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smg.
The Joint Committee found that, as neither party
has terminated the arangement, it was autom-
atically renewed for a futher period of tno years, t
that is until 31 Augxt 1977. The C,ommittee
also studied recent trends in processing traffic
with the aim of facilitating, as far as possible, use
of the oppornrnities provided by ihe arrange-
ment.
Development and cooperation
met in Brussels on7 March1975. By the terms I
of the arangement in question, conduded on 1ti ,
August 1959, both parties asre,Aogryt 6  r;lt ti  gr e to open duty-
free import quotas for certain textile productstile-
which have undergone specific types of proces-
Development and cooperation
Policy for development
cooperation
2314. On 6 March 1975, the Commission
presented trro important Communications to the
Council, continuing the work it has been pursu-
ing since 1972 towards progressive implementa-
tion by the Community and the Member States
of an overall policy for development cooperation
on a world-wide scale. These Communications
are concerned respectively with the financial and
technical aid to non-associated developing coun-
tries and the harmonizaion and coor&nation of
cooperation policies within the C.ommunity.
Financial and technical aid
to non-associated developing countries
2315. The first Communication, entided
'Community financial and technical aid to non-
I OJL77 o126.3.1975
, s.ilL Bc 2--ri7J, poi"t zros.
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'associated developing countries', sets out the
precise Proposds concerning aid to these devel-
oping counries which the C.ommission had pro-
mised in its C.ommunication to the Council of 5
November 1974, entitled 'Development aid 
-Ftesco of Community action tomor-
row'.' These Proposals prepare the way for
effective implementation of the Resolution on
* this subiect adopted by the Council in July
1974;
In this document, the C,ommission proposes to
set aside, in effeaive disbursements, for financial
and technical aid to the non-associated develop-
ing countries, an amount rising from 100 million
u.a. in 1976 to 200 million u.a. in 1980. In the
use of this aid-which could be supplemented by
loans from the ElB-prioritv musi be eiven t6
the poorest developing countries and to tle main
objectives-covering food requirements of the
developing countries, and promoting regional
cooperation and integration-as set out in the
'Fresco'. A limited amount (10 million u.a.)
should be kept available for emergency action in
disaster situations. Furt'hermore, the Commis-
sion feels that an amount, rising from 5 million
u.a. in 1976 to 10 million u.a. in 1980 should be
envisaged for the promotion of trade relations.
This.Community aid must be channelled to the
recipient countries chiefly in the form of direct
action, though part of it could be via regional
financial organizations; it could equally well take
the form of aid to proiects, or aid to pro-
grarnmes.
Harmonization oI development policies
2i16. The second Comnunication sets out
the C-ommission's views on implementing the
Resolution, also adopted by the h-ouncil in"July
1974, on harmonizing and ioordinating develop-
ment cooperation policies within the Commun-
ity.'
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The Crmmission proposes a distinction betneen
the'general and'operational' aspects of coordi-
nation. For each of these, a prioiity programme
is oudined, based on the Resolution's -general
guidelines. Special attention is paid in tf,e area
of coordination to the preparatory work for
international meetings dealing with problems of
development cooperation.
As regards organization, the C,ommission propo-
ses to adopt a pragmatic approach: briefly, work
on the general aspects should be organized
within the Council and the operational coordina-
tion should take place maiily in the Commis-
slon.
Indusrid development
General Confuence o/ UNIDO
2317. The Second Conference of the United
Nations Industrial Development Organization
(LJNIDO) took place in Lima (Peru) from 12 to
26 March. Commissioner Cheysson made a
statement on 14 March on behalf of the Com-
mission.
Tlrough careful preparation at Community levelo
and planned coordination in Lima, the Member
States were able to play an active part in the
Conference. Committed by the Council to seek
dialogue with the developing countries and avoid
confrontation, the Community representatives
worked for final agreement on the main text
which comprised an international statement on
industrial cooperation and development and an
appropriate plan of action.
Unfornrnately, the position of certain delegates,
which hardened during the last stage of the
1 Supplement 8/74 
- 
Bull. EC.
'z Bull. EC7 /8-7974, pornt L222.3 Bull. EC7 /8-1974, point 1215.4 Bull. EC2-7975, point 2306.
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3.
had
The system of generalized tariff preferences
originally been intended to apply for tenn  n r l  m PPl  t
years, ending in 1980. The Council, however,
Conference, made it impossible to approve the
texts by general assent and a final vote had to be
taken. Although the Member States were divid-
ed, with some voting in favour and some
abstaining, no Membei State voted against the
final text (as did the United States).
On the basic issues, the C.onference made solid
headway in all areas directly involved in the
problems of industrializing the developing coun-
tries and industrial cooperation. By the end of
the C,onference there were scarcely any differen-
ces of opinion on the industrial issues, some of
which hid occasioned tough negotiations. The
overall impression conveyed by the press of the
proceedinp in Lima may have been somewhat
adverse, but this would appear as mainly owing
to the conditions surrounding the final vote and
to the fact that agreement could not be reached
on some maior general problems which, how-
ever, transc€nd the concept of industrial devel-
opment'.
Generalized prelerences
Council Resolution on the funue
development of preferences
2318. During its meeting of 314 March 1975,
the Council adopted the following Resolution
(based largely on the C-ommission's reflections)
on the subiect of the future development of
generalized preferences :
'7. On the basis of a Commission memoran-
dum dated 3 February 7975'the C.ouncil discus-
sed the future deveiopment of the European
Community's generdized preferences.
The Council would point out that the Commun-
ity was the first of the donor countries to
implement its generalized taritf preferences sys-
tem for finished and semi-finished products from
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the developing countries, which it did on I July'1971. Since that date, the Community system
-applied after 1 January 7974 by the enlargedCommunity of nine Member States-has been
considerably improved. The beneficiary coun-
tries have on many occasions emphasized the
scope and inportance of the progress achieved by
the Community in the implementation of its
system of preferences.
2. The Council stresses that generdized prefer-
ences are fundamental to development cooper-
ation. It is determined continually and progres-
sively to improve the system, in accordance with
the following policy guidelines:
o g€at€r application of the present Community
system by means of measures intended to simpli-
fy it;
. better administration of the system;
o appropriate improvements and adiustmens to
the Community system, taking into account
developing countries' erryort opportunities and
the Community's economic capacity.
The Council confirms its intention that such
improvements should take particular account of
the interests of the poorest developing countries
wlth a view to facilitating their preferential
access to the community maiket.
tonsiders thit since the obiective of generdized
preferences has been and remains to be to
increase the export earnings of developing coun-
tries, foster their industrialization and step up
their economic growth rate, the policy is one
which should be continued. A further period
beyond 1980 for applying the generdized prefer-
ences will, it therefore feels, be necessar.y.'
I Bull. EC 2-197s,point23O7.
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, Food aid
Programme of aid in cerealsfu 1974175
231.9. On a Proposal' from the Commission,
the Council adopted on 3 March, the pro-
r gramme (or 'plan of action') for commitrnens
entered into bi the Community and the Member
States under the Food Aid Convention. These
commitments cover a total of 1287 000 tonnes
of cereals per year, of which 643500 tonnes(50%) will- be granted as Community aid, the
remainder being covered by bilateral projects.
The aid of the Community and the Member
States is intended for 35 countries and 3 interna-
tional organizations (Table 3).
Emergency action
2320. On 18 Match 1,975,'the Council gave
its agreement to the second tranche of additional
emergency aid for Somalia proposed by the
Commission, consisting of 10000 tonnes of
cereals, 2000 tonnes of skim-milk powder and
850 tonnes of butteroil. The quantities would
be supplied cif, with the possibility ol a l*t p-
sum contribution to cover transport costs to
places of destination. The Commission could
make these quantities available as requirements
arise, by agretment with the Somali Government
and in coordination with the competent interna-
tional authorities.
2321.. On the same day, the Council also gave
its agreement to the emergency action for popul-
ations affected by the events in Cyprus! This
action relates to the supply fob of 300 tonnes of
butteroil (ttrough the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees) intended for free
I distribution to all the population affected.
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2322. The Commission has decided to adopt
two emergency measures involving food aid for
free distribution by the International Committee
of the Red Cross: the first consists of 40 tonnes
of skim-milk powder for the Klntef Republic
and the second of 100 tonnes of skim-milk
powder for Rwanda.'
These measures were decided on pursuant to the
Council's authorizing Decision of 30 January
1975, and under the Agreement of 3 February
L975 withthe ICRC.
2323. Lastly, acting on a Commission Propo-
sal,' the Council decided' to grant food aid for
Guinea Bissau (3000 tonnes oY ereals, 350
tonnes of butteroil and 250 tonnes of skim-milk
powder) and for the Cape Yerde lslands (2500
ionnes of cereals, 1.50 tonnes of skim-milk pow-
der).
Proposals for the 1975 aid
programme in milk products
2324. On 11 March, the C,ommission present-
ed to the C,ouncil its Proposal for the establish-
ment of a food aid programme in skim-milk
powder tor 1975. In view of the deteriorating
food situafion in certain developing countries,
and of the general guidelines laid down by the
Commission concerning development aid, the
Commission proposed tb concentrate aid, much
more so thar in ihe pastr. on the countries most
seriously affected.
' Bull. EC ll-7974, point 2305.2 OlL77 of 2O.3.7975.3 OJ L84 of 4.4.L975.4 OJL96 ot 17.4.1975.5 OJ L90 of 11.4.1975.6 Bull. EC2-797s,point 2310.? OJL78 of 27.3.7975.
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Table 3 
- 
1974175 phn of actioa
Recipicm ouurice
or orElnrzltroE
'i*op"
cr?rus
Mdta
Afnra
C,otmtries of the fubel, Ganbia, Etbiopia
Otbq otmtties
Burundi
Dahomey
Mauritius
Kenya
Rwanda
Somalia
The Sudan
Tanzania
Tunisia
Middle East
[.ebanon
Arab Republic of Egypt
Jordan
Syria
Yemen Arab Republic
People's Republic of Southern Yemen
Far fust
Alghanistan
Bangladesh
India
Indonesia
Pakistan
Philippines
Sri Lanka
latia Amqica
Haiti
Honduras
Peru
Otganizatiotts
VFP
I.JMCEF
I.'NRVA
Resetaes
1.0
5.0
6.O
7.0
Netional
proFds
30.0
1.2
2.s
13.0
5.0
1.5
10.0
5.0
31.0
10.0
3.0
3.0
69.3
t32.8
10.0
16.0
5.0
8.0
1.0
87.0
1.0
5.0
724.2
100.0
3.7
2.5
7.5
5.0
2.s
28.0
r0.0
21.5
10.0
5.0
4t.o
10.0
10.0
10.5
3.0
2.5
279.3
295.8
10.0
36.0
5.0
28.O
3.0
3.5
8.5
127.O
11.0
25.O
166.2
(intlmsndsof tolza,rs)
Total: C.ommunity aid plus that of Member States : 1287 thousand tonnes.
3.0
3.5
7.5
40.0
10.0
20.0
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Total ConnonityprolccE
5.0
2.O
2.5
2.5
7.5
5.0
15.0
5.0
20.0
10.0
10.0
2.5
150.0
163.0
Commodities and world agreements I nternationa I orga nizations
Commodities
and world agreements
Tin
2325. On 26 March the Commission submit-
ted a communication to the Council, backed by a
Recommendation, concerning Community and
Member State participation in negotiating a new
International Tin Agreement.
The fourth Tin Agreement which embraces twen-
ty-two consumer countries (induding the nine
Member States and the Community as such)and
seven producer countries expires on 30 June
1976. a United Nations Conference to negot-
iate a fifth Agreement will be run in Geneva
from 20 May to 20 Jlune 1975.
In anticipation of the Conference, the Commis-
sion sent the Council a communication setting
out the main lines of the Community's position
during the negotiations. it is unlikely that the
basic design of the Agreement will be substan-
tially alterid. But the"Geneva negotiations will
range over many problems and the most crucial
issui will be the size of the 'buffer stock' and
how to finance it. On this score, the Commis-
sion is suggesting that the Community opts for
raising the stock (from 20000 to 35000 tonnes)
and for the principle of compulsory cofinancing
by the consumer countries. Other major ques-
tions indude the intervention price scheme, the
use of the stock, export controls and action to be
taken in times of shortage.
Cocoa
2326. The Commission attended the fourth
session of the lnternational Cocoa Council in
London from 10 to 14 Match 1,975. The
agenda comprised the question of renegotiating
the three-year International Agreement of. 7972;
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the EEC and its Member States were all in
favour of renegotiation.
A Preparatory Committee, open to all member
countries and non-member countries concerned
(the biggest being the United States) was set up
bv the International Cocoa Council which decid-
ed to ask the Secretary-General of (NCTAD to
convene a negotiatory conference for Septem-
ber-October 1975.
Sugar
2327. From 3 to 5 March, the Commission
took part in an international colloquium on the
sugar situation and the oudook for the years
ahEad. The meetings were attended by cane
and beet producers, manufacffrers and brokers
tosether with reoresentatives of the various inter-
na"tional bodies. The discussions revealed that
although figures could be quoted in respect of
the neerds in 1980 (100000000 tonnes) and L985
(110000000 tonnes, i.e. 30000000 more than in
1975), it was far harder to estimate the distribu-
tion of forthcoming additional supplies and to
decide unanimously on the terms for securing
effective stability in the midst of plenty.
Mr Claude Cheysson of the Commission, who
attended the colloquium, illustrated how special
orovisions for suear in the Lom6 Convention
i"ere 
" 
shining exalmple of what could be done in
the way of anlnternational commodity policy.
I nternational orga nizations
Gouncil ol Europe
2i28. Under the arransement made in L959
with the Commission of tle EEC and when the
Deouties of the Ministers of the Council of
Euiope met in March, Mr Kahn-Ackermann, the
I nternational organizations lnternational organizations
Secretary-General of the Council invited the
Secretary-General of the Commission to take
part in the discussions on the Eiehth General
RepgT on the Aaivities of the Euiopean Com-
munltes.
The 1959 arrangement stipulated that the Com-
mission would send its Annual General Report
to the Committee of Ministers, that it would
take part in the C.ommittee's discussions on the
Report and that a Commission representative
would attend the meetings of the Ministers'
Deputies on those matters. In a Resolution
passed 9n 14- January 1974 concerning thefuture role of the C.ouncil of Europe. the lMinis-
ters' Committee had decided to give full effect to
the 1959 arangement so that, f& the first time,
the Commission was able to take part in the
discussions on the General Report.
The debates on this subiea when the Deputies
met ranged over three points involving cooper-
ation betrreen the Corildl of Europe" and'the
Community, namely migrant workeri, the envi-
ronment, and cultural affairs, education and
youth.
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development
2329. During its meeting in Paris on 4 and 5
March, the OECD Trade Comtnittee areed to
recommend the renewal of the dedaratidn of 30
May 1974 on international trade., It did fur-
ther work on expoft controls and commod-
ities. Within the OECD a fresh ad hoc meeting
was held on 5 and 6 March to discuss cooper-
ation and deuelopment.
The delegates got down to a preliminary discus-
sign 
-of preparations for the next Special Sessionof the United Nations General -Assembly on
international development and cooperation. It
also studied the problems of appraiiing interna-
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tional development strategy in middecade and
reviewed the preparations for the fourth session
of LJNCTAD.
General Agreement
on Tarilfs and Trade
2330. \\e C,ouncil of GATT,meeting in Gen-
eJa on 24 March, examined several questions
directly affeaing the C-ommunity.
EEC-Cnruda. The C,ouncil was pleased to
acknowledge the agreement' betneen the Com-
munity and C.anada (in respect of the tariff
renegotiations under Artide )O(V, paragaph 6
gf.tlie Ceneral Agreement) on the strengtf, oI the
ioint statement concerning cereds.
lmport deposi* in ltaly. The GATT Council
welcomed the news that, as ftom 24 March
1975, the import deposis applied in ltdy' were
to be discontinued.
Lomd Conuention. The C,ommunitv reDresenta-
tive announced that the Lom6 Corivenhon had
been conduded and said that the EEC was of
cgurse ready to join in a searching appraisal of
the Convention, within the boundaries of GATT,
when the ratification instruments of the C,onven-
tion had been notified.
United Kingdotn: Expott oedit inswance. The
United States' representative referred in general
terms to the export rnsurance scheme contem-
plated by the British Government and stipulated
that he would bring up the question agaii under
the GATT arangements. On the strength of
the provisions in Anide XVI of the Gnerd
Agreement, the EEC representative reserved his
position in respect of the analysis by the United
States of the measure in question.
Bull. EC 5-1974, points 2305 ard2307.
Bull. EC 2-197 5, point 2327.
Point 2205.
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Meat. The Consultative Group set up at the
request of Australia' held a formative meeting in
Geneva on 13 and 14 March. The GATT
Secretariat was asked to draw up a questionnaire
on the kind of information to be furnished to
enable the Grouo to review the situation in the
meat sector. tlr. Group will meet again in
June.
United Nations
U nited Nations Conf uence
on the Law of the Sea
2331. The tbird session of the United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea opened in
Geneva on 17 March and will run until 10
May. The previous two sessions had taken
place in New York in 1973 and Caracas in 1974,
ut had not resulted in agreement.
Mediterranean countries
Greece
2333. On 7 March 1975 the C,ommission and
Greece completed negotiations on the Additional
Protocol to the Athens Agreement necessitated
by the enlargement of the C.ommunity.
On 26 March 1975 the Commission and Greece
had talks on implementing the commercial provi-
sions of the Additional Protocol, in anticipation
of its ratification. An EEC-Greece interim
agreement was drafted which will be signed in
the near future, probably at the same time as the
above Protocol.
Tunisia and Morocco
2334. Negotiations on the condusion of new,
more broadly based agreements were pusued in
Brussels hom 2l to 23 March with Tunisia, and
Lrom24 to 25 March with Morocco.
The delegations reviewed the various aspects of
the draft agreements and, while noting that
progress had been achieved in some areas, they
were unable to reach total agreement because of
ceftain differences, especially on agricul-
ture. They decided to take time for thought and
to meet again in the near future.
Israel
2335. On 12 March the C,ommission for-
warded to the Council a C,ommunication on
negotiations between the Community and Israel
In contrast to what had transpired at the nro
earlier C,onferences on the Law of the Sea (1958
and 1960) which had culminated in the signature
of separate Conventions, this time the delegates
want to negotiate a general C.onvention, embrac-
ing the various aspects of the Law of the Sea.
Preparingfor
the General Assmbly's special session
on deuelopment and cooperation
2332. The Preparatory Committee for the
special session of the United Nations General
Assembly on international economic cooperation
and development, which will run from 7 to 12
September 1975, held its first meeting in New
York from 3 to 7 March. The Committee
instructed its Chairman and officers to start talks
with the delegations and the groups to sound out
the possibilities of reaching general agreement on
the aims of the special session.
Bull. EC 3-1975
1 Bull. EC 2-7975,point 2317.
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on the condusion of an agreement as part of the
overall approach. The Communication sets out
the results of the negotiations, together with the
text of the agreement which the delegations
accepted ad referendum on23 January.'
Cprus
2336. During their meeting in Dublin on 10
and 11 March 1975,the Heads of Government
reviewed the situation in Cyprus and adopted the
following statement:2
'The Heads of Government and Foreign Minis-
ters, recalling the statement issued by the Foreign
Ministers following their meeting in Dublin on
1,3 February, hope that in the context of the
discussions currently being held at the United
Nations in New York, there will be an early
resumption of negotiations on the question of
Cyprus. The Nine will of course continue to
keep in close touch with developments as regards
the situation in Cyprus.'
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries
African, Caribbean
and Pacific countries
Lom6 Gonvention
Preparing for the Conuention
to come into force
lnterim Committee set up at Lom6. The C,om-
mittee's main iob is to prepare the coming into
force of the ACP-EEC C,onvention and deal with
a-ny problems involved, if need be by applying
the adopted interim arrangements.
Autborization of irnpor* of beef and ueal
originating in the ACP States
2338. Acting on the commitments made when
the Lom6 C,onvention was signed, the Commis-
sion, on 25 March,' adopted a Regulation
reauthorizingr until the end of. 1975, -impors
from the ACP countries of quantities equivalent
to ten months' imponations (i.e., fiom 28
February, when the Convention was signed, until
the end of the year) on the basis of &iteria set
under the Convention.
ACP-EEC Conuention and
the Ewopean unit of account
2339. During the meeting of 18 March, the
Council of Community Ministers for Finance
and Economy agreed the definition and conver-
sion ofa Europeanunit of account to express the
sums of aid under the Lom6 Convention.i
*
2340. On 14 March, the European Parlia-
ment passed a Resolution on the Convention
signed in Lom6 on 28 February L975 callinglor
its ratification at the earliest opportunity.s
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries
I Bull. EC t-1975, point 2320.2 This question relates to both Community authority
and political cooperation.3 OJL77 of 26.3.1975.a Point 2201.5 Point 2418.
2337. The ACP States and the Community
have made a start with their internal prepar-
ations for the first meeting of the ACP-EEC
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African, Caribbean and Pacific countries Non-member countries
Yaound6 Convention
European Development Fund
Nat f itun cing de cisiotts
2341,. Alter a favourable Opinion from the
EDF Committee, the Commission decided on 10
March' to finance the following five projeas
with non-repayable grants for a sum of 9839000
u.a. under the 3rd EDF and 1458000 u.a. from
the balances of the 2nd EDF:
Madagascar: Engineering works on the roadJink
between the central regions and the south for a
sum of 5041000 u.a. The project involves the
building of fourteen bridges and their ap-
proaches on the Ankaramena-Ihosy road-link(RN/) and four bridges on the Beraketa-Iscanala
road (RN13) so that the centre highways linking
the extreme south with the interior will be
negotiable all the year round.
Somalia: promotion of the Golwein-Bulo Merer-
ta agricultural fringe: 558 000 u.a. (2nd EDF)
and 3385000 u.a. (3rd EDF). This financing
covers the first leg of the projea and mainly
involves the installation of basic infrastrucnres
(roads, tracks, buildings, wells etc.) and the
laying of. a200 hectare plantation of grapefruit.
Togo; Development of catde breeding in the
Plateaux region and the centre for 790000 u.a.
(balances of the 2nd EDF) and 254000 u.a. (3rd
EDF). This involves a constellation of projects
to develop farming productivity and traditional
catde breeding.
Chad: Additional financing of 673000 u.a. for a
bridge on the Ba-illi, necesiitated by heavy rises
in prices and wage costs, The bridge, 80 m
long, will be built on the N'Djamena-Sarh road,
283 km from Sarh.
Dahomey: expansion of the Cotonou water
supply. An additional financing of 486000 u.a.
will enable the proiect to be carried out. It was
approved by a financing Decision regarding
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appropriations of the 3rd EDF (+ 2827000u.a.)
in 1977. The additional financing is needed as
the result of general price trends caused by
inflation.
Following these Decisions the total commitments
of the 3rd EDF now amount to 819677000 u.a.
f.or 302 financing Decisions since the Fund came
into operation on 1 January 7971.
Non-member countries
I nd ustri a I i ze d co u ntr ies
Australia
2342. Under the provisions of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the
Commission asked for official talks to be opened
on the restrictions imposed by Australia on
imports of footwear and motor vehides.
Since October 7974, the Australian Government
has put a number of restrictions on imports, in
several industrial sectors, in order to cope with
ceftain economic problems. Both the OECD
and GAfi were advised of these measures and
the Commission took part in the relevant discus-
sion within those trro bodies.
Asia n a nd Lati n-Amerie,a n
developing countries
South Korea
2343. On 20 March, Mr Kim, the Foreign
Minister of the Korean Republic, was received
by President Ortoli and Vice-President Sir Chris-
topher Soames of the Commission. The talks
1 OJ C63 of 18.3.1975.
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bore on the world economic situation and rela-
tions between the Community and South Korea.
On 25 March, Sir Ctristopher Soames received
an officid visit from Mi Chang, the South
Korean Minister for lndustry attd Trade. The
aim of the meeting was to discuss immediate
oroblems in the bilaterd trade relations and
ispecially the negotiations on textiles which are
to open ihortly, on the basis of the arrangement
conerning the international textile trade, made
under GATT and in force since I lanuary 1974.
Mexico
234. During its meeting of 4 March, the
Council authorized the C.ommission to open
negotiatiotts with Mexico for a non-preferential
agreement based on commercial cooper-.
ation. This Decision follows on the wish for an
agreement with the Community expressed by the
President of Mexico during his official visit to
the C.ommunity in April 1973 and is the result of
exploratory talks since then.
2345. At the invitation of the Mexican Gov-
ernment, Sir Christopher Soames will make an
official visit to Mexico fuom 16 to 18 April.
State -tr a di ng co u ntries
China
2346. Sir Clristopher Soames, the Vice-Presi-
dent of the C-ommission of the European Com-
munities responsible for External Relations, has
ac@pted an invitation from the Institute of
Foreign Relations of the People's Republic of
China to visit China. During his visit to China,
Sir Christopher will spend severd days in Peking
where he will have talks with the Chinese
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authorities of the People's Republic about the
future development of relations between the
People's Republic of China and the EEC. The
visit will take place in the first half of May. Sir
Christopher will be accompanied by senior Com-
mission officids.
Conferene on Securlfry-
and C.ooperation in Europe
2347. At their meeting in Dublin cn 1.0 and
11 March, the Heads of Government discussed
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Euope (CSCE). They adopted the following
statement.'
2348. 'The Heads of Government reaffirmed
the will of the Nine to pursue and develop their
policy of. ddtente and cooperation in Europe.
They e:rpressed the hope that.this pglicy will
encourage ever-increasing understanding and
trust. among peoples, ryhi.h is. the.basis for agenuine improvement of the political dimate on
the continent. This obiective shall find partic-
ular e:gression in the development between
States and peoples of relations in which an
important part should be played by individuals.
In this context, the Conference on Secuity and
Cooperation in Europe, and the implemeniation
of is decisions, is destined to play an impoftant
Part.
The Heads of Government expressed their satis-
faaion with the constructive role which, due to
their concerted diplomacy and the common pos-
itions they have adopted, the Nine have been
able to play in the course of this Conference,
I This question relates to both Community authority
and political cooperation.
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which is closely related to the interests of the
European Community.
The Heads of Government examined the devel-
opment of the work which is currendy taking
place in Geneva; they noted that substantial
progress had. already 
.bee.n n1ade, but also thatimponant points remained to be setded.
They pronounced themselves in favour of as
rapid a condusion as possible to this work. To
this end, they intend to continue and intensify
their efforts to seek, in an open and constructive
spirit, positive solutions to the problems which
are still under discussion or outstanding.
The Heads of Government wish that all partici-
pating States should, as they are themselves
determined to do, make every effort necessary to
obtain balanced and satisfactory results on all
the subiects on the agenda. Thii would make it
possible to envisage the condusion of the Con-
ference at an early date and at the highest level.'
Diplomatic relations
2349. On 5 March' the officiatine President
of the Council and the President of tlie C-ommis-
sion received t{E IvIr Ramon Cronzalez Jameson
who presented his letters of credence aiAmbas-
sador and Head of Mission for the United States
of. Mexico to the European Communities @EC,E6C, EAEC).
On 13 March' the two Presidents received FIE
Mr- James V{liam Crawford Cumes (Australia)
and FIE Mohamed Kamd Eldin Khalil (tuab
Republic of EgWt) who presented their letters of
credence as Ambassadors and Heads of their
countries' Missions to the Etropean Commun-
ities (EEC, EGC, EAEC).
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The new Ambassadors succeed Mr Roberto
Martinez Le Clainche (Mexico), Mr Allan James
Eastnan, CBE (Australia) and Mr Aly Hamdy
Hussein (Egypt)who have been assigned to othei
posts.
1 OJ C71 of 28.3.1975.
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4. I nstitutions a nd
organs of the
Communities
European Parliament
European Parliament
Part-session in Strasbourg from
10 to 14 March 1975
2407. The March sittinp of the European
Parliament featured the opening of the 1975-76
session and the election of the President. The
House heard a report by the officiating President
of the Council -on the first meeting of the
European Council in Dublin. Community
regional policy and the Cofr-uttity's energy
supply were again debated. The House warmly
welcomed the new Lom6 Convention. A Peti-
tion gave rise to a debate on the problem of
pollution of the Mediterranean Sea.'
Parliament paid tribute to Mr Joseph Bech, who
at the age of 88 passed away on 8 March and
who as Foreign Itfinister of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg had been one of the signatories of
the Treaties founding the European Commun-
ities. Mr Bech was a holder of the Aachen
Charlemagne Prize, which is awarded for special
services to Europe.
Opening of the 1975176 session-
Election of the kesident
(11March)
2402. Each yearly session of the European
Parliament officially opens on the second Tues-
day in March. The formative sitting, chaired by
Mr Houdet (L/F), the oldest sitting member, saw
the election of the President and Vice-Presidents.
Four ballots were required to choose the new
President. After trro ballots contested by five
candidates, namely Mr Alfred Bertrand (C-Dff.),
Mrs Leonilde loni (COl|l41tr), Mr Peter Kirh(CruK), Mr Georges Spdrule (S/F) and Mr
Michael Yeats (EPD/IRL) and a third which
reduced the number to three (Mr Bertrand, Mr
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Sp6nale and Mr Yeats), the fourth ballot decided
the issue. According to the Parliamentary pro-
cedure, if no candidate secures an absolute
majority in the first three ballots, then the fourth
ballot is decided between the trro candidates
with the biggest number of votes in the third
one. The two final contenders were Mr Sp6nale
and Mr Bertrand, and of the 168 votes in the last
ballot Mr Sp6nale (S) took 86 and Mr Bertrand(c-D)72.
Georges Sp6nale was born in Carcassone on 29
November 1913. Sine 1962 he has sat for the
department of Tarn in the French National
Asiembly and is also the mayor of Saint Sulp-
ice. He entered the European Parliament in
1964, whete as Chairman of the Budges C,om-
mittee he has made an outstanding contribution
towards expanding Parliament's powers. He
has been Chairman of the Socialist Group since
7974.
The House also elected the eleven Vice-Presi-
dents. For these offices the aim was to secure
the most even representation by nationality and
political Eroup. Since the United Kingdom's
iccession a Vice-Presidency has accordingly been
reserved for a member of the British Labour
I This report on this part-session of Parliament was
prepared from the German edition of 'Informations'
published by Parliament's General Secretariat.
The Political Group and nationality of members
speaking in the debates are indicated in brackets after
their names and abbreviated as follows: C-D :
Christian Democrats, S : Socialist Group, L :
Liberal and Allied Group, C : European C.onserva-
tives, EPD : European Progressive Democras, COM
: C-ommunist and Allied Group. B : Belgium, DK
: Denmark, G : Federal Republic of Germany, F :
France, IRL : Ireland, I : Italy, L : Luxembourg,
NL : Nethedands, UK : United Kingdom.
The complete texs of the Resolutions passed by
Parliament during the part+ession of 1O-14 March are
reproduced in Oj C76 of 7.4.1975 and the verbatim
repon is contained in OJ Annexes 187 and 188.
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Party. But, as everyone knows, the Party has so
far not been able to decide to work together with
the European Parliament.
The new'Vice-Presidents who, with the Presi-
dent, form ttre Presidenc!,ate:
Mr Giovanni Bersani (C-D/l), Mr Frie&ich
Burgbacher (C-DIG), Mr C.ornelis Bqkhouwer(L/NL), Mr Ove Guldbery (I/DK), Frederick
Earl of Bessborough (C/[JK), Mr Lucien Mar-
tens (C-D/B), Mr MichaelB. Yeats (EPDIIRL),
Mr Achille Corotu (S/I), IvIr G6rard Bordu
(COIWF), Mr Jacques Santer (C-D/L\, Wdter
Belnendt(SlG).
On 12 March, the House appointed its thirteen
Committees: (the C,ommittees on: Political
Affairs; Legal Affafus; Economic and Monetary
Affairs; Budgets; Social Affairs and Labour
Questions; Regional Policy and Transport; Pub-lic Health and the Environmentj Energy,
Research and Technology; Culturd Affairs and
Youth; Externd Economic Relations; Develop-
ment and C,ooperation; Association).'
European Council in Dublin
(12 March)
2403. The officiating President of the Council,
Mr FitzGerald reported on the results of the
Conference of Heads of Government on 10 and
11 March. They came together for the first
time as the European Council, which, as decided
at the last Summit Conference in Paris in Decem-
ber 1974,is to meet three times ayear.
President FitzGerald pronounced the first meet-
ing a success. The key result in Dublin was the
agreement on improving the United Kingdom's
terms of membership. In a Communicadon to
the Council, which served as the basis of the
discussions in Dublin, the Commission proposed
a 'correcting mechanism', whereby unddr a num-
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ber of precisely defined conditions a Memhr
State could be refunded a aeftain proportion of
its financial contributions under the TrEaties.'
Two points at issue up to now were the ceiling
amou^nt and whether bahnce-of-paymens defil
cits were a prerequisite for such refunds. Mr
FitzGerald stated that on the strength of a
compromise proposed by France, the C.ommis-
sion's suggested correcting mechanism was
approved with sundry adiustments.'
Regarding imports of New 7*aland dairy pro-
ducts, it was agreed that the Commission should
submit a repoft and proposds by next July. It
was hoped that the C-ommunity institutions and
the New Ttaland authorities would cooperate
more and more dosely. Questions relating tothe CSCE and energy policy were ilso
broached. There was also a fruidul discussion
of the economic situation and the raw material
supply position.
President Ortoli of the C-ommission highlighted
the poliry-making character of the Eur6pean
Council's first meeting. The political role of the
Commission as guardian of the Treaties and as
an initiating force had been respected. The
results were satisfactory. It was.now up to the
United Kingdom to act.
The Group spokesmen, Mr Patiin (SAIL), IvIr
Giraudo (C-Dll), Mr Jahn (C-DIG) and Mr
Blmtenfeld (C-D|G) welcomed the faa that the
Heads of Government had met for the first time
within the framework of the EEC and that all the
related problems of EC policy had been dealt
with. Their remarks expressed the hope that
r This new Committee with thirty-five members will
be responsible for relations with all associated coun-
tries in the Mediterranean and will designate from its
ranks the delegations for the Joint Parliamentary
Committees.of individual Association Agreements.2 Bull. EC7-7975, points 2503 to 2510.3 Points 1103 and 1502.
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these were the United Kingdom's last demands
before the referendum, since there could be no
continuing special status for a C,ommunity Mem-
ber State.
Regiond policy
Eur op ean Regiotul D euelopment F und
(12 March)
24M. Sublect to numerous reservations, Par-
liament approved the Commission's amended
Proposals for (i) a Regulation on establishing a
European Regional Development Fund, (ii) a
Council Decision on forming a Regional Policy
Committee and (iii) a Financial Regulation to
supplement the Financial Regulation of 25 April
1973 for the draft general budget of the Eur-
opean Communities.
In a Resolution, the House simply made its
obiections known to the Council and C-ommis-
sion and did not propose any more amendments,
so as not to delay the Regional Fund any
longer. In general terms it deplored the fact
that the planned regional policy projects
amounted primarily to no more than a 'policy of
aid for national policies'.
The C,ouncil had already approved the Commis-
sion's Proposals on 4 March, subiect to consulta-
tion with Parliament.
Parliament emphasized that the earlier percen-
tage allocation of Fund resources between the
Member States, as proposed by the Commission,
must not dash with the exigency to concentrate
the limited resources of the initial stage on the
neediest regions (in absolute terms) with the
weakest investment capacity. Prior allocation
betrueen the Member States did not meet the
demands of a true Community policy.
The House also recalled that it had already urged
bringing the people of the under-favoured
regions into the EEC development programme
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through consultation with their democratically
elected representatives. This was stressed in the
debate by Mr Gerlach (S/G) and Mr Minerdor-
fer (C-D/ll. Mr Hqbert (EPD/IRI) was scepti-
cal, and pointed out the dangers of misuse of the
resources. Depressed areas needed long-term,
low-interest credit even more than the Regional
Fund. Mr Gerlach advocated setting up an
advisory board to assist all European regional
and municipal associations in peripherd areas to
develop the oudines of a European regional
policy.
Cr os s-bor dq r e giorul p oli cy
(13 March)
2405. Since the Council had not decided on
any regional policy action, Parliament urged the
Commission to take initial measures itself to
alleviate the problems in regions straddling the
Community's internal borders. These should
indude the preparation of statistics on cross-bor-
der regions according to common criteria; eco-
nomic studies; pooling of experience gained so
far in cooperation between such areas; promo-
tion of regional cooperation along all the C,om-
munity's internal borders, induding the Irish
border areas.
The debate, which drew on members from the
various border regions of the C.ommunity, was
based on an interim repoft from the Regional
Policy and Transport Committee drawn up by
Mr Gerlach (SlGl. Vhen the problem has been
re+xamined in greater detail, a final report will
be compiled illustrating the results of informa-
tory tours tluough the regions concerned (the
German-Danish, the internal Irish and the Ger-
man-Dutch borders).
The Regional Policy and Transport Committee
felt that in overcoming the di(ficulties of the
border regions, the Community had a special
task to ac-omplish, a task which required all the
means at its command. The rapporteur stressed
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that an effective regional policy amounted to
taking the necessary-actionlo keep a particular
area 6n a sound socio+conomic and socio-cul-
tural footing. This therefore constituted a com-
prehensive social policy project. It was the
internal borders of the Community, which, tak-
ine Alfred Mozers' term. he called the 'scars of
hiitory', neither to be masked nor touched up,
which showed how far Europe was integrat-
ed. This was also highlighted by the Group
spokesmen, Mr Miturdorfer (C-D/l), Mr
Broeksz (S/t{L), Mr Herbert (EPD/IRJ.) and Mr
Nyberg (EPDIDK). They supponed the rap-
pofteur's call for an institutionalircd legal form
lor local cross-border cooperation which up to
now had thrown up many examples in disparate
forms. , Mr Herbert felt that since the economic
problems of the border areas were generated by
political decisions, they must be deared up
through political decisions.
Mr Thomson, the Member of the C,ommission
responsible for regiond polig, promised that the
Coinmission wou[d step up its effors to draw up
uniform statistics and offered its services as a
coordination centre. He was also prepared to
initiate special investigations. Of the Commis-
sion's new regional policy Proposals, Mr Thom-
son had high hopes for the border regions
classified as Dromotable. He was more reticent
on the questot of creating a European legal
form for cross-border cooperation and this was
countered by the rapporterir to the effect that his
own proposil involvdd no more than an offer to
regions willing to cooperate, and not a compul-
sion. IvIr Mftterdorfer asserted that, if the
Csmmissien did not take action, then Parliament
would have to take the initiative.
Finance
(12 March)
2406. Two reports by the Committee on
Budges dealt wiih the financial impact of the
European Regional Policy. They induded a
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Reeulation on the transfer of 150000000 u.a.
froh the EAGGF to the Regional Fund and the
draft of Supplementary and Amending Budget
No I for 1975, which makes the required
resources available to the Regional Fund for
1975.
EAGGF resources in the Regiotul Fund
2407. Bv a Council Resolution of 21 March
1972,the EeCCf can be used for the purposes
of regional development. Since September
1972,"50000000 u.a. a ye^r had thus ken set
aside for development measures. Since the Eur-
opean Regional Development Fund has been
eitablished, the Commission's relevant &aft
Regulations were withdrawn. From the ear-
marked EAGGF resources 150000000 u.a. will
be allocated to the Regional Fund.
Parliament approved this transfer but with major
reservationsr- iince it was not dear from the
Commission's Proposal how the resources
intended for quite specific proiects in agriculture
were to be used. It would mean a cut in the
already limited means of the EAGGF Guidance
Section. The House had panicular reservations
over the allocation of 25000000 out of the
'Mansholt' reserve, which was meant for
improving f arm strucfi.ues.
The rapponetu, Mr Aigner said it was not good
enough that for years Community agriculture
had to take the knocks and that others were now
reaping the reward. Mr Thomsoa, the Member
of ihe -C.ommission responsible for regional pol-
icy, assured the House that the resources drawn
from the EAGGF would not be used for anything
other than the originally intended purpo-
ses. They would be put to work in under-
favoured farming regions.
Supplementary BudgetNo 1. for 7975
2408. Parliament had maior obiections of
principle to make against the financing of the
European Parliament European Parliament
Regional Fund, as indicated in the Council's
draft of the Supplementary and Amending Bud-
get No I f.or 1975 and accounting for most of
the Supplementary Budget.
As the Rapporteur, Mr Aigner (C-D/G)pointed
out, in the review of the generd budget f.or 1975
the expenditure for the Regional Fund had been
classifi'ed as 6non-compul6ry'. This was the
prerequisite for Parliament's approvd of the
general budget.' The Council had now veered
iway from this loint position of the trn o budget
authorities and intended, for the three-year run-
ning-in period of the Regional Fund, to classify
the ouday as 'compulsory expenditue', i.e.
e:rpenditure on which the Council had the final
sar. Mr Aigner made it absolutely clear that
Parliament could in no instane depart from the
original classification. Otherwise it would be
trampling on its own hard won rights. Aprr-t
from this, Mr Aigner approved the Supplement-
ary Budget.
The C,ouncil President, Mr FitzGerald said that
the Council had classified the e:rpenditure as
compulsory because it had been established as
such for the first three years (1975-19771, by the
Paris Summit.
Mr Cheysson expressed ttre hope that both
budget authorities, the Council and Parliament,
would swifdy agree and referred to Parliament's
reasonable attitude which, although it asked for
the final say, had respected the appropriation
ceilinp. The C.ommission shared the views of
the House and regarded regional policy expendi-
ture as'non-compulsory'.
The Group spokesmen, Mr Notenboom(C-DAIL), \ir Gerlach (S/G), Mr Sbaw (CruK)
and Mr Hqbert (EPD/IRI) endorsed the state-
ments by the rapporteurs for the C,ommittee on
Budgets and the C,ommittee on Agricul-
nre. The division on the Resolution motibn by
the C-ommittee on Budgets in respect of Supple-
mentary Budget No 1 was deferred until 8 April.
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Energy
Energy research and deuelopfitent progrdttmes
(13 March)
2409. In its Opinion on the C,ommission's
programmq Proposals for research and develop-
ment in the energy sectorr' Parliament recom-
mended that these programmes be of longer
duration. New programmes should be present-
ed by one yeat at the latest before programmes
terminated after four years. They should be
vetted and, if need be, modified early in
1977. The C,ommission should initiate cooper-
ation with non-member countries, if this seemed
desirable.
The Member of the Commission responsible for
research and technology, Mr Bruntur explained
the Commission's viewpoint in respect of the
capacity and range of Community research, the
basic criteria and actual proiects: Community
research was to be pursued only when it was not
feasible on a national scale (i.e. nudear fusion),
if there was a general need for it (reactor safety
and profitability) and in long-term proiects (solar
energy, geothermal energy).
Mr Brunner agreed with the House that C,om-
munity energy research must be integrated with
an overall energy poligy.strategy and warned
agarnst premature oPtrm$m over the energy
supply position.
Common energy poliyOfieaiues 7985
(13 March)
2410. Parliement approved the energy policy
target figures for 1985 in the Commission's
Communication of Novembt 1974.' So that'
1 Bull. EC l2-l974,point 24O2.2 Bull. EC,7-197i,points 1301 to 1309.3 Bull. ECll-7974,poins 1601 to L6M and2267.
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the overall objeaive of substantially reducing
energy dependence can be attained, the Council
and C,ommission must as soon as possible indi-
cate practical ways and means, of a sufficiendy
binding nature.
The House called for a plan for energy sav-
ing. It approved the Commission's Proposal to
limit the rate of consumption growth to 3.5%
per year. The disparate energy price rules of the
Member States impeded the achievement of the
obiectives proposed.
In connection with reducing energy dependency,
the House approved the intensive prospection of
hydrocarbons (minerd oil) within the borders of
the Community and in different geographical
regions. In promoting nudear electricity gener-
ation, one of the vital prerequisites was accurate
information for the public. The House again
stressed the need for more intensive exploitation
of solid fuels (hard coal)in the Commuilty.
Economic situation in the C-ommunity
(13 March)
2411. In its comments on the analysis of
economic policy presented' by Commission
Vice-President Haferkamp, Parliament agreed
that curbs on consumption and encouragement
to invest were the wiys to effect the changes
needed in the Community's economic struc-
flrre. Both are dosely linked with the solution
of short-term economic difficulties. But the
burden of such measrues must be shared equit-
ably. In this connection, the House e:rplicidy
approved the Commission's plans to use Social
Fund resources for employment policy action.
The Community afforded more than ever the
appropriate framework for overcoming the cri-
sis. All in all Parliament supported an 'up-
swing, in conditions of stability': Member States
with relatively high inllation rates and negative
balances of payments, were recommended to
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adopt appropriate budget and monetary policies
and vocational training programmes. States
with relatively low infladon rates and payment
balances in equilibrium or in surplus should
cautiously pusue a selective policy of e:rpan-
sion. Protectionist tendencies should be fore-
stalled by more intensive promotion of intra-
Community trade. But the difficulties could
certainly not be overcome without cooperation
between the social partners or failing that a
common energy policy. This was vital to the
competitivity of the European economy in world
trade, which Parliament was eager to see
boosted.
The rapporteur, Mr Coustd (EPDIF) endorsed
Mr Haferkamp's condusions that first and fore-
most the situation called for solidarity on the
part of the Community countries and required
that public opinion be acctuately informed of the
facts. The oil-eonsuming countries must redize
more dearly that they were mutually depen-
dent. Protection of Community stocks, the
boosting of world trade and stronger C,ommun-
ity solidarity should be the order of the day.
Mr Haferkamp's views were wholeheartedly
endorsed by th. Group spokesmen, Mr Artzinger
(C-DIG), Mr Leenhardt (SE),MI Dykes (CruK)
and Mr Normanton (CruK), but Mr Bordu (F)
the speaker for the Communist and Allied Group
contended that the multinational companiei
were solely to blame for the economic crisis.
In his conduding remarks, IvIr Haferkamp heav-
ily emphasized the value of accurate. informa-
tion. The public should not be misled. What
was paid out in the form of services to the oil
countries, against the increased prices for oil,
could not be consumed again at home, but had
to be made up by saving and extra effort. This
was one of the roots of the crisis. The other
was that the oil crisis occurred at a time when
I Bull. EC 2-197 5, point 24M.
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States and economies had for years been over-
strained, and this had triggered off an excessive
increase in the growth rates of national bud-
gets. Rebuning lrlr Bordu's comments, he stres-
ied that this was not a crisis peculiar to the
West, since the Eastern bloc countries were now
also having to cope with highel prices. The
western economic system, though in need of
reform, had proved itself under fue.
Question Time
(12 March)
2412. Questions were answered in the House
by the President-in-Office of the C,ouncil, Mr
FitzGerald Ireland's Foreign Minister together
with Vice-Presidens Sir Ctristopher Soames and
Mr Haferkarnp, and Mr Cheysson, Mr Lardinois
and Mr Gundelach, Members of the Commis-
sion.
Trade in liue sheep, mutton and lamb
Mr McDonard (C-DIIRL) to the Council:
'Will the Council say what the situation will be
regarding the access of Irish live sheep, mutton and
lamb to the French market at the end of ttre transition-
al period in 1977i also would the C,ouncil say why
certain other Member States have more favourable
acess than Ireland to the French market for these
products?'
2472a. Mr FitzGeruldreplied that the C,ouncil
was counting on the approval of a common
organization of the markets for these products
by 1977. Until then a number of national
mechanisms from the period before the enlarge-
ment were being retained for the time being.
Whether there was a Community market organi-
zaaon or not, aade conditions would in any case
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apply uniformly to all EEC countries fuom 1977
onwards.
Nationd contributiorc
to C,ommunity exp enditur e
Mr Durieux (L/F) to the Council:
'Does tfie C.ouncil envisage having recourse to the
procedure under Artide 235-as proposed by the
Commission-in respect of the correcting mechanism
for national contributions to Community expendi-
ture ?'
2412b. Mr FitzGerald fek that this Artide of
the Treaty (autonomous extension of the Trea-
ties)would in all probability be applied.
The House could rest assured that it would be
consulted.
West Berlin as the site of
tbe Ewopean Vocational Training Czntre
Mr Manas (CO},.f./II to the C-ouncil:
'Has trhe Council, in choosing West Berlin as the
location for the European Vocational Training Centre
considered the difficulties that will beset the C-entre's
functional operation owing to the fact that Berlin has
a special status under international law?'
241,2c. Mr FitzGerald replied to the effect
that the decisive factor in favour of Berlin was
that a highly qualified scientific infrastrucnre
was availible ihere, since the Crntre would
primarily be undertaking research work. The
Council had been guided in its Decision by the
viewpoint of the German Delegation and the
western guarantee powers, who considered that
such a cintte was iompatible with the status of
West Berlin. Several German MPs pointed out
in supplementary questions, that under the Trea-
ty of Rome, West Berlin was part of the C,om-
munity.
European Parliament
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' Bilateral agreen errts
w ith Sute -tr ading countr ie s
Mr Blumerfeld(C-D/G) to the C-ouncil:
'How does the Council view the fact that bilateral
agreements on trade, credit and cooperation between
individual Member States and non-members countries,
especially State-trading countries, are still being con-
cluded (e.g., the reent agreement between the United
Kingdom and the Soviet Union) and what position will
it adopt on this question?'
2412d. Mr FitzGerald emphasized that the
negotiation and condusion of cooperation ag:ee-
ments still srme under the authority of the
Member States. This equally applied to the
latest Agreement quoted ll tlre .Su-e-gtiop. On aprevious occasion, the United Kingdom had
advised the responsible Cpmmittee in-good time
according to the procedure. Since no Member
State had called for the introduction of a consul-
tation procedure, it was to be assumed that there
were no obiections.
The Communify's obseruer stdtus
at the United Nations
Mr Glinne (S/B) to the Council:
'What arrangemens regarding representativity, com-
petencies (Anide 229 oI the Treaty) and practical
organization has the Council made now that the 29th
General Assembly has granted the Community obser-
ver status at the United Nations with the right to
speak in committee?'
2412e. Mr"FitzGerald indicated that the Com-
munity was represented by a delegate from the
country holding the Presidency of the C-ouncil
and a delegate from the Commission. The pos-
ition of the Nine was being coordinated by the
appropriate bodies in Brussels or on the
spot. The Community's spokesmen were the
Council or Commission delegate, who dealt
respectively with matters fallihg within their
provrnce.
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Arrests in Spain
Mr Radoux (S/B) to the C-ommission:
'Following the arrest of a certain number of prominent
persons in Spain afur the creation of the "Junta
Democratica de Madrid", can the Commission say
what have been the resuls of ddnarches made by i
ertain number of its members to obtain the release of
these persons?'
2412f . Sir Ctristopher Soames replied that to
his knowledge none of the persons conerned
were under arrest at the present time.
Storage &paciry for oil
Mr Normanton(CNKI to the Commission:
'Vhat practical measures have been adopted by the
Commission to establish increased storage capacity for
oil and oil products within the C-ommuilty ind G the
Commission satisfied with the progress to date?'
241,29. Acting for Mr Simotut, the respons-
ible Vice-President, Mr Cheysson replied that the
Community's stocks of crude oilinL974 would
have lasted for about 125 days. It was planned
to hold stocks for 90 days. The storage cirpac-
ity could therefore be regarded ai adequate.
Feed-grain prices
Mr Kirk (C/LrK) to the C.ommission:
'Vhat is the difference between landed pries (indud-
ing MCA paymens) of feed grains from Community
countries and from non-member countries at Liver-
pool and Belfast?'
2412h. Since the matter was still being investi-
gated, Mr Lardinois could give no ready expla-
nation of this anomaly which Mr Kirk had
pointed out on a previous occasion.
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Sh ar eholdings in non-rnernber countr ies
Lord Reay (C/UK) to the Cormmission:
'Is the C.ommission considering proposals in order to
prevent the possibility of Member States adopting
iivergent regulations io limit the extent of sharehol-
dinp taken up in Community undertakinp by resi-
den-ts of non-member countries, and if so, are they
thinkine alone the lines of a limitation of sharehol-
ders, v6ting iighs, ot of the establishment of an
international investment fund with specified powers of
investrnent in such undertakings, or other possibil-
ities?'
2412i. Mr Gundelach replied that the Com-
mission was lookine into thii matter in collabor-
ation with the OECb; it was still too early to say
what action would be taken.
lJnited States' n onetary policy
Mr Tenenoire (EPD/F) to the C.ommission:
'To what extent is the Commission of the European
Communities disturbed about the United States'pre-
sent policy of laissez-faire in monetary matters and its
consequences for:(i) the pattern of international trade and, in partic-
ular, Community exports;(ii) the direction taken by the recyding of the funds
released by the oil-producing countries?'
24.12i. lv/r Haferkarap stressed that the Com-
mission was aware of the problem, which stem-
med from the downward movement of the dollar
rate and in general terms from the international
monetary system. The C-ommission felt that
firmer multiiateral coordination of economic and
monetary policy was needed, inter alia on the
question of interest policy.
Voting 'ad referendum'
(12 March)
2413. In Oral Questions to the Council and
Commission, the Liberal and Allied Group asked
whether 'ad referendum' voing, as practised by
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the C-ouncil, was compatible with the procedures '
provided in the Treaties for a C,ommunity insti-
tution. The rapporteur, Mr Dwieux felt that it
came to the question of the yalidity of the
Council's acts. The C-ommission was asked
how, with regard to the facts of the matter, it
saw its role, is incorporated in the Treaties, of
ensuring the application of the Treaties and their
unif orm interpretation.
The officiating President of the Council, Mr
FitzGerald considered that the procedure in
question was perfectly in keeping with the voting
provisions of the Treaty and that in some
instances it facilitated or speeded up Council
decisions. He added that this involved condi-
tional approval which after a period of grace,
would be confirmed or withdrawn by the Minis-
ter concerned. The decision took effect only
after it was confirmed.
Vice-President, Sir Chnistopher Soames put for-
ward the same view for the Commission. The
advantaee of the mechanism was that it short-
ened thi Council's decision procedure. If the
approval of one of its members was still to come,
tfri Counal decision could be given full effeci
without the Council having to meet agarn. It
also prevented Ministers from coming with rigid
mandates from their governments. The proce-
dure was a sound, pragmatic solution which was
used only in exceptional cases involving unani-
mous decisions.
Environment
Petition for prouai.on
of the Meditenanean Sea
(10 March)
2414. The high degree of pollution in the
Mediterranean Sea is ieriously-endangering the
population of the coastal States, and plant and
animal life. The Community institutions must
take the necessary action to curb pollution and
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the discharge of contaminants, otherwise the
Mediterranean will soon become a dead
sea. This was the substance of Parliament's
grave warning in a Resolution endorsed by all
the Groups. The Resolution stems from a Peti-
tion, laid before the European Parliament in
April 1974 by a member of the French National
Assembly, Mr Virgile Barelof Nice.
The House threw its support hhind the alarm
sounded in the Petition and reiterated its appeal
of September 1974 to the C,ouncil and Commis-
sion to work for an agreement to combat pollu-
tion of the Mediterranean.
The- rapporteur, Mr Pretnoli ( LA) spoke feelingly
of the appalling situation in the Mediterranean,
which as a well-nigh landlocked sea, could not
command the water renewal required to ensure
its purity. Commission Vice-President Scarascia
Mugnozza said that the Commission shared
Parliarnent's alarm and promised that an appro-
priate Proposal for a Directive would be submit-
ted.
Saf eguarding international w aterw ays
frotn pollution(14 March)
2415. Pollution of international waterways
must be curbed by a European protection agree-
ment, embracing the Member States of the
Council of Europe and consequendy the
EEC. The C,ommunity as a whole must take
part in the ageement alonpide the Member
States and be represented bv the C,ommission in
the organs 'of ' the agreement. The House
approved an appropriate Proposal from the
Commission for a Council Decision.
Excbange of dau on ah pollution
(15 March)
2719. In its Oainion on a Commission Propo-
sal for a C,ouncil Decision on introducing corre-
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sponding procedures at Community level, Parlia-
ment considered that the Member States' sovern-
ments should intensify their cooperatio"n with
other European States in respect of a more
substantial exchange of data on air pollution by
sulphur compounds and partides in suspen-
sion. The House welcomed the Proposal as a
useful move with should be backed up-by further
action.
Transport polic,y
Aid for road,rail and inland
w4ten04y fiLflspoft
(14 March)
2417. Parliament approved a proposed Regul-
ation to amend the procedure whereby the
Commission is advised of national aid granted to
road, rail and inland waterway uanspbrt. The
House welcomed the proposed measures for
putting the railway companies on a sound foot-
ing and harmonizing the rules governing the
financial relationships between the railways and
the States. The Member States should be
allowed to glve some financial support to the rail
companies under their activity programmes,
especially until budgetary equilibrium is secured.
Lom6 C,onvention
(14 March)
2418. Parliament applauded the successful
condusion of the Convention' which bore the
stamp of determination, redism and political
resolve to protect the interests of both
sides. The House was particularly gratified that
ioint institutions and a Consultative Assembly
had been retained.
Council Council
The Convention is based on permanent didogue
htween the partners on equal terms. This was
highlighted by the Group spokesmen, Mr Des-
champs (C-D/B), Mr Dondelinger (S/L) and
Lord Reay (CruK). The Convention is under-
written by joint institutions.
GATT negotiations
(12 March)
2419. Replying to an Oral Question from Mr
Cotstd (EPDIF), who asked about the Directives
which the Council had given the Commission for
the multilateral GATT negotiations in Geneva,
Vice-President Sir Clristopher Soatnes said that
he could not publicly disclose the contents of the
Directives, since this would weaken the Com-
munity's negotiating position. In drawing them
up, the C,ouncil had for the most part followed
the Commission's Proposals.
ber States' financial contributions to the C.om-
munity budget.'
New Zealand: The Heads of Government adopt-
ed a Statement on impors of dairy products.'
World economic situation and the Community's
economic and social situation: The Heads of
Government meeting in Council discussed the
world economic situation and the C,ommunity's
social situation. They took note of a draft
Resolution presented by Mr Tindemans, the
Belgian Prime Minister and asked the C.ouncil of
Ministers for Finance and Economy to consider
it at their meeting of 18 March.
Raw materials and the deueloping countries:fie
Heads of Government discussed raw materials in
general. They delegated the Council of Foreign
Ministers to make it a priority to examine the
problems of raw materids against the back-
hound of all relationships witl the developing
countries. These studies will be based mainly
on recent Commission Communications.
Dialogue betu.teen the oil-producing and oil-con-
suming countries and problmts of Cntnruunity
efiergy policy: The Heads of Government exam-
ined-the problems relating to the International
Energy Conference.'
Statement on steel by the British Prbne Minister:
The Heads of Government heard a statement on
steel bv the British Prime Minister. The sol-
ution t6 the problem described in the statement
was deferred to a later stage of C,ommunity
activity.
Confermce on Security and Coopuation in Ew-
ope: A,statement was adopted on the CSCE..
Cyprrc: The situation in Cyprus was reviewed
and a brief statement adopted.'
Council
European C,ouncil
(Dublin t0 and 11 March 1975)
2420. President: Mr Cosgraue, Taoiseach
(Prime Minister) of lreland.
From the Commission: Mr Ortoli,President; Mr
Haf er kamp, Vice-President.
In accordance with the decision at their Paris
meeting in December 7974, the Heads of Gov-
ernment of the Member States of the C-ommunity
met for the first time as the European Council.
Budgetary conecting mechankm: The Heads of
Government meeting in Council agreed on the
correcting mechanism in connection with Mem-
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Council Council
' 2427. The Council held three meetings on
general matters, agriculture and economic and
financial affairs.
333rd Meeting General matters
(Brussels,3 and4 March 1975)
2422. President: Mr FitzGerald, Ireland's
Minister for Foreign AIfairs.
From the Commission: Mr Ortoli, President; Sir
Clnistopher Soames, Mr Simonet, Vice-Presi-
dents; Mr Borschette,Mr Thomson,Mr Gunde-
lacb, Mr Cheysson, Mr Brunner, Members.
Budgetary conecting mecbanism: The Council
noted the resuls of the preparatory work and
found that it was not in a position to secure a
final solution. It therefore felt that the question
should go to the European Council meeting in
Dublin on 10 and 11 March.
Generalized prefuences: The Council debated
the future development of the Community's
generalized preferences and adopted a statement.'
United Nations Confuence on lndustrial Deuel-
op?t ent: The C,ouncil discussed the preparation
of the second Conference of the Uniied Nations
Industrial Development Organization.'z
Food aid: The Council laid down the 1974/75
schedule in respect of commirnents by the Com-
munity and the Member States under the Food
Aid Convention.'
Energy: The Council agreed certain principles
which, in the light of opening the dialogue with
the produer countries, the Community feels
should govern international cooperation in
developing energy resources.
Regiotul policy: The Council found that there
were no longer any difficulties preventing adop-
tion of the texts concerning the formation of the
European Regional Development Fund and the
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Regional Policy Committee. A concertation
meeting on this was held benueen the Council
and a delegation from Parliament led by the
President. It transpired that a broad measure of
agreement existed in reSpect of the texts. The
Council agreed that it would formally adopt
them as soon as Parliament issued a new Opi-
nion. It is expected that the regulations on
regional policy will take effect retroaaively to 1
luly 1975. The Council also established the
draft of Supplementary and Amending Budget
No 1 for L975, munly intended to implement
the European Regional Development Fund.
Negotiatiotts with Mexico; The Council decided
to authorize the Commission to open negotia-
tions with Mexico for a non-preferential Agree-
ment based on commercial cooperation.
3 3 4th Meeting-Agriculture
(Brussels, 4 March 197 5)
2423. President: Mr Clinton,Ireland's Minis-
ter of Agriculture.
F rom the Commission: Mr Lar dinois, Member.
Stockuking of the CAP: The Council held a
preliminary discussion on the stocktaking of the
CAP presented by the C.ommission
Hill-farmingr The Council found that, at this
stage, it was unable to formally adopt the
Directive on hill-farming in ceftain under-
favoured areas or the Directives concerning the
Community list of the farming regions
involved. It therefore agreed to adopt the texts
on hill-farming at its next session, with the
understanding that in the meantime the question
of the proportion of Community financing
would still be open for discussion.
t Point 2318.2 Point2317.3 Point 2319.
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Council Commission
Sugar: The Council cusorily debated the cane
sugar production problems in the French over-
seas departments.
Fisbqies: The Council had a generd discussion
on fisheries. Sine the situation has deteriorated
of late, the C.ommission was asked to study both
the short-term and structual problems and to
submit appropriate Proposals.
The Council also considered the beef and veal
market situation and ertain problems involving
fruit and vegetables.
335th Meeting-Finatrce and economy
(Brussels, 18 March 1975)
2424. President: Mr Ryan,Ireland's Minister
for Finance.
Frotn tbe C,omtnission: Mr Ortoli,President; Mr
Hafukamp, Vice-President, Mr Thontson,Mem-
ber.
The meeting was also attended by: Mr Oort,
Chairman of the Monetary Committee,Mr Mur-
ray, Chatman of the Coordination Group for
Short-term Economic and Financial Policies and
Mr Malinuaud, Charman of the Economic Pol-
icy Committee.
Adiustrnent of economic policy guidelines in
1,975:Ttrc Council made its quarterly review of
the Community's economic situation. The end
of the debate saw agreement on a Decision
comprising the guidelines for the Member States
in preparing their economic policies.'
Unit of dccount: The Cnuncil agreed the text of
a Decision proposed by the Commission, where-
by the sums of aid quoted in the Lom6 C-onven-
tion are e:cpressed in unis of account composed
of a'basket' of C-ommunity currencies.'
Ewopean Monetary Cooperation Fund: llaving
received the Opinions of Parliament, the Mon-
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etary C,ommittee and the Governors'Committee
of the Crntrd Banla, the C,ouncil held an initial
discussion on the proposed Regulation to amend
the Regulation setting up a European Monetary
Cooperation Fund.
Commission
Activities
2425. The Commission held four meetings in
March. The dominant features of the discus-
sions were the meeting of the European Councilin Dublin' and economic and financial
affairs. The C.ommission also adopted its work
schedule as far as August 1975.
Economic and financial affairs: The Commission
adopted several reports and proposals for the
Council meeting on financing and economy on
18 March: Proposals to define a Euopean unit
of account which would progressively become
the sole unit of account for all Community
activities; a report on the way in which the 1974
decisions relating to the convergence of econo-
mies were applied; a Proposal on economic
policy guidelines for 1975, by adapting those
defined last autumn on the basis of the most
up-todate assessment factors.
The Commission noted with satisfaction the
results of this C,ouncil meeting and the meeting
of the EIB Board of Governors in Brussels also
on 18 March. For the new European Develop-
ment Fund appropriations and in line with the
Commission's Proposd, the Council decided to
use a European unit of account based on a
'basket' of Member States' currencies. The
' Point 2203.2 Point22Ol.3 Points 1501 to 1504.
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' Governors of the EIB then decided to uie the
same unit in drawing up the Bank's balance
sheet. The C.ommission pointed out the impor-
tance of this two-fold decision. Its aim is to
examine how the areas in which the European
unit of account is used can be progressively
extended.
Agricriltural policy : The Commission considered
thi current troubled state of the wine and the
beef and ved market. For wine it decided to
announce that it intended to submit a Proposal
to the next Council meeting of Agriculture
Ministers for the opening of a new distillation
tranche in order to clear part of the market
surplus.
Deuelopment aiil:Ttte Commission adopted two
Communications to tlre C-ouncil on a policy in
respect of the developing counties. The first
defines priority areas where coordination
berreen national policies and C.ommunity Devel-
opment Aid Policy, decided by the Council in
1974, should be applied, and the second is
intended to define forms of Community financial
and technical aid to non-associated developing
countries. The C,ommission's priority obleciives
are to ensure that the developing countries'food
needs are met by all available means, to favour
cooperation and regional integration among the
developing countries, pd 1o foster Communi-ty
action to promote the developing countries'
exports. The C,ommunity will have to enter
increasingly bigger appropriations into its bud.
get.
Irfonnation progran tne 797 5 : 11T Commission
adbpted an idditional inf6rmation prograrnme
f.or 1975 with a view to using the supplementary
appropriations granted as a result of the Eur-
opean Parliament's action. Within the Com-
munity, the programme mainly covers large scale
publicity drives (mobile exhibitions, a competi-
tion on the C.ommunity's strucflrre and activities,
activities relating to the regional press,
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etc.). New activities uis-A-uis non-member
countries will be linked with implementing the
Lom6 Convention, which embraces 45 African,
Caribbean and Pacific countries, and with
extending the network of delegations and the
Commission Inf ormation Bureau.
Official uisit of Sir Cbristopher Soames to Chi-
na: Sn Christopher Soames informed the Com-
mission that the Chinese Ambassador to Brussels
had sent a letter from the Peking Institute of
International Relations inviting him to visit Chi-
na in his capacity as Vice-President of the
Commission. With the Commibsion's agree-
ment he accepted this invitation, and will go to
China in May.
Court of Justice
New Cases
Case 24/7?lvbs T. Buroni-Petroni, Cagli, and
Mrs S. Amarelli-Petroni, Fano, v Office national
des pensions pour travailleurs salari6s, Brussels
2426. On 6 Mardr, in a case concerning
calculation of a retirement pension for an Italian
national who had worked'in Belgium and ltaly,
the Brussels tribunal du travail (Labour Court)
asked the Court of Justice for a preliminary
ruling on the compatibility of Artide a5(3) of
Regulation l408f7t on the application of social
security schemes to employed persons and their
families moving within the e.ommunity with
Artide 51 of the EEC Treaty and on the interpre-
tation of that Artide.
1 OJL149 of 5.7.1971.
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Court of Justice Court of Justice
C^ase 2517S-Yan Miet Kwasten- en Ladderfab-
riek NV, Nijmegen, v Fratelli Dalle Crode,
Conegliano
2427. On 7 March the funhem Arrondisse-
mentsrechtbank (District Court) asked the Court
of Justice for a preliminary ruling on the inter-
pretation of Artide 3 of Regulaion 67157' on
the application of Artide 85(3) of the EEC
Treaty 1o certain categories of exclusive dealing
agreements. The court particularly wished to
know whether such an agreement qualified for
exemption under Artide 85(3) if it contained
clauses whose sole purpose was to prevent
manufacturers and intermediaries in the manu-
facturer's Member State from selling the goods
covered by the agreement in the territory covered
by the agreement, when intermediaries and users
established in the territory covered by the agree-
ment were prevented simply from obtaining the
relevant products in the manufadurer's Member
State.
Case 26l79General Motors C-ontinental NV,
Antwerpen, v the Comrirission
2428. On 19 December t974tlrc Commission
adopted a Decision relating to a procedure
implementing Artide 85 of the EEC Treaty,
whereby it fined C,enerd Motors C,ontinental
100000 u.a. for having abused its dominant
position by charging an excessive price for issu-
ing the certificate and shield which Belgian law
requires it to issue after verifying that Opel
vehides are in conformity with the ertificate of
trpe approval and after identifying those
vehides; on 7 March Generd Motors applied to
the Court of Justice for annulment of the Deci-
srcn.
Case 27175-MG Bonaffini et al v Istituto
naaonale della previdenza sociale, Enna
2429. On 11 March the Enna Pretura, (MaF-
strates' Coun) which was hearing a case con-
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cerning the conditions to be met by migrant
workers in order to qualify for unemployment
benefit, requested the Court of Justie to give a
preliminary ruling on the interpretation of the
expression 'frontier worker' in Artide 77 of.
Regulation 1408n7'on the application of social
security schemes to employed persons and their
families moving within the Community. The
court also asked whether Artide 69 of tltprt
Regulation which prescribes a waiting period of
four weeks during which the unemployed person
must remain available to the employment servi-
ces of the relevant State, meant that the unem-
ployed person could not obtain unemployment
benefit in his Member State of origin if he failed
to comply with such waiting period.
C-ase 28-75-Baupla GmbH, lmport und Ver-
trieb von Baustoffen, Saarlouis, v Oberfinanzdi-
rektion
2430. In a case on the tariff dassification of
prefabricated external wdl sections, in respect of
which the applicant contested the official tariff
classification notice (verbindliche 7-olltarifav
skunft), the Bundesfinanzhof (Federal Finance
Court) asked the C-ourt of Justie, on 12 Marcb
for a preliminary ruling on whether, in cases
where a composite product may be dassified
under two or more tariff headings, each relating
to one of the materials used in the composite
product, Rule 3(a) of the Cenerd Rules for the
interpretation of the nomendature of the C-om-
mon Customs Tariff was to be interpreted as
meaning that the more specific heading did not
prevail and that tariff dassification was to be
based on General Rules 3(b) and (c).
I OJ 57 o125.3.7967.2 OlLl49 of 5.7.1971.
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Court of Justice Court of Justice
Case 29175-Kaufhof Aktiengesellschaft, Col-
ogne, v the C-ommission
2431. On 17 March a German chain-store
organization applied to the Court of Justice for
annulment of the Commission Decision of 20
January 1975' authorizing the Federal Republic
of Germany not to apply Community treatment
to preparations and preserves of beans in pod,
falling within subheading No 20.02 ex G of the
Common Customs Tariff, originating in the
People's republic of China and in free circulation
in the other Member States, to the extent that it
applied to goods in respect of which applications
foi impon licences had been submitted to the
German authorities when the Decision entered
into force.
Case 30175-Spa Unil-It, Milan, v Amministra-
none finanziaria dello Stato, Rome
2432. On 18 March 1975 the C-ofte supremadi cassazione (supreme Court of Cassation)
asked the Court of Justice for a preliminary
ruling on the interpretation of Regulation1316#
on the progressive establishment of a common
organization of the market in milk and milk
products and the Decision of. 77 July 796?:
laying down special methods of administrative
cooperation for the application of levies in
intra-C,ommunity trade introduced under the
common agricultural policy, in order to establish
which documens were necessary to qualify for
the intra-Community scheme applicable to milk
products imported in 7964.
Case 37175-Official of the Commission v the
Commission
2433. On 18 March 1975 a Commission
official applied to the Court of Justice for
annulment of a C-ommission Decision refusing to
admit him to an internal competition.
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Case 32179-,Mrs A. Clristini, Vve Fiorini, V6n-
issieux, v Soci6t6 nationale des chemins de fer
frangais, Paris
24i4. On 21 March the Paris Cour d'Appel
(Coun of Appeal) which was hearing a cirse on
the issue by the SNCF of a reduced rate passen-
ger ticket for large families to an Italian national
asked the C,ourt of Justice for a preliminary
ruling on whether such a ticket constituted a
'social advantage' within the meaning of Artide
7 of Regulaion 1612168o on freedom of move-
ment forworkers within the Community.
Cnse 33/75-Mr B. Galati, Terrasini, v Landes-
versicherung;sanstalt Schwaben, Aug;sburg
2435. On 24 March the Au,gsburg SozidgBr-
icht (Social Court), which was hearing a case on
observance of the waiting period for entidement
to disability pensions, asked the C.ourt of Justice
for a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of
Artide 15(3) of Regulation 574f72 fixing the
procedure for implernenting Regulation
1408nL' as regards calculation of periods of
insurance. The Court also asked how the com-
petent social security authority should regard
periods of insurance completed in another Mem-
ber State and affecting the waiting period in that
State.
Case 34175-Sirdar Ltd of Bective Mills, Alver-
thorpe, Wakefield, v the C.ornmission
24i6. By is Decision of 5 March 1975 under
the procedure laid down in Artide 15(6) of
Regulation 17 (first Regulation implementing
1 OJ L23 o130.1.1975.
'z OJ 34 ot 27.2.1964.3 Ol75 ol 4.8.1962.4 Ol L257 ot 19.1O.1968.s OJ L749 oI 5.7.7971.6 OJ 13 ot 27.2.7962.
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Court of Justice Court of Justice
Anides 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty), the
Commission informed the applicant and Mulliez,
a French firm, that initial consideration had
shown that their agreement on trademarks,
dated 15 September 1964, was caught by tlre
prohibition iontained in i\nide asit) oi the
Treaty.
On 28 March the Court of Justice received an
application for annulment of that Decision, on
the ground that it did not comply with the
procedural rules laid down in Regtilations 17'ind 99163' on the hearinp proiided for in
Artide 19(1) and (2)of RegulaionlT.
Judgments
Case 37177-Official of the Commission v the
Commission
'2437. In this case which conerned the com-
position of the Invalidity Committee required to
examine the plaintiff, the C-ourt gave i second
interlocutory lu{g4ent on 12 March, declaring
that the action had become devoid of object bui
reserving the decision as to costs.
C-ase 789/TlOfficial of the C.ommission v the
Commission
2438. By its judgment of 19 March the C,ourt
dismissed an application for annulment of the
Commission's express reiection of a request for
glassification in Category A and for payment of
indirect damages and compensation for material
damage.
Case 23/TFOfficial 
.of the European Parlia-
ment v the European Parliament -
2439. By its iudgment of 12 March the C,ourt
dismissed the application by an official of the
European Parliament for recognition of his status
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as an official temporarily cdled upon to occupy
a post in Grade A3 and for piyment of thl
appropriate differential allowance.'
C-ase 2SlTLOfficial of the Commission v the
Commission
2440. By its iudgment of 18 March the Court
dismissed this application which was for annul-
ment of the C.ommission decision reiecting the
applicant's request for payment of thi voluhtary
resignation allowance on the basis of Anide 42
of the ECSC Treaty and laying down terms for
conversion of the sums due.
Joined C.ases 44,46 and 4g|7+Officials of the
Commission v the Commission
2441. By its judgment of 18 March the Court
dismissed the actions brought by 539 Commis-
sion officials for annulmeni of ihe Commission
decision of 21 Septembr 1973 to make deduc-
tions from salaries for strike acrion. This iudg-
ment applies the general principle of laboui lai
that sdaries are not payable to staff who are on
strike.
Case 65l7F.Mr G. Porrini et al.v (1) Europ'ean
Atomic Energy Community and (2) SpA Com-
ont, Milan; Mr A. Bellentano et il. v (1)
European Atomic Energy C,ommunity and (2)
SpA C-emi, Milan
2442. In the proceedinp hfore the Varese
Court relating to the application of Italian LawNo 1359 of. 23 October 1960 (emolovment
agencies) in which Euratom was the def6ndlnt to
actions by persons employed by Italian firms
1 OJ 13 of 27.2.7952.2 OJ 127 of 2O.8.1963.1 Gazzntta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana No 289
ot 25.11.7960.
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Court of Justice ECSC Consultativa Committee
working under contract to the Joint Research
C-entre in Ispra (the 'appdtaa' dses), the ludge
had asked the Court of Justice for a preliminary
ruling on 12 September 1974. The Court was
asked, inter alia,whether the correct interpreta-
tion of Artide 752 of the Euratom Treaty was
that the C,ourt of Justice had juisdiction over
disputes betrreen ttre C,ommunity and persons
wtio, dthough not on the Com'munityb staff,
claimed that itatus and whether a decison of the
court could take the place of the letter of
appointrnent as an official.
Giving iudgment on 11 March 1975,the Court
held that Anide 152 applied not only to persons
havine the status of official or other members of
staff lother than local staff), but also to those
who claimed such status, while the employment
relationship betrueen the Community and is
staff, othei than local staff, could not be based
on the decision of a national judge.
Case 7217+Unton Syndicale-Service Public
europ6en, Brussels, et al.v the Council
2443. This action for annulment of the Coun-
cil Decision of 22/23 July 1974, in that it
rejeaed all proposals for adjusting the remuner-
ation of European officials, and for recognition
of the right to compensation for the loss suffered
thereby, was dismissed as inadmissible.
C-ase 7817*Firma Deuka Deutsche Krafdutter
GmbH B.J. Stolp, Diisseldorf, v Einfuhn und
Vorratsstelle ftir Getreide und Futtermittel,
Franldurt-am-Main
2111. In a case concerning the refusal by the
defendant to grant an additional premium for
denaturing certain varieties of common wheat,
the Verwaltungsgerichshof (Higher Administra-
tive Court) of Hessen asked the Court of Justice
on 77 October 1974 for a preliminary ruling on
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the validity of Regulation 849t70 amending
Regulations 1403169 and 14M169' as regards
the denaturing of common wheat.
Giving iudgment on 18 March the Court held
that the Regulation was valid.
ECSC Consultative Committee
169th Meeting
2445. The Consultative Committee held its
159th meeting in Luxembourg on 14 March,
chaired by IrIr Arnaud and anended by Vice-
President Sitnonet of. the Commission.
Mr funaud paid tribute to Mr Joseph Bech,
Luxembourg'5 honorary Minister of State, who
recendy passed away, and to the forty-trro
miners who lost their lives in the U6vin disas-
ter. He then informed the Committee of the
proposd from the bureau to set up a special
iommittee for energy problems. The Commit-
tee endorsed the proposal.
Energy sittution: Vice-President Simonet out-
lined-ihe present situation, coloured by a surplus
in the supply of oil products resulting from a fdl
in consumption. This in no way negated the
need to implement a long-term energy policy, so
as to redute the Community's external depen-
dence by 50% by 1985. Mr Simonet highlight-
ed the value of an oil prices policy and felt that,
if oil prices did fall, we should not underestimate
the riik that the Member States might falter in
their resolve to pursue a new policy. On coal,
Mr Simonet stressed the need to keep up a
Community output of 180 million oil equivalent
tonnes.
1 OJ L180 of 22.7.1969.
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ECSC Consultati\ro Committee European lnvestment Bank
C.oal forecasfs: presentation of the forward codprogrrmme lor 1975 provoked comment from
several members. The-ir remarks focused on the
overoptimistic oudook on increasing produc-
tion, on ihe meagre investments in.elecrii power
statons to support m:ilP-g operations, the steep
upswing in imports, half of which came from
Eastern European countries, and lasdy, the
maior social problems in the pits.
Suel forecasrs: despite the more modest figtres
in the revised version of tlrc C.ommission's-fore-
casts in its forward pro8remme, the Commitrce
again felt them to tr oveioptimisli6. The reser-
vations were based on a theoretical increase in
the level of the GNP currently estimated at only
1.5yo, on a drop in erpors to non-memhi
countries, on Japanese competition and the
slackness of the rlmerican market. The Com-
mittee agree{r- however, to publish the pro-
g4m]re p-royrded that the forecasts were dearly
dated and that the situation would be reap-
praised in June.
On tcchnical steel research, tlrc Committee
agreed thc financing of. 63 proiects 161 x srrm of
15.5 million u.a.
International Monetary Fund. The major
changes in the international monetary system
over the last three years have indicated moie and
more clearly, that the position of gold, and
consequendy the gold parities, would be substan-
tially transformed. In consideration of these
developments, the EIB Board of Governors had
decided on 15 July 1974 that the Bank's statutes
had to be amended, so that the Governors, in a
unanimous ruling, would be in a position to alter
the definition of the unit of account used by the
Bank and the method of convefting the unid into
national currencies and vice-versa. Since the
proposed amendment must be ratified by each of
the nine Member States, the procedure could
well be a lengthy one. Consequendy, at the
meeting of 18 March, the Board authorized the
Bank, as from 30 Decemhr 7974 and until the
amendment took effect, to use conversion rates,
in drawing up its balance sheet, which reflected
the market exchange rates, and to discard the
Bglf nan$;s, which in practice, have steadily lost
thelr slgiltrcance.
The new conversion rates will be calculated on
the basis of the conversion rates between nation-
al currencies and a new European unit of
account, with a value equal to thafof a basket of
currencies made up as under:
DM 0.828f, 0.088sFF 1.1sLit 109Fl 0.286Bfrs 3.66Lfrs 0.14Dl<r 0.217fk 0.00759
This is actually the new unit of account as
proposed by the C.ommission in the context of
the Lom6 C,onvention and adopted by the Coun-
cil at its meeting of 18 March.'
European lnvestment Bank
A new unit oI account for the EIB
244* The Board of Governors of the EIB met
in Brussels on 18 March to take a decision on
the unit of account to be applied by the Bank in
calculating conversion rates.
The EIB stanrtes define the unit of account to be
used by the Bank in relation to gold, and
stipulate that the conversion rates betrreen this
unit and national currencies will be calculated on
the basis of gold parities dedared with the
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European lnvestment Bank
The conversion rates benrreen the new unit of
account and Member States' currencies and
other currencies used by the Bank in its transac-
tions (such as US$ and the Swiss franc) will be
determined each working day by the Commis-
sion, using a method akin to the one applied by
the IMF in the d"ily calculation of the
SDR. These settingp will be direaly transmitted
by the Commission to the central banks and the
ED. The Commission also intends to publish
them in the Officid Journal of the Communities
so that the public may have an independent
goide.
The Bank will thus be the first institution to lrse
conversion rates in its accounting, which have
been reckoned by reference to the new European
unit of account.
The Governor representing Denmark agreed to
the Board's decision subiect to the approval of
the Finance C,omminee of the Danish Parlia-
ment.
Loans issued
2447. The EIB has signed an underwritten
agreement with a syndicate of Dutch banla
concerning the placement on the Dutch market
of a bond issue for Fl 75 million (24.4 million
u.a.).
The loan bears interest at 8' / oo/orpayable annual-
ly on 1 May, and matures over a maximum of
15 years; it is redeemable at par after a five-year
grace period in ten equal instalments to be
drawn by lot. Advance redemption is excluded
over the first ten years and subsequently only at
r}t%.
The loan is the Bank's ninth public issue in the
Netherlands.
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European lnvestment Bank
Loans granted
France
2448. The Bank has granted a global loan of
an equivalent value of FF 20 million to the
Soci6t6 lorraine de d6veloppement et d'e:rpansion
(LORDEX), which will be used to finance small-
and medium-sized enterprises in the region,
which is facing special problems of industrial
redevelopment.
The loan bears interest at 97/^o/o and matures
over ten years. Investmens iniolving the crea-
tion of new iobs, or which would safeguard
existing iobs will have first call on it.
The Lorraine is in the tluoes of strucnral
changes in coal, iron and steel, and textiles, the
three major industries of the region, where the
labour force has had to be reduced over recent
years.
It is also faced with economic problems peculiar
to the border districts, where traditional trade
partners are changing and the neighbouring
countries are showing uneven growth.
The situation in the Lorraine calls for a reorgani-
zaion of industry there, where the expansion
and modernization of small and medium-sized
enterprises can play a major role.
Turkey
2449. The Bank has granted a loan of 5.35
million u.a. (US$ 7.7 million) to build a cement
works in central Anatolia.
The proiect is being carried out by the Yozgat
Iggi Birligi Ingaat Malzemeleri Ticaret ve Sanayi
A$ (YIBITAS), a foint stocJ< company formed in
7973 to enable migrant workers from Yozgat to
put their savings into productive investrnents in
their native province.
Financing Community activities Financing Community ac,tivities
After detailed studies to determine the best form
of industrial investment for the development of
the Yozgat, YIBITAS decided to build i cement
works which will use local raw materials and
Turkish h.gnite as fuel.
Financing Community activities
Stewardship of the L974 budget
2450. On 25 March, the Commission sent
Parliament and the C.ouncil the report on the
execution of the budget for 1,974, as stipulated in
Anicle 35 of the Financial Regulation ol 24
Apnl 1973;
The report comprises an analysis of the treasury
situation for each of the main sections of thd
budget.
On the revenue side, the proceeds from own
resources should run to about 3 000 million u.a.
which represents an increase of roughly 60
million u.a. as compared with the original bud-
get, but a decrease of some 150 million u.a. as
against the latest forecasts incorporated in the
Supplementary Budget No 1. This alteration is
mainly due to a slowing down in the collection
of customs duties over the second half. of. L974.
Supplementary and Amending
Budget No 1/75
Allotment of appropriations
to the Regional Fund
2451. On 21 January, the Commission had
sent the C-ouncil a preliminary draft of Supple-
r.nentary and Amending Budget No 1 foi the
financial year L975.' Its main purpose was to
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enable the Regulations concerning the European
Regional Development Fund to baimplemented.
The Council accepted the Crmmission's Propo-
sals for the most part, namely.tlpt 300 million
u.a. in commitment appropriations and 150
million u.a. in paymeni appropriations be en-
tered under the Regional Fund ln 1975, but did
not allow the appropriation for the studies to be
entered separately. At the Council meeting of 3
and 4 March, a draft budget was corresfond-
ingly &awn up.
Parliament debated the draft during the March
part-session,' but the final division was deferred
until 8 April. In contrast to the C,ouncil, Parlia-
ment considers that from the outset of the
three-year trial period, this expenditure must be
of a 'non-compulsory' nature, so that the House
can modfi it as a last resoft.
Allocation to the Regional Fund
of EAGGF Guidance appropriations
2452. Within the draft of Supplementary and
Amending Budget No 1f5, the C,ouncil had
accepted the Commission's Proposd to draw the
1.50 million u.a. representing the payment appro-
priations for 1975 fuom the 'reserved' appropria-
tions of the EAGGF Guidance Section, induiling:
125 million u.a. out of the reserve provided
under Artide 833 (operations in priority agricul-
nual regions) and not utilized between 1972 and
1974, and 25 million u.a. by broaching the L969
tranche of the 'Mansholt'reserve provided under
Anide 880.
Since this nvin drawing results in an a posteriori
reduction in the annual endowment of the
EAGGF Guidance Section, it meant a deparnre
' OJ L116 of 1.5.1973, B,iu. ic i-ir7l;;;il 24s4 to 24s6.3 Point 2408.
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I OJL94of28.4.l97O.2 Point24O7.3 OJL73of2l.3.l975.a Council Regulation of 18.3.1975, OJ L73 of
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from the provisions of Artide 6 of the C.ouncil
Regulation of 21 April 1970 on financing the
common agriculnral policy.' So the Crmmis-
sion sent the Council a proposed Regulation to
this effect; despite reservations, Parliament
approved it during the sitting of l}lvlarch;' on
18 March, the C.ouncil adopted the Regulation
allowing the relevant appropriations to be trans-
ferred.'
Finarcial Regulation
2453. After the creation of the European
Regional Development Fund,o the Council, again
on 18 March, adopted a Financial Regulation
consolidating the Financial Regulation of 25
Aprd 1973 applying to the general budget of the
European Communities.' The new Regulation
iletails the special terms relating to the Fund's
revenue and expenditure.
Own resorucrs
2454. Under the procedure provided in Artide
6(2) of the Council Regulation ol 2l January
1974,'the Advisory Committee on Own Resour-
ces made its first review of the reports by the
Commission deparrnents when the own resour-
ces had been checked, established and made
available. The Commission was involved in
these operations over the first half of L974 in
accordance with Article 14 of the Council Regu-
lation of 2 January 197L.' The Committee also
considered the remarks by the national authori-
ties.
The finalized programme f.or L975 of inspection
visits under Article 14 of the Council Regulation
of. 2 January 197! was forwarded to the Mem-
ber States' representatives.'
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ECSC loans
2455. During March, the C.ommission signed
a bond issue contract for DM 150 million. This
loan, underwritten by a syndicate of C,erman
banks, bears interest at 8.50% p.a., matures over
10 years and was offered to the public at99o/o.
With this transacion the total of loans on 1
April 1975 contracted by the ECSC since it
started activities amounts to2789.6 million u.a.
equivalent value.
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5. I nstitutiona !
q uestions-
European policy
Member States' participation
in financing
the Community budget
2501. At the first meeting of the European
Council' in Dublin on 10 and 11 March, the
Community Heads of Government agreed, sub-
iect to certain provisions, the budgeury correct-
ing mechanism' described in the C-ommission
Communication entitled'unacceptable situation
and correcting mechanism'.'
Political cooperation
2502. At this first meeting of the European
Council,' the Community Heads of Government
dwelt on two issues involving political cooper-
ation, namely the Conference on Secuity and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCEI and the situation
in Cyprus.'
Relevant considerations had been prepared by a
meeting of the Political Committee on 3 March
and at a brief meeting of the Foreign Ministers,
both of which took place in Brussels.
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Note to the reader
The section 'Published in the Official Journdl' no
longer appears in the Bulletin of the European Com-
munities. The Information concerned can be found in
a more comprehensive form in the monthly Methodol-
ogical Tables of the Official Journal of the European
Communities. They can be obtained from the Official
Publications Office of the Eurean C-ommunities or
from the Sales Offices (see the last page of the Bulletin)
at the following prices: Bfrs 50, DI<r 7.80, DM 3.40,
f, 0.55, FF 6.20, Lit 850, Fl3.45, US $ 1.20.
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Grants for research into European integration 1975-1976
The Commission of the European Communities will award in 1975-1976 15 research grants of
Bfrs 120000 maximum. Priority will be given to research proiects dealing wittr the recent
evolution and the development-political, economic, social and legal<f the European
Communities.
Regulations
The research grants of the Commission of the European Communities are intended for young
researchers who have completed a higher education cyde and for lecnrrers and university
teachers at the beginning of their career, who are undertaking individual or team research on
European integration, within a research institute or faculty.
The application must indude:
a 5 to 10 page typed presentation of the research project;
an estimate of expenses;
a completed application form;'
a curriculum vitae;
attestations of university degrees and diplomas;
a letter of recommendation from the academic authority.
These papers are not renrrned to applicans.
Grants are not renewable.
The maximum grant awarded is Bfrs 120000.
It is paid in three parts:
half upon commencement of study;
a further quarter midway through the period covered by the grant, and upon presentation
of a detailed repoft on ttrc research so far completed;
the final quarter upon reception of the typed manuscipt referred to below.
Recipients of grants who do not complete their research are required to refund the balance of
the grant.
Employees of the institutions of the European Communities and their spouses and children may
not apply.
The study must be wriften in one of the official languages of the European Communities. Two
copies of the final typewritten text must be submitted before 31 Oo:obr,r 1975.
The C-ommission of the European Communities may also participate in the publication costs of
the srudy, up to an amount not exceeding Bfrs 25 000.
Decisions to award grants are taken by 31 October at th€ latest.
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)e europeiske Fellesskabers publikationer
/er6ffentlichungen der Europdischen Gemeinschaften
rublications of the European Communities)ublications des Communaut6s europ6ennes
rubblicazioni delle Comuniti europee)ublikaties van de Europese Gemeenschappen
:ortegnelse . Llste . List Liste . Elenco .Lijst 3-1975
;ORORD . HTNWEIS . NOTE . AVERTISSEMENT . AWERTENZA .VOORBERICHT
)enne oversigt omfatter sAvel officielle som ikke-
llficielle publikationer (monografier, serier, tids-
;krifter, oplysningsplecer), der er udkommet i den
rmhandlede periode og offentliggiort af Europa-
'arlamentet, Radet, Kommissionen, Domstolen, Det
rkonomiske og sociale Udvalg og Den europaiske
nvesteringsbank. Disse publikationer kan fAs ved
renvendelse til de nedenfor navnte adresssr. An-
nodningerne skal indeholde nolagtig angivelse af
'eferencenumre foran titlerne.
)ieses Verzeichnis enthalt die im Berichtszeitraum
lrschienenen amtlichen und nichtamtlichen Ver6ffenh
ichungen (Monographien, Reihen, Zeitschrilten und
nformationsdienste) des EuropBischen Parlaments,
les Rates, der Kommission, des Gerichtshofes, des
A/irtschafts- und Sozialausschusses und der Europ6-
schen lnvestitionsbank. Diese Ver<iffentlichungen sind
lei den nachstehend aufgef0hrten Stellen erhiltlich.
lei Anfragen sind die den Titeln vorangestellten
leferenzen vollstindig anzugeben.
'his list includes both official and unofficial publications
such as monographs, series, periodicals, newsletters)
vhich were published in the given period, by the
iuropean Parliament, the Council, the Commission, the
)ourt of Justice, the Economic and Social Committee
rnd the European lnvestment Bank. These publications
lan be obtained from the addresses mentioned here-
rfter. lt is imperative that orders give the complete
eference which preceeds each title.
Cette liste comprend les publications, ollicielles ou non
(monographies, s6ries, p6riodiques, notes d'informa-
tion), parues durant la p6riode de r6f6rence et publi6es
par le Parlement europ6en, le Conseil, la Commission,
la Cour de lustice, le Comit6 6conomique et social et la
Banque europ6enne d'investissement. Ces publications
peuvent 6tre obtenues aux adresses 6num6r6es ci-
aprds. Les demandes doivent mentionner de faQon
compl6te les r6f6rences pr6c6dant les titres.
ll presente elenco comprende le pubblicazioni, ufficiali
o meno (monogratie, serie, periodici, note d'inlor-
mazione), edite nel periodo di riterimento dal Parlamento
europeo, il Consiglio, la Commissione, la Corte di giu-
stizia, il Comitato economico e sociale e la Banca
europea per gli investimenti. Tali pubblicazioni possono
essere ottenute presso gli indirizzi qui di seguito elen-
cati. Le richieste dovranno comportare i riferimenti
completi che precedono ititoli.
Deze lijst omvat de al dan niet offici6le publikaties
(monografie6n, series, tiidschriften, nieuwsmedede'
lingen) welke in de loop van het verrnelde tijdvak ver'
schenen zijn en door het Europese Parlement, de Raad'
de Commissie, het Hof van Justitie, het Economisch en
Sociaal Comit6 en de Europese lnvesteringsbank
werden uitgegeven. Deze publikaties zijn bij de hierna
vermelde adressen verkriigbaar. De aan de titels
voorafgaande gegevens dienen bil aanvraag volledig
te worden opgegsven.
Publlkatloner tll salg . Zum Verkau, bestlmmto Veriillentllchungen . Publlcallons lor sale . Publlcatlons en vente
Pubbllcazlonl ln vendlta . Tegen betallng verkrllgbare publlkatles
Publlkationer med prisangivelse kan fds ved henvendelse til sa/gskontorerne, som angivet pa sidste side i denne torteg
nelse'Veroltentlichungen mit Preisangabe sind bei den auf der letzten Seite dieser Liste aulgefhhften Vertriebsbi)ro
erhflltllch , Publications with mention ol price are obtainable lrom the Sa/es oflices /isted on the tast page of fhrs /lst ' [e
publications comportant un prix de vente peuvent €tre obtenues auprbs des bureaux de vente figurant d la dernidre pag,
de cette liste ' Le pubblicazioni messe in commorcio si possono acquistare presso gli uflici di vendita indicati alt'ultim,
paglna del presente elenco . Publikaties met pilisvermelding zijn verkrijgbaar bii de Verkoopkantoren, vermeld o1
de laatste bladzijde van deze lijst.
Gratls publlkatloner . Kostcnlose Verdtlentllchungen .Publlcatlons lree ol charge . Publlcatlons gratultes- Pubbllct
zlonl gralulle . Gratle verkrllgbare publlkatles
Publikatloner uden prisangivelse kan fds ved henvendelse til de udgivende institutioner.Verdflentlichungen ohne Preis
angabe kdnien bei den Herausgebern angelordert werden , For publications with no sa/es price requests shoutd b
dddrossed to the institutions that publlshed them . Pour les publications qui ne comportent pas de prix de vente, il y
lieu de s'adresser aux institutions gui /es 6ditent . Le pubblicazioni non disponibili in commercio possono esse,
rlchieste alle istituzioni che le pubblicano ' Voor publikaties zonder prijsaanduiding zich wenden tot de instettinge
waardoor ze uitgegeven worden:
EuRopr-PanUMENTET EunopArscxEs PARLAMENT
EURopEAN PARLTAMENT PARLEMENT eunopdeH
PABLAMENTO EUBoPEo' EURoPEES PARLEMENT
Secr6tariat 96n€ral du Parlement europ6en
Direction 96n6rale du greffe et des services 96n6raux
Boite postale 94, Luxembourg
TEL:477 ll
RAoer ron DE EURopAErsxe FaeulessxABER . RAT DER
EunopArscxer GeuernscxarrEN . CouNcrL oF THE
EURoeEAN Couuurrrres . Couset oes CorrrruuHeurds
EURopEENNEs . Cot.lsrcr-ro oELLE CoMUNTTA eunopee
. RAAD vAN oE EURoPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Conseil
Direction 
" 
lnformation et Documentation 
"
Rue de la Loi I70, lM8 Bruxelles
Tdl.: 736 79 (X)
KoMMlsstoNEN FoR DE EURoPAE|SKE FAELLESSKABEB
Kouutsstotrt oen EunopAtscHEN GEMETNScHAFTEN
Cotttr,trssror oF THE Eunopeen CoutruNrlEs . CoMMls-
sroN oEs CotrruuxaurEs EUBoPEENNES . Coruurssrote
OELLE CoMUNrri eunopee . COuurssre vAN oE EuRopEsE
GeueEnscxappeH
Division lX-D-l
Rue de la Loi 2C0, lM9 Bruxelles
Tdl.: 735 (x) Jo
735 Eo 40
735 80 30
ii
DOMSToLEN FoR DE EURoPAEISKE FAELLESSKABER
GEFTCHTSHoF oen EunopArscHEN GEMEINScHAFTEN
Counr or JusflcE oF THE EURoPEAN Couuulrtttres
CouR DE JUsncE DES CoMMUNAUTEs EUBopdENNEs
CoRre ot GtusnzrA oELLE CoMUNITA eunopee . Hor vll
JusflTrE vAN oE EuRopEsE GeueeruscxappeN
Service intdrieur
Plateau du Kirchberg
Boite postale 96, l.uxembourg
T6l. :47621
DET ZKoNoMTSKE oG soctALE UDVALG W|RTSCHAFTS
UND SOZIALAUSSGHUSS EcoT.IouIc ANo SocIAL CoM
MrrrEE Corratrd dcolrouroue ET soctAL . Corurrlrc
EcoNoMrco E soctALE. EcoNoMtscH et Socraal Courtt
Service 
" 
Presse et lnformation 
"
Rue Ravenstein 2, l0{[ Bruxelles
T6l. : 5 l2 39 2()
DEN EURoPAEISKE INVESTER|NGSBaNx . EunopArscxt
INVEST|ToNSBANK EURoPEAN INvEsTMENT BANK
BANouE EURopiENNE D'rNvEslssEMENT BeNc,
EURoPEA PER GLI INVESTIMENTI EURoPESE INVESTE
RINGSBANK
Direction des 6tudes
Division 
" 
Documentation 
"
2, place de Metz, l-uxembourg
T6l. :4350 I I
Publikationer udgivet al Kommissionens presse- og inlormationskontorer kan lds ved henvendelse til de pdgeldende
kontorethvis adresser gengives nedenlor . Vercllentlichungen der Presse- und lnlormationsbrjros der Kommission sind
bei den jeweiligen Btros erhdltlich, deren Anschrilten im lolgenden aulgelilhrt sind . Fot publications issued by the
lnlormation Ollices ol the Commisslon, requesls can be made to the competent ollices listed herealter . Pour les pu-
blications des bureaux de presse et d'intormation de la Commission, i/ convient de s'adresseraux burcaux compebnts
dont la /isle esl reprise ci-aprds . Per le pubblicazioni degli ullici stampa e inlormazione della Commissione C necessario
rivolgersi agli ullici competenti, il cui elenco tigura qui di seguito . Voor de publikaties van cle voorlichtingsburcaus van
de Commissie, wende men zich tot de bureaus waarvan de adressen hierna vermeld ziln :
BELGIoUE 
- 
BelotE ITALTA
Rue de la Loi244 
- 
Wetstraat 244 Via Poli, 29
tM9 Bruxelles 
- 
lM9 Brussel 001E7 Roma
Tel.6897 22
Gneno-Ducx€ DE LuxEMBoURG
Centre europ6en
Luxembourg 
- 
Kirchberg
T6t.419 4t
NEDERLANo
Lange Voorhout 29
Den Haag
Tel.469326
UNTTED KrNGooM
20 Kensington Palace Gardens Te1.984242
l-ondon Wt 1QQ
TeI.727E090
NIPPoN
UNITED STATES
Washington
2!fi) M Street. NW
Suite 707
Washington. DC 20037
Tel. (202) t72-E3-50
217 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Tel. (2 t 2) 37 l -3E04
Au€Rrca urrne
Avda Ricardo LyonllTl
Santiago de Chile 9
Adresse postale: Casilla 1ff193
Tel. 25 0-s 55
Calle Bartolome Mitr6 1337
Montevideo. Uruguay
Adresse postale: Casilla 641
Kowa 2.5 Building
8-7 Sanhancho
Chiyoda-Ku
]-okyo 102
Tel. 239 04 4l
T6l.: 735 00 -10
OANMABK
Gammel Torv 4
Postboks 144
lfr)4 Kobenhavn K
Tel. ll.ll 4()
DEUTScHLAND
53 Bonn
ZitelmannstraBe 22
Tel. 23 80 4l
I Berlin 3l
Kurfiirstendamm 102
Tel. EE6 40 28
FRANCE
61, rue des Belles-Feuilles
757E2 Paris Ceder l6
T6t. 5-53 _53 26
IRELANo
29, Merrion Square
Dublin 2
Tel.766223
Ttinxrve
13. Bogaz Sokak
Kavaklidere
Ankara
Tel.27 42 ll
Scxwerz 
- 
Sursse 
- 
Svrzzenl
37-39, rue de Vermont
1202 (ienc\ve
T6l. 34 97 50
ul
AnYendte lorkortelser
Abk0rzungen
Gonventlonal Symbols
IRL
Irsk
In irischer Sprache
ln lrish
Langue irlandaise
Lingua irlandese
lers
DK
Dansk
ln ddnischer Sprache
In Danish
Langue danoise
Lingua danese
Deens
D
Tysk
In deutscher Sprache
In German
Langue allemande
Lingua tedesca
Duits
E
Engelsk
ln englischer Sprache
ln English
Langue anglaise
Lingua inglese
Engels
F
Fransk
I n franziisischer Sprache
In French
Langue frangaise
Lingua francese
Frans
iv
I
Italiensk
In italienischer Sprache
In ltalian
Langue italienne
Lingua italiana
Italiaans
NL
Nederlandsk
ln niederl6ndischer Sprache
In Dutch
Langue nEerlandaise
Lingua olandese
Nederlands
s
Spansk
In spanischer Sprache
In Spanish
Langue espagnole
Lingua spagnola
Spaans
(rRL. DK.D.E.F.r.N L.S)
Et bind for hvert sprog
Ein Bandje Sprache
One volume for each language
Un volume par langue
Un volume per lingua
Een deel per taal
(DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Et enkelt bind med den samme tekst
pl to eller flere sprog
Ein einziger Band mit dem gleichen
Text in zwei oder mehreren Sprachen
A single volume with the same text in
lwo or more languages
Un seul volume componant le m6me
texte en deux ou plusieurs langues
Slgnes conventlonnels
Segnl conYenzlonall
Gebrulkte alkortlngen
Un solo volume con lo stesso testo in
due o pit lingue
Een afzonderlijk deel met dezelfde
tekst in twee of meer ialen
Mult.
Et enkelt bind med forskellige tekster
p:'r flere sprog
Ein einziger Band mit verschiedenen
Texten in mehreren Sprachen
A single volume with different texts in
several languages
Un seul volume comportant des textes
diff6rents en plusieurs langues
Un solo volume con testi diversi in piit
lingue
Een afzonderlijk deel met verschillende
teksten in meerdere lalen
FB
Belgiske francs
Belgische Franken
Belgian francs
Francs belges
Franchi belgi
Belgische franken
* Tidsskrifter
Zeitschriften
Periodicals
P6riodiques
Periodici
Tijdschriften
A Henvendelse til det pflgeldende
presse- og informationskontor
Beim zustdndigen Presse- und Infor-
mationsbiiro erhdltlich
Apply to the respective Information
Oflice
S'adresser au bureau de presse et
d'information comp6tent
Rivolgersi all'ufficio stampa e informa-
zione competente
Zich wenden tot het deshetreffende
voorl ichtingsbureau
. lnhalt .Contents . Sommalre . Sommarlo . Inhoud
' Allgemeines . General . G6n6ralit6s
GeneralitA.Algemeen .
itiske og institrrtionelle aspekter . Politische
institutionelle Aspekte Political and
ional Aspects ' Aspects politiques et
. Aspetti politici e istituzionali .
itieke en institutionele aspecten.
rallesskabsret Gemeinschattsrecht
Law Droit communautaire
comunitario . Communautair recht
med tredjelande 
- 
Udenrigs-
handel .Auswertige Beziehungen 
- 
AuRen-
handel . External Relations 
- 
Foreign Trade .
Relations ext6rieures 
- 
Commerce ext6rieur.
Relazioni esterne 
- 
Commercio estero
Buitenlandse betrekkingen Buitenlandse
handel .
@konomiske, monet@re og finansielle sporgs-
. Wirtschaft, Wdhrung und Finanzen
Monetary and Flnancial Affairs .
ie, monnaie et linances . Economia,
e finanze . Economie, geldwezen en
. lndustrie lndustry lndustrie
. lndustrie
Transport . Verkehr . Transport. Transports .
Trasporti 'Vervoer
Landbrugspolitik . Landwirtschaft . Agricu lture
. Politique agricole . Agricoltura . Landbouw
Regionalpolitik Regionalpolitik Regional
Policy . Politique 169ionale .Politica regionale
. Regionale politiek
Udvikling og samarbelde . Entwicklung und
Zusammenarbeit . Development and Coopera-
tion . D6veloppement et coop6ration .Sviluppo
e cooperazione . Ontwikkeling en samenwer-
king .
Videnskab og teknologi . Wissenschaft und
Technologie Science and Technology
Science et technologie . Scienza e tecnologia
. Wetenschap en technologie .
Milja og livskvalitet Umwelt und Lebens-
qualitAt Environment and Ouality of Life .
Environnement et qualit6 de la vie .Ambiente
e qualitA della vita . Milieu en kwaliteit van het
leven
Undervisning . Bildungswesen . Education .
Education . Educazione. Opvoeding
Statistik . Statistiken . Statistics. Statistiques.
Statistiche . Statistieken
Diverse Verschiedenes Miscellaneous
Divers.Vari . Diversen
xiii
xIt
vil
xtv
tx
lx
xYt
xvii
xlx
xI
xI
xiv
Yilt
xvi
Generelt
Allgemelnes
General
G6n6rallt6s
Generallti
Algemeenheden
* De Europeiske Fellesskubers Tidende
Serie L 
- 
Retsforskrif,ter
Serie C 
- 
Meddelelser og oplysninger
(uregelmressig)
* Amtsblatt der Europiiischen Gemeinschaften
Reihe L 
- 
Rechtsvorschriften
Reihe C 
- 
Mitteilungen und Bekanntmachungen
(unregelm&Eig)
* Otficial Journal o.f the European Communities
L Series 
- 
lzgislation
C Series 
- 
l4formation und Notices
(irregular)
* Journal officiel des Communaulds europdenaes
S€rie L 
- 
Ugislation
S6rie C 
- 
Communicalions el i4formations
(i116gulier)
* Gazzeua ulficiale delle Comunild europee
Serie L 
- 
lzgislazione
Serie C 
- 
Comunicazioni ed informaTioni
(irregolare)
* Publikatieblad van de Europese G emeensc happen
Serie L 
- 
Wetgeving
Serie C 
- 
Mededelingen en bekendmakingen
(onregelmatig)
(DK.D.E.F.l.NL)
Arsabonnement . Jahresabonnement' Annual subscription
. Abonnement annuel Abbonamento annuale Jaar-
abonnement: FB 2500,- Flux 2500,- Dkr 395,-
DM lE3,- e2t,- FI- 278,- Lir 31250,- Fl lEl,-.
* JO/spec./2 (3)
European Agricuhural Guidance and Guarantee Fund.
Aficial Journal. Special Edition. Second Series. III.
September 194.(lr5). 13l p. (DK.E) FB 100.-
EuRopA-PARLAMENTET . EunopAtscnEs PARLAMENT
EURoPEAN PARLIAMENT . PABLEMENT EUFOP(EN .
PARLAMENTO EUROPEO . EUROPEES PARLEMENT
* lnformilions(in6gulier)
* lnlbrnruzioni (irregolare)
* lnformatiehulletin (onregelmatig)
(DK.D.E.F.l.NL)
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMrsstoN' CouutsstoN
CoMMrssroN' CoMMtsstoNE . CoMMtsstE
* rNF/t5/75 (2)
Die Versorgungsagentur der Europiiischen
schaft.
lnformation.l95. Nr. E5. Energie.
r97s.5 S. (D.E.F.I.NL)
'l rNF/85/75 (3)
The EURATOM Supply Agency.
I4formation.l95. No t5. Energy.
19/5.4p. (D.E.F.I.NL)
* INF/t5/75 (4)
Agence d Approvisionnement d EU RATOM.
l nformation. l g5. N' t5. E,nergie.
1975.4p.(D.E F.I.NL)
* rNF/t5/75 ('
Agenzia di Approwigionamento EU RATOM.
I 4formazioni. 1975. N. t5. Energia.
195.5 p. (D.E.F.I.NL)
* INF/E5/75 (6)
Bevoorradingsbureau van de EU RATO M,
Ter informatie.1975. Nr. t5. Energie.
197 5. 4 blz. (D.E.F.I.NL)
7lU (port.)
Como funcionam as instituigdes da Comunidade
europeia.
(195). 30 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL.S.grec.portugais)
* Bulletin.lir De europcisLe Fellesskuber
* B u I I ct i n der Eu ro pii i s<' he n G enr ei ns<' hu.fl e n
* Bnlletin o.l'the Europeun Communities
a Bulletin des Cottrrrtunttilis europdennes
* Bollettino tlelle Conutnild eilropee
a Bulletin vun <le Enrupese (ienteenschappen
* Boletin de lus Comunidudes euntpeus
Ahonnement annuel
(DK.D.E.F.r.N r-.S)
* I ttlirnrutiott (uregelnrrssig)
* I nlbrmil iott (unregelmliBig)
a I nlbrmution (irregular)
a I nlbrntt t it tn (i1169ulier)
+ I nlirtntt :itute (irregolare)
* Ter inlitnnutir, (onregelmatig)i Lc\thu ilrr1po$opd* (llcptoilxfi €r6orze)
(DK.D.E. F.l.N l-.grec)
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
Gratuito
(monat
(
a lnformution (uregelmassig)
* Infttrmutionen (unregelmiiBig)
* lnformu!ion (irregular)
vi
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
ef-inlbrmotion.
A Kobenhavn (to gange om mlnedenXDK) Gratis
tlrt)'ttspunLt.
A Kobenhavn (uregelmressigXDK) Gratis
Euntp4.
A Kohenhavn (mrinedlig) (DK)Arsabonnement: 25,- Kr.
En ro p iii s<' he ( i e nr ei n s<' h u.li.
A Bonn (monatlich) (D) Jahresahonnement: 12,- DM
Beri chte u n<l I nlor mutio ne n.
A Bonn (wiichentlich) (D)
Die Eu ropiii s<' he n Reg ione n.
A Bonn (monatlich) (D)
En ropen n Cotrt trtu ttit t'.
A London(monthlY)(E)
llu< A!:rurtnd Nolc.
A l.ondon (inegulrr) (E)
Cunntttnilv Reyrl.
A Dublin (monthly) (E)
301mr.t il'Europt.
A Paris (mensuel) ( F) Ahonncment annuel :
Cotn rn u rut tt I i eu ropienne. I nlbr nrulions.
A Paris (mensuel) ( F) Abonnement annuel :
Comunitd europee.
A Roma (mensile) (l)
Dossier mensnel.
A Bruxelles (mensuel) (F.NL)
MuundelijLs dossier.
A Brussel (maandel[jks) (F.NL)
6687 (3)
The fuonomic and Social Commitlee,
1975. 16 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
ffi1 (4)
lz Comit| Cconomique et social,
195. 16 p. (DK.D.E.F.LNL)
66E7 (5)
ll Comitato economico e sociale.
197 5. t4 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
66t7 (6)
Hel Economischen Sociaal Comit€.
197 5. 16 blz. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
7fit (2)
.lahresberichr 1974.
(1975). 59 S. (DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
7il1(3)
Annual Report 1974.
(197 s). s7 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
7lrt (4)
Rapport annuel 1974.
(195). 59 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
* Bulletin(mAnedlig)
* Bulletin(monatlich)
4 Bulletin(monthly)
* Bulletin(mensuel)
* Bollettino(mensilel
* Bulletin (maandelijks)
(DK.D.E.F,.1.N t_)
* I trlirnutionsrrote (miinedlig)
+ I nli trnru t io nsvermerk (monatlich)
* Inlin'nrution Menutrundunt (monlhly)
x Note d'inlbrnrolrirrr (mensuel)
* Nttlu r)r/irzrrrrtiyrr(mensile)
* I nlirmutieye rrolrr (maandelijks)
(DK.D.E.r-.!.N1.)
Gratis
Cratis
Cratis
(i ratis
Cratis
30,- FF
70,- FF
Gratuito
Gratuit
Cratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Granrit
Gratis
Gratis
Cratis
Gratuil
Gratuito
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
' Europe:e Gemeenschup,
A Den Haag 
- 
Brussel (maandelijks)(NL) Gratis
' Europuven,norgen.
A Den Haag (wekelijks) (N L)
' Europeun Communitv.
A Washington (monthly) (E)
. 
Gratis
Gratis
I Bot'krlround I nformution,
I A Washineton(irregular)(E) Gratis
I Conrunidud errropea (mensuel) (S) Gratuit
I Doc'umentos de la Comunidad europea Gratuit| (irr6eulier)(S)
I Enpatatxfi Kow6n'ts lltqvwta g.6oo1e) (grec) Gratis
I At'rupu Topulugu (bimestriel) (turc) Gratuit
I
I
lr, ,*o*o*,aKE oc socrALE uDvALG . wrnrscHAFrs-
lno SozreueusscHuss EcoHolrc ANo SoctAL CoM-
lrrrree 
. Conarrd icoHol,rroue ET soctAL . CoMtrATo
lcolourco E socIALE EcoNoMrscH EN SocrAAL
lourrE
I
I
hez or
let qkonomiske og sociale Udvalg.
tzs.los.(DK.D.E.F.t.NL) Gratis
I
I
w7 (2)
ler llirtsc' hafts- u nd Sozialausschufi.
975. l6 S. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Cratis
Yll
Polltlske og lnstltutlonelle aspekter
Polltlsche und lnstltutlonelle Aspekte
Polltlca! and lnstltutlonal Aepects
Aspects polltlques et lnstltutlonnels
Aspettl polltlcl e lstltuzlonall
Polltleke en lnstltutlonele aspecten
Kouurssronen . KoMMtssroN . Couurssrolt .
CoMMtsston . Comutsstong . Cotrltrrttsste
ul74l20(t)
Direct Elections.
European Studies : Teachers' Series, No74l2O.
(1975). a p. (E) Gratis
Fallesskabsret
Gemelnschaftsrecht
Communlty Law
Drolt communautalre
Dlrltto comunltarlo
Gommunautalr recht
RAoer . RAT . CouNctL. coNsEtL. coNstclto' Rmo
* l"orteynelsc over de ltetlcnnelser, der lu:tttu'ltt'l udnini-
slru!ivl eller tad k,r' i I'elle,;sl,uhcrncs nedlentssluler lil
kennentlitrelse ttl l'ieller,;Auher,rcs rets.tkter
Ver:.eichnis der in den Mitglie.l:iluuIcn <ler (icnteinscIutlit'tt
in Durchliihntng der Re<'ht.rukte der (ienrcin:;< lur.lit,n er-
I u ssene n Rec ltt srrt rsc hrilien
Lil;t ol Lurts und Regttlutions A&ryted in the Memher Stulet
o.f the Comnunitiet in Applicution o.l A<'ts Alopt(d bv the
Commttnilies
Ripertoire des dispttsititttls l(gislutives et rt,ulenentuires
urr|lie.s duns lcs Etds memhres tles Cunmuiltrttlr\ en
uppli<'tttion des ut les urr0ltls pur le:; Comilrtnurtltis
Repertorio delle disposizioni legislutiv e regoluntenltri
1.I.)nilte nexli Stuti nrcnhri delle Comunitd europee in
uppli<'azione degli utti ildottuti d(tlle Comunitit
Overzitht utn de in de Lid-Stuten dcr Ettropese (iemcen-
s<'hoppen, in ttitwtering vun de he.sluilen der (ienu'en-
schappen, vuslgestelde wettelijke en bestuursret'htelijke
hep(linRen.
(bimenruel) (Mult.) Diffusion restreinte
* Riperkire <le ditpotitions o<hqtt(u pur lc t3<utvernetnent
hellinique
(trimestriel) ( F )
viii
* RQterttilre cle dispo:iliont udoptiet pur lc gottterneue
t ll r'a'
(trimestriel) ( F ) Diffusion restreinl
+ R<ircrttirc dt' diuxtsilion.t tdoptt'es pilr le qottrcrilcntc'
du royuume du Muro<'
(trimestriel) (F) Dilfusion restreint
* R(,ptrktire de ditpotititns utk4ilaip.1 p.tr l( s)ut'?tnenil
de lu Ripuhliqtta lttnisit'nne
(trime\triel) (F)
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
CoMMrssroN . CoMMtsstoNE' CoMMtsstE
* Ei n :.el t I u u t I i c he E n t sc he i d t t n !< e n i i be r G <tnt, i ns<' h u I i.s rer I
Dici,rions nu l io rut l c:; rcl u ! ivet u tt dnti t <tt nun u nt u tu ire
De<'iioni nu:ittnuli riguurdunti il diritttt <'onuniktrfut
Notionule hcilissinuen ten tunzicn wtn Gcnteenv lttptre<'lt(unregelmliBig irr6gulier irregolare onrcgelmatil
(D/F/l/NL)
* lnlitrntution on D! euntpu'isAe l'itllt's:;Aulrers Dotnst.)(uregelmrursig) Crati]
* Mitteilungen iiher den Gerichtsh<qf der &ntpiiischel
Geneins<'hu.lien 
I(unregelmABig) Cratil
* lnformution on the Court of Justite of the Europeat
Communities(irregular) Gratir
* lnformotions sur kt Cour de justi<'e des Communauti,
europiennes(irr6gulier) Gratui
* lnformuzioni sullu Corte di giustizi.t delle Comunitr
europee(irregolare) Cratui(
* lnformulie hetreffende het Hot van Justitie vun dr
Eu ropese G e meensc hu ppen
Diffusion restreint
Grati(onregelmatig)
(DK.D.E.F.r.N 1-)
DoMsroLEN . GerrcxrsxoF' CouRToFJuslcE .
CouR oE JusncE . CoFTE Dr GrusrzrA .
HoF vAN JusrrE
uzt(3)
Reports of Cases before the Court. 1955. Part I and Il.
Diffusion restreinle
(195). l-1132 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB r 365
(i nrtui
Forbindelser med tredjelande Uden-
rlgshandel
Ausw6rtlge Bezlehungen 
- 
AuRenhandel
Externa! Relatlons 
- 
Forelgn Trade
Relatlons ert6rleures 
- 
Commerce
ext6rleur
Relazlonl esterne 
- 
Gommerclo estero
Bultenlandse betrekklngen 
- 
Bultenlandse
handel
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN '
CoMMlsstoN . CouurssroHe . Couutsste
* INF/7U74(6)
De Europese Gemeenschap, Griekenland, Turkije en
Cyprus.
Te r info rmat ie. I 974. Nr. 7 L Buitenlandse betrekkingen.
(1975).20b12. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
* rNF/E2l75 (3)
The EEC Generalised Preferences.
Information. 195. No E2. External Relations.
195. 10p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
ul74l2o(3)
East-West Relations in Europe 
- 
I I.
Europ e an S t udies : T e ac hers' Se rie s. No 7 4 I 7-0.
(195). 
 
p. (E) Gratis
ulAlslT414(2t
Die all gemeinen Zoll p riiferenzen,
Europiiische Dokumentation: fiir die Hand des lzhrers;
Schriftenreihe Landwirtschaf, : Schriftenreihe G ewerk-
schaften und Arbeit nehmer. Nr. 7414.
(1975).4 S. (D.F.LNL) Gratis
ul^lsl74l4(4)
lzs priflrences t arifaires giniralisdes,
Documentation europdenne : sdrie pddagogique ; sdrie
agricole; s4rte syndicale et ouvridre.N'7414.
(r975).4p. (D.F.I.NL) Gratuit
ulAlsl74l4 (5\
It preferenze I ariffarie generaliuale,
Documentazione europea : aggiornamenti didattici ; serie
agricola: serie sindacale e operaia.N.7414,
(1975).4 p. (D.F.I.NL) Gratuito
ulAlslT4l4(6)
Al g eme ne t a riefp referent ies.
Europese doc ume nt atie : voorlic ht ing onderwiis ; reeks
voorlichting landbouw ; reel<s vakbondsvoorlic hting.
Nr.7414.
(197 5). 4 btz. (D. F.I.N L)
* U tlenrigshutr/c/. Mirnedsstatistik
Au.Pe nht ndel. Monatsstatistik
l"o rei g n lrarlc. Monthly Statistics
C o ttrtne rc e e.r lt;riear. Stat istique mensuel le
Co nnner<' io eslero. Statistica mensile
Buit enl u ndl;e H u ndel. Maandstalistiek(miinedlig monatlich monthly mensuel mensile
maandelijks) (D/F)
Ahonnement annuel FB 1350,-
* Osthlo<'kl Bloc orienlal.
(6 hafter pr. Ar/6 Hefte jiihrlich/6 Issues Yearly/6 numdros
par an/6 fascicoli all'anno/6 nummers per jaar)(DK/D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
Okonomlske, monetare og tlnanslelle
spsrgsmal
Wlrtschatt, WEihrung und Flnanzen
Economlc, Monetary and Flnanclal Affalrs
Economte, monnale et rlnances
Economla, moneta e flnanze
Economie, geldwezen en tlnanclen
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN '
Couurssrorrt . Couursstotte . Couutsste
1453 (4)
Inventaire des imp6ts pergus dans les litats membres des
Communautis europdennes au profit de I'Ent et des
collectivitds locales ( Iiinder, ddpartements, rdgioru,
districts, provinces, communes). Edition 194 (Situation
1.4.t974).
(1975).67ep. (F)
6591
FB 1000,-
Nationalregnskaber 
- 
ENS. Arbog 1973
Volkswirtschaftliche G esamtrechnungen 
- 
ESVG..
Jahrbuch 1973
National Accounts 
- 
ESA. Yearbook 1973
Comptes nationaux 
- 
SEC. Annuaire 193
Conti nazionali 
- 
SEC. Annuario 1973
Nationale rekeningen 
- 
ESER. Jaarboek 193.
(1975).345p. (DK/D/E/F/I/NL) FB 200,-
* rNF/86/75 (2)
Das System der eigenen Mitlel der Europiiischen Gemein-
schaften,
lnformation.l95. Nr. E6. Wirtschaft und Finanzen.
lr5. 4 S. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
* tNF/86/75 (3)
The European Communities' System of Own Resources.
lnformation. 195. No 86. Economy and Finance.
1975.4p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
* rNF/E6/7s (4)
lz systdme des ressources propres des Communautds
europiennes,
lnformation,lgT5. N' 86. Economie et finances.
1975.4p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuit
* rNF/86/75 (5)
Il sistema delle risorse proprie delle Comunitd europee,
Informazioni.l9T5. N. E6. Economia e finanze.
1975.4 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Cratuito
* rNF/E5/75 (6)
Het stelsel van de eigen middelen der Europese Gemeen-
schappen.
Ter i4formatie.l95. Nr,86. Economie en financiin.
l9l5.4blz. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
ulAlslT4l4(2)
Die Europiiische Investitionsbank und die Europiiischen
Fonds.
Europiiische Dokumentation: Jilr die Hand des lzhrers;
Schriftenreihe Landwirtschaft; Schiftenreihe Gewerk-
schaften und Arbeitnehmer. Nr. 7 4l 4.
(1975).4 S. (D.F.r.NL) Gratis
+ De e<'onomische toestand van de (iemeen.schup (drie-
maandelijks)
(D.E.F.l.Nr_)
Abonnement annuel FB 700,-
* S<'hauhilder und Kurzkmtntentere zur KonjunLtur in der
(ientcin:;< hu.li(inllieken tnet u.tntek.',tingen ofi'r de co4juttt'tutt in cle
( ieneens<'huJt.
(D/NL)(monatlich . maandelijks)
* Graphs und Notes on the E<'onomic Situation in the
Cornntttttity
(iruphiques et tu,tes rupidet sur kt <'tttljont'ture tluns lu
Comnutnuu!tt.
(E/F)(monthly mensuel)
* Graphiques et notes rupides sur h co4jonctute dans la
Comuttnuutd
Gru.li<'i e note rupide sullu cortyiurrtuftt nallu Comunitit.
(F/l) (mensuel . mensile)
Abonnement annuel FB 540,-
a Beric'ht iiher die Ergebnisse der KonjunAturbefrugungen
bei den Unternehmern in der Gemeinsc'haft
(3 Hefte jehrlich)
* Reporl of the Results of the Business Surveys c'arried out
umong Heads of Enterprises in the CommunitS,
(3 issues a year)
* Rapporl sur les rdsultuts des enqu?tes de <'o4joncture
uupris <les chefs d'entreprise de lu Communuuld
(3 num6ros par an)
* Rupporto sui risultuti delle in<.hieste congiunturali
elfeltuale presso gli imprenditori della Comunitd
(tre numeri all'anno)
* Verslag over de resultuten van de tonjuncluurenqudles
bij het hedrijfsleven in de Gemeens<'hap
(driemaal perjaar)
(D.E.F.r.NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 220,-
ulNsl7414(4)
Lt Banque et les Fonds europdens au service d'une Com-
munailA mieux dquilibrie,
Documentation europdenne: sirie pddagogique; sirie
agricole; s0rie syndicale et ouvri?re.N" 7414.
(19751.4p. (D.F.I.NL) Gratuit
ulAlsl74l{(s)
La Banca e i Fondi europei al servizio di una Comunitd
pil equilibrata.
Documentazione europea : aggiornamenti didaltici : serie
agricola; serie sindacale e operaia.N.74l4.
(197il.ap. (D.F.I.NL) Gratuito
ulAlsl74l{(6)
De Bank en de Europese Fondsen voor een evenwichtiger
Gemeenschap,
Europese documentalie: voorlichting onderwijs; reeks
voorlichting landbouw; reeks vakbondsvoorlichting.
Nr.7414.
(197 il. a btz. (D. F. I.N L) Cratis
a Die jl irtsc' huftsl a ge der G emei nschalr (vierteljiihrlich)
* The Ecorutmic Situution in the Commuzit.v (quarterly)
* Ltt situation i<'onomique de la Communatll (trimestriel)
* Ltt situttzione etorutmi<'u della Comunitd (trimestrale)
x
Soclale sporgsmAl
Sozlale Angelegenhelten
Soclal Atlalrs
Aflalres soclales
Affarl soclall
Soclate zaken
Kouurssroxeu . KoMMrssroN ' Couutsstotrl .
Counarssror.t . CoMMrsstoNE . CoMMrssrE
r055 (2)
Bericht iiber die Entwicklung der sozialen lage in der
Gemeircchaft im Jahre 1974. (Anlage zum ,,Achten
Gesamtbericht iiber die Tiitigkeit der Europiiischen
Gemeinschaften" nach Artikel 122 des EWc-Vertrags).
Maru1975.
tn 5. ltt s. (DK.D.E.F.r.NL) FB 150,-
165 (3)
Report on the Development of the Social Situation in the
Community in 1974. (Addendum to the 'Eighth General
Report on the Activities of the European Communities'
in accordance with Article 122 of the EEC Treaty). March
tn5.
1975. 2t0 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 150.-
1065 (4)
Exposd sur l'6volution de la situation sociale dans la
CommunautC en 1974. (Joint au 
"HuitiBme Rapporlg6n6ral sur I'activit6 des Communaut6s europdennes" en
application de I'article 122 du Trait6 CEE). Mars 195.
197 5. 298 p. (DK.D.E.F. I.N L) FB 150,-
165(5)
Rapporto sull'evoluzione della situazione sociale nella
Comunitd nel 1974. (Allegato alla 
"Ottava Relazionegenerale sull'attiviti delle Comuni0 europee> in appli-
cazione dell'articolo 122 del Trattato CEE). Marzo 1975.
1975. 308 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 150,-
l06s (6)
Verslag over de ontwikkeling van de sociale toestand in de
Gemeenschap in 1974. (Behorende bij het ,,Achtste Alge-
meen Verslag over de werkzaamheden van de Europese
Gemeenschappen" in toepassing van artikel 122 van het
EEG-Verdrag. Maart lYr5.
t9 5. 3t9 blz. (DK.D.E.F. I.NL) FB 150,-
t443 (2)
Praktisches Hcndbuch iiber die soziale Sicherheit der
Arbeitnehmer und deren Familien, die innerhalb der
Gemeinschaft zu- und abwandern, l. Jruli lTl3.
(1975).236 S. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
E443 (6)
Praktisch vademecum voor de sociale zekerheid van
werknemers en hun gezinsleden die zich binnen de Gemeen-
schap verplaatsen. I juli 1971.
(197 5). 236 blz. (DK.D.E. F. l.N L)
Gratuito
v a kbo ndsv oorl ic h t i n g,
Gratis
sl14l4(2)
Die Stundenkredite in Belgien,
Europiiisc he Do kume nt ation : Sc hrifte nreihe G ewerl<sc haf-
te n und Arbeit ne hner.Nr. 7 41 4.
(1975).4 S. (D.F.I.NL) Gratis
sl7414(4)
ks crddits d'heures en Belgique.
Documentation europienne: sdrie syndicale et ouvridre,
N'74/4.
(1975).4p. (D.F.I.NL) Gratuit
sl1414 (s)
I congedi speciali a scopo diformazione in Belgio.
Documenlazione europea: serie sindacale e operaia,
N.7414.
(197s).4p. (D.F.LNL)
sl7414(6)
De krediet-uren in Belgii,
Europese documentatie: reel<s
Nr.7414.
(197 5). 4 blz. (D.F.I.NL)
* lxl49l75
T rav ai I ft mini n (Biblioeraphie).
Dokumentatiottsbulletin Bulletin on Documentalion
Bulletin de renseignement documentaire Bollettino di
informazione doc umentaria' Doc ume nt al iebullet in.
TilleglBeilage/Supplement/Suppl6ment/Supplemento/Sup-
plement. B 19. 25.2.197 5.
1975.32 p. (Mult.) Gratuit
7103 (6)
Het sociale beleid van de Europese Gemeewchap.
A Den Haag. (1975). ll blz. NL) Gratis
7109 (6)
Europa en de vrouw,
A Den Haag. 1Y75. 12 blz. (NL) Gratis
7106 (4)
L'Europe pour lesfemmes. L'Europe en bref. N' 4/194.
Gratis
A Paris. (1975).32 p. (F)
7107 (4)
L'Europe pdur les tavailleurs. L'Europe en bref,
5lt97s.
A Paris. (1975).24 p. (F)
FF 3,-
,NO
FF 2,.
xi
* LehrmittcldoLumentutitttr 
- 
Berulxtu$i!t!ung
Dotumcntut ittn p(,dugogique 
- 
hirmulion ltnilessfutnnelle
Dtx'umenlua.ione pedagogi<'u 
- 
l.brmuiione prol essionulc
Ped u go g i s<' he doc u me nt a t ie 
- 
Beroepsop leidi n p
(vierteljdhrlich . trimestriel . trimestrdle' driemaandelijks)(D/F/I/NL) Cinrtuit
* So<'iale :;tutistik/.cr
SozialstatistiL
So<'iul Stutistk s
Stu I isl iq ues so<'iu I es
Stutisti<'he xt< iuli
Sociule stutislieA
(uregelmassig . unregelmeBig . irregular . irr6gulier. irrego-
lare ' onregelmatig)
(DK/D/E/F/UNL)
Abonnement annuel
t h' u glbreni ng si nlorm a I io n
(to gange om nt'rneden)
' G ewer ksc haft si nformu I ione n(zweimal im Monat)
a Trude Union l4formation
(fortnightly)
r lnformutions syndi<'ales
(bimensuel)
(DK.D.E.F)
lndustrl
!ndustrle
lndustry
lndustrle
lndustrla
lndustrle
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN . Coruurssron .
CouurssroN . Couurssror,tE . CoMMtsstE
672812
Rfrjern og stdl. Basispriser og jern- og $Alproducenter
Roheisen und Stahlerzeugnisse. Grundpreise und Stahl-
unlernehmen
Pig lron and Steel. Basis Prices and lron and Steel llnder-
takings
Fonles et aciers. Prix de base et enlreprises siddrurgiques
Ghise ed acciai. Preui base e imprese siderurgiche
Ruwijzer en staalprodukten. Basispri,jzen en ijzer- en
staalondernemingen.
l8eAnn6e. N' 2. Edirion ln5. 25.2.1n5.
t9l 5. pas. ditr (DIVD/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel
xii
* Jern og.vri/. To-miinedlig statistik
E se n u nd S t u h l. Zw ei monat liche Veriiffentl ichung
lntn uncl Steel. Bimonthly
Sidi rurg ie. Puhlication bi mestrielle
S id e r n r g i u. Pubblicazione bimestrale
lJzer en stuul. Tweemaandelijkse uitgave
(to-mfrnedlig . zweimonatlich . bimonthly . bimestriel . bi-
mestrale . tweemaandelijks) (DK.D.E. F.LN L)
Abonnement annuel FB 1000,-
4 I n<l tt stristu tistr(. Kvartalsudgave
I ndust rie.srutistr(. Vierteljiihrliche Ausgabe
I nd u s t ri u I St u I i.rtri's. Quarterly
St at i stiqu es i ndtt slriel les. Publ ication trimestrielle
Sttt ist i<'he del l' i,r.lnst ri.r. Pubblicazione trimestrale
I nd tt s I rieslu I islleA. DriemaandelIkse uitgave
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . tri-
mestrale . driemaandelijks)(DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB600,-
Energl
Energle
Energy
Energle
Energla
Energle
Kouurssronen . KoMMtsstoN . Couurssron .
CoMMrssroN . CouursstoHE . CoMMtsstE
* Energ istutistil. Kvanalsbulletin
Energiest ut ist iL Vierteljiihrliches Bulletin
Ene rg y Stat i st icr. Quarterly Bulletin
Stu ti st iqu es d e I' i ner gie. Bulletin trimestriel
St u t is t ic' he del l' e ner g i a. Bolletti no tri mestrale
Ene rgie.rt u t i,st ieA. Driemaandelijks bul letin
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel' tri
mestrale . driemaandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/|/N L)
Abonnement annuel FB 1400,-
FB t 500,-
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
FB 1600,-
Transport
Verkehr
Transport
Transports
Trasportl
Vervoer
KoMMlssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN . Colaurssrotrt .
CoMMrssroN . Couutssror,re . Cot\rlrrssre
* txl477l75
Transports, (R6f6rences de textes publi6s dans cette
matidre).
Dokumentationsbulletin Bulletin on Documentation .
Bulletin de renseignement documentaire Bollettino di
i4formazione doc umentaria' Doc umentatiebulletin,
Till eg/Beilage/Supplement/Suppl6ment/Supplemento/Sup-
plement. C l2l. 24.2.1n 5.
195.25 p. (Mult.) Gratuit
* txl47&l7s
Transporls. (Bibliographie sur la l6gislation communautaire
dans cette matiEre).
Dokumentalionsbulletin Bulletin on Documentation
Bulletin de renseignement documentaire Bollettino di
i4formazio ne doc u mcnt aria, Docume ntatiebulletin.
Till q/Beilage/Supplement/Suppl6ment/Supplemento/Sup-
plement. B/ I GF. 24.2.1n 5.
1975.50p. (D.E.F) Gratuit
Landbrugspolltlk
Landwlrtschaft
Agrlculture
Polltlque agrlcole
Agrlcoltura
Landbouw
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
Couutsstotrt' CoMMrssroNE . CoMMtsstE
659'
Frugt, grQnsager og kartofler. Landbrugspriser. Special-
hefte
Obst, Gemiise und Kartoffeln, Agrarpreise. Sonderheft
Fruit, Vegetables and Potatoes. Agricuhural Prices.
Special Number
Fruits, l€gumes et pomnes de terre. Prit agricoles. Num6ro
spdcial
Frutta, ortaggi e patate, Prezzi agricoli. Numero speciale
Fruit, groenlen en aardappelen. l,andbouwprijzen. Speciaal
nummer.
t973. S 8.
(195).306p. (DK/D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
6776
la ndhru gs mat eriel og taktorer. landbru gspriser. Special-
hrefte
landmaschinen und Ackerschlepper. Agrarpreise. Sonder-
heft
Agric u ltu ral Equipment and Tractors. Agricuhural Prices,
Special Number
Matiriel et tracreurs agricoles. Prix agricoles. Num6ro
special
Materiale e trattori agricoli. Preui agricolr'. Numero
speciale
Landbo uw machines en tekkers. Iandbouwprij zen. Speciaal
nummer.
rr3. s9.
(1975). lOt p. (DISD/E/F/I/NL) cratuit
6676
Landbru g sstatist isk .lrbog t 974
Agrarstat is tisc hes J ahrbuc h 1974
Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics 1974
Annuaire de statistique agricole 1974
Annuario di statistica agricola 1974
l-andbouwslalistisc h J aarboe k I 974.
0n il. 273 p. (DI(D/E/F/VNL) FB 125,-
ul74l2o(3)
The Common Agricultural Policy 
- 
II.
European Studies : Teachers' Series. No 74120.
(195). 
  
p. G) Gratis
* xl42l75(3)
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